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Wl'ES 00' 'I'ERMIWux;y 
This term is used to refer to any person or group of 
persons not of European descent. The term 'Bl ack' is 
used in preferenc e to: 'Bantu' which is a language 
classification for a particular sub-group of the� 
people; 'Native• which was widely used by the colo­
nists when referring to the indigenous African people; 
and 'Kaffir' which is generally regarded as perjorative 
nowadays. 
This term is used to refer to those systems of law 
which are Rananistic in structure, basic conc-epts, and 
general outlook, inasmuch as the national legal system 
has been subject to a pervasive Ranan law influence as 
a result of the rediscovery and reception of Raran law 
during the Middle Ages.1
1hese terms are used to indicate that area of law other 
than criminal, constitutional, administrative and can­
mercial law, ie contract, delic t, property, succ-ession 
and the law . of persons. 
2
/ 
Catuon law 
Catuon law 
Custanary law 
Mixed legal 
systems 
xx 
This tenn is used to indi cate the system of law found 
in England and the United States of .America, and those 
countries whose legal system is based on, or derived 
from, the Anglo-American system, in order to distin­
guish such systems fran ci vi 1 law ones.3 
This term is used in the contex t of South Africa to 
rrean the Ranan-Dutch law, as received fran the Nether­
lands an
d 
i:rodified by time and local conditions. Can­
man law in this sense is juxtaposed to the term 'sta­
tute law' or 'legislation•.4
This term is used to indicate the indigenous law of any 
people which exists apart fran the laws imposed on, or 
a do pted by, such people from other national systems. 
Custanary law is largely unwritten traditional law.5
This term is used to describe those systems of law 
which are neither common law i:;ystems nor civil law 
systems but a mixture of both. Such systems are also 
referred to as 'hybrid' because they contain both civil 
arid common law elements and sometimes customary law 
elements as well. South Africa in particular has a 
mixed system of law.6
XXI 
1. See Hah)..o & Kahn 131-132 and 521-3. For a detailed discussion on
classif ying the different legal sy stems see generally David and
B ri erl� 17�29; Zweigert & Kotz 57-67; Eorsi Cornoara­
tive Civil (Priv ate) I.aw (1979) 31-61.
2. 
3. 
Hahlo & Kahn ibid. In sane legal systems where the law is div ided 
into private law and public law,· ci vi 1 law in this sense is the same 
as private law. Hc,,,,rever the distinction between private and public 
law is not found in all legal systeus, therefore the tenn civil law is 
preferred in this study. See David & Brierl�v 74 for a discussion of 
this · aspect. 
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R1l'ES ON TmMINJI.CX;Y 
This term is used to refer to any person or group of 
persons not of European descent. The term 'Black' is 
used in pr eference to: 'Bantu' which is a language 
classification for a particular sub-group of the� 
people; 'Native' which was widely used by the colo­
nists when referring to the indigenous African people; 
and 1Kaffir1 which is generally regarded as perjorative 
nor,,.,adays. 
This term is used to refer to those systems of law 
which are Raranistic in structure, basic concepts, and 
general outlook, inasmuch as the national legal system 
has been subject to a pervasive Ranan law influence as 
a result of the rediscovery and reception of Rcrnan law 
during tlle Middle Ages.1
These terms are used to i ndicate that area of law other 
than criminal, constitutional, administrative and can­
mercial law, ie contract, delict, property, succession 
and the law of persons. 2
Camon law 
C<:mron law 
CUstarary law 
Mixed legal 
systems 
xx 
This term is used to indicate the system of law found 
in England and the United States of America, and those 
countries whose lega 1 system is b ased on, or derived 
from, the Anglo-American system, i n  order to distin­
guish such systems fran civil law ones.3
This term is used in the context of South Africa to 
mean the Ronan-Dutch.law, as received fran the Nether­
lands and m:x:Ufied by time and local conditions. can­
men law in this sense is juxtaposed to the term 'sta­
tute law' or 'legis lation•.4
This term is used to indicate the indigenous law of any 
people which exists apart fran the laws imposed on, or 
�dopted by, such p eople from other national systems. 
custarary law is largely unwritten traditional law.5
This term is used to describe those systems of law 
which are neither corrnnon l aw systems nor civil law 
systems but a mixture of both. Such systems are also 
referred to as 'hybrid' bee.a.use they contain both civil 
and common law elements and sometimes customary law 
elements as well. South Africa in particular has a 
mixed system of law. 6 
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l. See Hahlo & Kahn 131-132 and 521-3. For a detailed discussion on
classifying the different legal systems see generally David and
Brierley 17-29; Zwe igert & Kotz 57-67; Eorsi Compara------------
tive Civil (Private) I.aw (1979) 31-61.
2. Hahlo & Kahn ibid. In sane legal systems where the law is divided
into private law and public law, civil law in this sense is the same
as private law. H01Never the distinction between private and public
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preferred in this study. See David & Brierlev 74 for a discussion of
this aspect.
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mmaxx:T!ON 
l. General
The codification of l aw, dates back to 2000 BC or possibly even earlier, 
and continues to this day. Moreover codification is not limited to one 
type of legal system but occurs in civil law, camon law, custara.ry law, 
and mixed legal systems. Similarly although codification freque ntly has 
political overtones and may occur as an instrument, or result of political 
change, the use of codes is not rest.ricted to any particular type of 
political frarne:work. Thus codes are found in a wide variety of countries 
which have. greatly differing political, :mcial and ecxmanic backgrounds. 
The chronological· and geographical- extent of codification makes it an 
interesting subject. for a cc:rrparati ve and .historical study. In order to 
speculate on the possible future of cod.ification i n  South Africa it is 
first proposed to look at the historical developrent of codes_ .and codific a­
tion generally, arid to examine the experiences· that have .occurred in other 
national · systems, J.n orde r to achieve · a br oad perspective of this 
contraversial legal topic, before studying its role in a particular legal 
system. 
2. Projected ambit of study
The projected _ambit of this study is to ·e>:amine, by
m
ec1ns of a canparative 
survey, the evolution and_ development of cod ification as a legal 
phenanenon, taking into consideration: 
the historical and geographical extent of codification 
some of the problems and challenges confronting 
co::iification 
the reasons why codification has been successfully used 
in sane national legal systems and not in others; 
2 
and, in the light of these factors, to examine the possible future of 
codification in the South African legal context. 
3. Definition of Codification
At the outset of this study it is necessary to indicate what is to be meant 
by the term codification. 
It is extrerrely difficult to arrive at an entirely satisfactory defi­
nition, particularly in a study which ranges widely over a variety of 
codes, compiled over an extensive period of time.1 This difficulty is
attributable to the folla-Jing factors. 
First, the presence or absence of the title 'code', in reference to a 
particular statute or.collection of statutes, is no clear indication as to 
whether that area of the law has in fact been codified. For example, the 
laws of Ha.J1Tliu�rabi have traditionally been described as a Code, although 
statements by Harrmu-rabi himself would indicated that he had not set out to 
codify the law.2 Similarly the Sou.th African Criminal Procedure Act, 51 of 
1977, has been cal led a code despite the fact that it is an incomplete 
statement of the law; and there is no indication on the part of the 
legislature that codification was j.ntendea.3 On the other hand, it can 
£appen that there is the declared intention to codify the law but the 
resulting statute is not ca lled a code. This occurred with the Bills of 
Exchange Act of 1882. This act was passed during a !;)€riod of intensive law 
3 
reform in England which was partially inspired by the a:xhfication rroverrent 
on the Continent. Lord Herschell, considering the Act in the ca9e of 
Bank of Enoland v Vagliano Bros,4 stated that 'The Bills of Exchange Act
was intended to be a code of the law re"iating to negotiable instrurrents'. 5
He went on to say that because of this the Act should be considered as the 
prinery authoritative source of law on the matter. 
The question of the intention of the legislator being used to 
de termine whether an enactment is a code or not, is another factor which 
complicates the definition of codification. Alth ough the intention to 
create a code of law rray be a useful indicator for classifying a statute; 
the final product may fail to-fulfill, or accurately reflect, that inten-
-:-'> tion. Further, in judging whether a code has been produced, lawyers fran 
different legal systems will apply different criteria. Thus a civil law 
lawyer may have considerable problems in accepting that a carrron law sta­
tute which is intended to codify the law i s  in fact a code. Simil arly a 
ocmron law lawyer may look at a civil law code - such as the French Civil 
Code - and wonder how a collection of such open-ended and· generalised legal 
provisions can be regarded as a canplete and authorative statement of the 
law. The con£ licting views of· lawyers from the two systems are due to 
fundamental dist�nctions betw�n the civil law and the corrm::::m law; and to 
differences in attitude tow-ards codes themselves.6 Hc.wever conflicts of
opinion are not confined to different legal systems, The passage of time, 
and the developnent of more sophisticated styles of legislative drafting, 
may mean tha t codes within the same legal system are quite different -
canpare for example those of France and Germany. Indeed legal changes may 
be such that statutes which were once regarded as codes are felt to be no 
longer worthy of the name. 7
4 
It might be thought that a code can be recognised and defined by the 
task it performs. Ho w ever, a further factor arising out of the 
distinctions between different legal systems is the variety of· functions 
expected of a o:::de.8 Thus ccx:1ification may be seen as a means of consoli­
dating the existing law and canpiling it in a rrore accessible form; or, it 
may be seen as a means of reforming the existing law and introducing a 
number of innovations. As the function of a code is likely to be 
influenced by considerations of the needs, resources, and dominant 
ideologies of a country at the time of codification, there can be little 
consensus as to what the function of a code should be.9 Consequently,
although sane may feel that a code should simplify, systematize and reform 
the law:10 others may be of the view that ccx:1ification should primarily be
a restatarent of the law, and be clearly distinguished fran law reforrn.11 
. . . . . 
Yet others have suggested that codificati'?n s hould be used to modern ise 
legal tenninology and improve the basic administration of the law, rather 
than implement structural reform.12 Not only may the func tion of codes
vacy fran one situation or pericd to another;_ but the stated function, and 
actual. function,· may be different. For example, many thought that the 
French Code - The Cooe Napoleon - would radically reform the law in order 
to reflect recent, revolutionacy, political changes.13 In fact the o:::de 
was firmly based on traditional legal institutions and little ne.v law was 
introduced.14 Moreover, when considering the question of function, it
should be borne in mind that al though· the main function of a code may be 
the restatement of the law, not all restatements will necessarily be 
o:::des.15 
It has been suggested that a code may be distinguished from other 
statutes because it is a c�lete, systematic, statement of the law, which 
/ 
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is exclusive in its dominion, and supplants all special diversities of 
locality, status, jurisdiction or privilege.16 Apart fran the fact that 
not all ccoes express the law in a systematic fashion, these characteris­
tics could equally well be applied to a variety of statutes - for example 
those that replace the existing customary law; or which combine a 
multiplicty of local laws within a sjngle document.17 Nor is a ccx:le neces­
sari ly a canplete statement of the law. Although there are ccx:les that were 
intended to be canprehensi ve statements of the law - such as the Prussian 
Cooe of 1794;18 today, du e largely to technical and procedural problems, 
p artial co dification is more common.J 9 Similarly while a code mq.y be a
caTiprehensive statement of a particular area of law - for example the civil 
law - this does not mean that the entire legal sy stem is codified. 
Moreover experience has sha,.rn_that even the rrost canprehensive code will 
inevitably have loopholes and inaoequacies and prove to be less canplete 
than envisaged. 
It is apparent that none of the atove factors distinguish a code from 
other forms of written law; a 1 though by themselves, or in combination, 
they ma.y be useful indicators. 
Perhaps the distinguishing features of a code can best be fow,d in its 
relation to other statutes and sources of law within the same legal system; 
and in the way in which its provisions arl;c' applied to cases tha t come 
before the courts. 
First, whereas a statute may be a canprehensive and exclusive state­
ment of the law relating to a particular subject; in codifying the law 
there will be an attempt to achieve 'a rational formulation of the under­
lyinq principles of all the aspects of human a ctivity regulated by the 
code 1 • 20 This is becau se the envisaged lifespan of a code is generally 
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longer than that of a statute, the latter being s ubject to frequent 
amendment and re vision. Indeed, one of the reasons why codes are used is 
to overcane tile problem of accumulated legislative enactments. 
Secondly, tile status of a code will generally be superior to that of 
an ordinary statute, in that the _code will be referred to before other 
sources of law - inc 1 uding case decisions and subordinate legislation. 
Moreover, tile order in which otiler extra-codal legal sources may be used is 
often stipulated by the code. Although the status of a code may not be 
exactly the_ same in different legal systems; 21 it is generally true that 
those who draft tile code will approach their material in a manner distinct 
fran other statutes. Also til� attitu�e of lawyers and laymen to codified 
law will be distinguishable fran that expressed towards other enactments. 
· Thirdly, although a code - like any statute - is a product of the
legislative branch of government, its success, and therefore continued use, 
is very dependent on the co-?peration and contribution of the judiciary. 
Thus a system of law - or part thereof - can only really be said to be 
. . 
. 
codified if the provisions of the code are regularly and consistently 
applied to cases that cane before the courts. 
There is little doubt that today 'ccx1ification appears to be much rrore 
diversified than a century ago•.22 Cons£qUently it would be misleading to
limit the meaning of the term to any specific type of code. However, in 
the light of the aoove considerations and for the purposes of this study, 
codification is understood to mean: a conscious attempt by the legislator 
to convey, by rreans of the mini.JmJm number of necessary provisions, within 
an authorative doc.'UI!lent, a selected area of law. Such an enact:rrent nrust be , 
comprehensively struc tured - although not necessarily canprehensive in 
scope� so that whether tile work consists of a single document or a series 
7 
of them, they are relateo to each other in a rational way. Further the 
rroti vatian behind such an enactment must be to improve the current law on 
the subject. - whetlle r by reform or consolidation - either for a select.ed 
target - such as the practitioner, or generally. Codification is rrore than 
mere amending legislation aimed at blocking loopholes discovered in exis­
ting statutes. Therefore codification is not to be understocd as a short­
term repair job on a delapidated legal system,. but a radical - without 
meaning revol utionary - overhauling of the existing law, so that it be 
better able to provide for current and future needs. 
8 
L The difficulty at arriving at a satisfactory definition has been ex­
perienced and discussed by others. See for example Bayitch in Yianno­
poulos 161, 162 et seq. 
2. See Driver & Miles The Babylonian Laws vol 1 (1952) 45 particularly
no'te l; and Kocourek & Wigrnore 387.
3. For reference to the Act as a code see Dugard Introduction to Criminal
Procedure (1977) 57. Ccrnpare ha..ever the attitude of the redactors of
the Criminal Procedure Ordinance 1 of 1903 as indicated by De Villiers
(1931) 43 SAIJ 318� See also the ccnunents 6f Burchell & Hunt 42 note
359.
4. 1891 AC 107 at 1 44. This attitude tc,..,ards the codification aspect of
the Bi.1 ls of Exchange Act also found support· in other cases for
example In re English Bank of the River Plate Ex parte funk of Brazil
(1893) 2 Chancery 438 at 442. Canpare h�ever Swanepoel v Crown Mines
Ltd 1954 (4) SA 596. (A) at 603-4, where Fagan JA rejected the argunent
that the Prescription Act 18 of 1943 should be regarded as the p_rimary
source of .law on the question, on the ground that the intention behind
the act had not been to codify the law on the IMtter.
5. As will be indicated one of the expressions of the attitude which
distinguishes a code fran non-codified law,·is that where there is the
intentibn to codify, then on any point dealt with by the code the law
must be ascertained fran reference to the language of that code before
any other source is consulted. See for example the dictum of Lord
Watson in Robinson v c.anadian Pacific Railway Co 1892 AC 481 at 487
referring to the Civil Code of l.a.v"er canada of 1866. Other examples of
such 'codes' were the Pimkruptcy Act of 1883, Partnership Act of 1890
and Sale of Goods Act of 1893, discussed infra under cooification in
common law systems. Compare however David� who expresses the view
that the re-organization and consolidation achieved by these statutes
did not amount to codification in the French sense; D.3vid & Brierley
307.
6. The differen ce is clearly illustrated by David in the following
extract:.
'The codes of continental Europe, even if they lean heavily 
on tradition and in fact perpetuate it are considered as 
operating a sort of novation; they constitute an expose of 
the law sufficient in itself, and the point of deJ?i3.rture for 
a new developnent of juridical rules.· The coo�s of camon 
l�ountries; on the contrary, .do not abolish the prior
law. Their essential function is to set out systematically
principles which are thus confirmed and remain in force;
the ·rules of· 1aw therefo re are modified and modernized b y
codification only on occasion and only on special points.
Law and code, one can say, are synonymous in the continental
European conception_. The code in corrnnon law countries is
only ari accident in the develoµnent of a law which was exis­
ting and continues to exist in a way independent from the
new code':
(1963) 37 Tulane Law Review 187, .190. See also Lawson Many Laws 
(1977), 43; and. D.3vid_ Engli�h Law & Fz:ench Law ( 1980) 16 et seq. 
.. 
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7. This has happen ed with Justinian's Corpus Iuris Civilis which is
regarde d by some as a code but by others as fall ing far: short of the
definition. See the d iscussion infra on the 'early' codes.
8. As Akzin says:
'The m e a ning in  which· th ese terms ("code" and 
"codification") are used determines the functions which the 
codes will fulfil on the legal scene, and it i_s the sympathy 
or antipathy with which the · various factors involved view 
t he proposed functions that wi 1_1 make them more or l ess 
re ceptive to· codification': 
{1956) 5 American Journal of Coinoarative I.aw 44, 49.
9. Compare for example· the 18th century Natural Law Sc hool vi ew that a
· code should be a conplete legislative statement of the whol e  l::oc1}' of
law, in one self-sufficient fonn; with the view of I.ord Westbury or
Sir Jarres Step hen, that the aim of code should be to publicize th� law
in an or derl y and conve nie ntly a ccessible fashio n: Pou nd
Jurisprudence vol 3 (1959) 724.
10. Tallon (1979) 14 ·Israel I.aw Review 1, 3-5.
11. .. See for example the view of the Society of Public Teachers of Law in
England, discussed by Smith (1984) Statute I.aw Review 17,· 19.
i2. M'Baye International Encyclop._::>cJ.ia of Comparative Law vol 2 (1975) 138, 
153. 
13. For example that the code would 're-make the law in the image of a new
and better society' Friedrich in Schwartz l, 2.
14. Zwe igert � Kotz 68.
15. For example, North, ccmnenting on the work of the English I.aw Commis­
sion states that 'Most codification projects tend to involv e  two ele­
ments - re-statement and reform;. there is no doubt that, in England
at least, both elements are present in all the current codification
proje cts'. Al though, as he points out 'the original intention to
co dify m ight have involved no more than restatement of existing
principles': North (1982) 46 RABELSZ 490, 493. See also on the
matter of restatement and reform in a cod e Smith or cit 20; and
Lloyd. (1949) 2 Current Leccil Problems 155, 165.
16. Continental Lecal History vol l ( 1968 ) l 77.
17. For example as was done with the Droit Couturnier in France, Lobingier
(1918�19) 32 Harvard Law Review 114, 121.
18 . The Alloemein es Preuss iches Landrecht . . 
19. Se e for example in Israel as discussed by Akzin op cit 44; and in
England as discuRsed by N'.:>rth op cit 490.
20. Chloros (1973-74) 48 Tulane law Review- 814, 825 (my emphasis).
10 
21. On the question of status of codes and written law generally in civil
� and carrron law see the ccmnents of Ba.yitch or cit 161, 165 et seg:.
22. Tallon D {1980) 15 Scx::iety of Public Teachers of Law 33, 34.
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� OF CXDIFICATION 
1. Introduc:tion
The history of codification suggests that ther e are two main reasons why 
cxxlification takes place; first to fulfil a need to 'tidy up' the law and 
make it more easily ascertainable, and secondly to unify the law of hither­
to separate legal systems, follcwing political unification of the coun­
tries, or areas of a country, where these separate systems exist.1 
The first reason is influenced more by practical than political con­
siderations, although codification may still be undertaken within a certain 
' . 
ideological framework - :(or example, to make the law accessible to the 
. layrran and - remove it fran the realm of a pawerfu 1 and elite judiciary; or 
to create certainty and stability in the law in order to avoid the arbitra­
ry administration of justice.2 The second-reason indicates that cndifica­
tion may be undertaken to improve the administration of the law, and also 
to reflect changes in the government of a country, a new political dispen­
sation or power structure. 
While .the first reason for codification is particularly relevant to 
those legal systems tha_t have acClilTIUlated a mass of legal material which 
has gra,.m to unnu.nageable proportions; 3 political considerations � sane-
times accompanied by a desire to express ideological beliefs through a 
a::x:le4 - appear to have been the rrotivating factor behind much codification. 
Ccdification not only occurs as a result of p:ilitical unification, or 
where internal changes ·and re"'?organization occur, but also where there are 
changes in the international status of a nation. Thus codes are often 
adopted or drafted when a country achieves independence, as a. mark of tile 
new country's sovereignty; S or to indicate· the independ\...:f\t legal existence 
12 
of a state.6
Ha.-.'.ever cedes are not only found in independent, sovereign countries. 
This is particularly true of the ccmron law Q'.)des used in India and parts 
of Africa, where the imposition of codes on the indigenous inhabitants by 
the foreign p::,,,,'ers governing them, reflected the political status quo and 
facilitated the administration of justice.7
Codes may also l::e adopted or introduc;ed where political changes have 
been _accompanied by far-reaching socio-econanic changes, for example the 
'westernisation' of Japan, China and Tu.rkey; 8 and more recently parts of 
Africa.9 
The above reasons for the use of codes are not exhaustive. In each 
country· there are a canbi.nation of factors which cause or encourage ccdifi­
cation of the law. As will be_ seen, these influential factors vary over
the course of time and from country to country. Indeed an examinati on of 
the history of codification - albeit brief - indicates the diversity of 
codes and codification movements that have existed in the past, and 
continue to exist in the present day. 
2. The Archaic Codes10 .
One of the problems encountered in defining a ccx]e is arriving at a satis­
factory method whe reby .a code may be differentiated from other forms of 
statute law. In the·early history of codification however one of the 
distinguishing features of a code was that it was written law, as opposed 
to unwritten, custanary law. Indeed one of the main purposes of a code was 
to establish a written, and therefore indisputable, record of the law, 
thereby facilitating the enforcement of a single legal system over a wide 
area previously governed by unwritten and separate local custcms. Such a 
13 
code was that of Hamnu-rabi; King of Babylon, which is the e.arliest code of 
law discovered, and is dated circa 2000Bc.11 Under Harnrou-rabi the 
previously independent city-states of Babylonia were unified. In an attempt 
to amend the unwritten customary law of a lar ge area, the Laws of Hammu­
rabi were carved . in diori te - canpared with the usual clay tablets - and 
set up in the Temple of Marduk in Babylon,12 thus publishing the new law in 
a pemanent form. 
Harrrnu-rabi regarded himself as a refonner of law and a legisiator,13 
and made no c laim to have constructed a code of law. Indeed it has been 
suggested that 
'The laws must not be r�garded as a code or di1est but as a 
.series of amendments to the Canrron law of Babylon.' 4 
Ha.vever although the l�ws do not represent an e>=haustive exposition of the 
law, the collection and arrangement of specific laws within a united whole, 
with a distinct section for each law, does disti nguish Hamrnu-rabi 1 s Laws 
fran e.arlier - albeit fragmented - collections of written law. It is not 
unusual therefore, to find the Iaws of Hamnu-rabi referred to as a cc<le, 15
and, if one adopts a broa<l interpretation of the subject, justifiably so.16
In a period when written law was relativel y scarce, these early or 
archaic cedes were often used. to publicise irnp:>rtant changes in the exis­
ting cust omary law.· Such changes might be occasioned by political up­
heaval - as with Harrmu-rnbi - or to deal with social or economic derrands. 
For example the Athenian Iaws of Solon (c 800-900BC) were aimed at easing 
the burden of the debtor class, while the Roman Twelve Tables (c 450BC) 
sought ostensibly to break the patricians' stranglehold on the administra­
tion of justice.17 Similarly the later Leges Barbarorum were drafted to
overccrne the administrative and social pro�lems of conflicting systems of 
law which arose in Europe after the fall of Rorne.18
14 
In some cases the early codes were compil ations of pre-exist ing 
legislation or traditional c-..1.stcrnary law, collected and re-arranged in a 
CDde because of their public importance. Examples of these are the reli­
gious codes, such as the Biblical Codes of The Old Testament19 and the 
Hindu law ccx:le - the laws of Manu (c · 200EC). 20
Included anong the archai c cedes, although European in origin, are the 
Leges Barbarorum. Initially mrq)iled by barbarian rulers for their Rcman 
subjects after the collapse of the Rcman Empire in the West in 476AD, these 
C'Odes helped to preserve, in rudimentary form, many aspects of Ronan law in 
parts of France, Spain and Italy.21 Such cocles were not however limited to
Roman law, and codes of customary law also date from thi s period, for 
example the C'Ode of Visigothic custanary law, the Code of Euric (c 475.AD),
or the Codex de Tolsa; 22 and the Laws of the Salii or Sea Franks, the Lex
Salica, which was drawn up around 450AD23 and which was followed by the 
Lex Ripuaria (c 596.AD) of the River Franks. 
These early codes did not present a complete statment of any one 
branch of law,24 nor set out gene_ral principles of law, 25 but provided a
set of rules wher eby the imnecliate and most important social, econanic and 
p:>litical probl€IDS could re resolved. 26 Sane of these codes remained in
force for a considerable length of time,27 others laid the foundations for
later ccx:les. 28 Moreover their. existence meant that ccx:lif ication, al though
in a canparati vely primitive form, was not entirely unknc,,.m in Europe in 
the period prior to the re-discovery of Justinian's corpus · Iuris Ci vilis, 
and the renaissance in legal thinking and interest that this occasioned� 
15 
Roscoe Pound declared that 
'codification in the modern sense begins in the maturity of the 
Ranan law', 
because before this attempts to codify the law were attempts to 
secularise it rather than to systematise it.29 Hahlo and Kahn state that 
'The Corpus Juris Justiniani, ... was a code in the mo�ern sense 
in that it was intended to cover the whole of the law.' O 
Hcwever the learned authors go on.to add that 
'It (the Corpus Juris) differed fran moo.em codes in that it did 
not attempt to 
1
tate the law systematically in the form of
· abstract rules. • 3 
Justinian's great work thus hovers somtWhat uncertainly between the 
archaic codes and the moo.em, or 'early' Eurq:ean codes. 
The practical advantages of codifying the gra,,;,ing bulk of Ranan law 
had been realised earlier during the expans.
1
on of the Roman Empire, as a 
means whereby n£Wly conquered territories might be rrore easily controlled 
and assimilated. Attempts to codify the law had been made prior to Jus­
tinian, 32 .but the extent and scope of his coryus Juris Civilis distinguish 
it from these ea rlier works, as did Justinian's intention that his code 
should replace all the eYSsting law and be regarded as the 'authoritative 
binding statement of the whole l::,cxjy of Ranan law•.33
Although the Corpus Juris Civilis lacked the general legal principles 
that might be found in more nndern codes, neither the enormity nor signifi­
cance of the undertaking should be underestimated. Besides seeking to 
col lect and compilEr all existing imperial legislation into a more 
ac cessible form, and to discard that which was obsolete or repetitive; 
Justinian also sought to include inJhis code the best juristic writing 
available - thus ensuring that much of this was preserved for later .stu­
dents.. Furthermore Justin ian'i:. codification represents the first major 
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attanpt to cope with the physical and technical problems involved in such a 
task. The organization of manpower, resources, and the arrangement of 
material in the Codes thernsel ves, served as a model and inspiration for 
those who were to look to Justinian's work in later years; particularly 
the adherents of the Natural law School who were to have such an influence 
on later European codes. Moreover the codification of Ran.an law meant that 
it could be easily incorporated into other legal systems, creating toda y 
what is known as the civil law tradition or family of laws. 
3. Early 'European' Codes
Due to their incarplete nature the archaic, or early codes never totally 
replaced custrnary law,34 which continued to govern the majority of people 
in Eu rope and e lsewhere. Thus although Justinian's code can be 
distinguished from those that went befo re it, the true influence of the 
Corpus Iuris Civilis was not felt until the renaissance of legal enquiry in 
the eleventh_century. 
In the interim a number of codes of customary laws were drafted; for 
example the Saxon Code (c 750AD),35 the Frisian Code (c 7B0AD),36 and the
Welsh Code - the Laws of (King) Ho wel Dda.37 - Frequently the aim of such
codes was to preserve local customar y  law from being overwhelmed by the 
incursions of Rcrnan and canon law.38 At the same time these codes faci 1i -
tated the administration of justice in areas where a number of different 
tr�s lived under one ruler. 
_ Codification also occurred fairly early on· in Scandinavia, where cus­
tomar y law was, and continues to be, the most important source of law.39
The earliest codes occurred in  Denmark, where several provincial codes 
were passed between 1150 and 1250, including the Jydske law of 1241. When 
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the country achieved legal unity in 1683, these were replaced by a single 
code of Christian v.40 In &>r:way, where legal unification of the country 
occurred during the latter half of the thirteenth century under King Magnus 
Lagaboter (1263-1280), · codified law became the most important source of 
written law for a while.'n In SWeden, although there were several provin­
cial a:x:1es pranulgated during the thirteenth century - for example the 1350 
National Code of Laws (for country areas) - internal political strife 
du,ring the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries prevented much judicial deve­
l?pnent. It was not until the seventeenth century, under the influence of 
ideas fran Germany, France and the Netherlands, together with the gradual 
infiltration of R011an law into the universities, that a national SWedish 
Code came into effect in 1734.42 
The Scandinavian codes made n o  attempt to be complete statements of 
the law,43 nor did they displa y the s ophisticated or  scietitific 
cxxlification of the later civil law codes.44
. Meanwhile in Europe, the study of Roman law was spreading; and 
reoourse to its provisions as a lex annium generalis when customary law was 
proved inadequate,. was becaning rrore frequent. Under the influence of this 
new acadanic interest in law the forerunners of the modern codes appeared. 
The first of these was the Penal Code of Charligs v, the Constitutio 
Carolina Criminalis of 1532.45 Based on an earlier cede, the 'Bclmbergen­
sis'46 the CCC was primarily a code of criminal procedure, but wa s much
infl uenced by the ideas engendered by the reception of Ronan law and Ita­
lian legal science. Indeed it has been described as 
'the .first true code,.in criminal law and procedure, by whi(;;h the 
dualism of the native and the foreign �w was reconciled.141
Recxmciliation of legal dualism was one of the factors that made. the 
idea of codified law popular, particularly in France, where custanary law -
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droit coutumier - held s.,;ay in the north, andRanan law - droit ecrit - was 
enforced in the south. Consequently a number of attBTlpts to bring a-bout 
leg al uni fication by means of codi fication were made. 48 However lit tle 
could be achieved until the country had a sufficiently strong, central, g� 
vernment to enforce a single, unified system of national law. 
In Bavaria two canprehensive codes appeared during the reign of Prince 
Maximillian III, a criminal cooe in 1751, and a code of civil procedure in 
· 1753_ A further code, the Codex Maximiliane us Bsivarius Civilis appeared in
1756 but unlike the other two, was int ended as a subsidiary source o f
law.49
In Prussia, Frederick the Great's Code of 1794 - the Allqemeines I.and­
recht fur die Preussis chen Staaten50 was. airong the earliest cooes · reflec­
ting th e  ideas of the Enlightenment and the theory of natural law.51 Under
the infl uence of.Justinian's code .and the systematic exposition of law
found in the Ranan authorities, the Natural Law School of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries saw codification as a practical rnea:ns of expres­
sing the ideal, theoretical law, which had been developed during the past 
six hundred years in the universities. A code provided a means whereby 
the ide.al law might beccire the living and applied law.52 
'Codification was the t echnique which eventually enabled the 
ambition of the Natura 1 Law School to he re a i is ed. It 
consolidated the evolution of Roman ist scholarship ov er the 
centuries and systematically expounded the law as suited to eigh­
teenth century society. ,53
In ternis of this philosophy the task o f  the enlightened legislator was 
to refonn the law in order to reject past·errors, and to give authority to 
those rules which ful l,y confonned to reason and upheld the natural rights , .. 
o f  rnan.54 Frederick the Great, insp ired by writ ers such as Voltai re and
Montesquieu, hoped to achieve a popular CCXle, based on pure reason, which 
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would be 'simple, lucid and brief in its provisions 1•55 
Although these aims were ne ver fully realised, 56 there is no doubt 
that Frederick the Great intended to create a full and canplete axle, and 
even went _so far as to appoint a commission which was to be consulted by 
judges on matters where the code was silent or inadequate, in order to 
prevent them referring to previous sources of law.57. Experience soon 
sha,.,ed that no cede could achieve this degree of canpleteness, and although 
the Prussian code remained in force until 1900, later legislators were to 
adopt a far more realistic vie.,., of the need.to provide for flexibility and 
the developnent of the law within the framework of a cede. 
In Austria codification had been instigated by the Empress Maria 
"Theresa as early as 1713 when she appointed a commission to draft a code. 
A first draft, completed in 176 7, was rejected but part of a second draft 
was pranulgated in 1787, and a canplete code, the Allqemeines burqerliches 
Gesetzbuch came into effect in 1811. Much less bulky than the Prussian 
cocie, the Austrian cede was also inspired by the idealism and rationalism 
of the Enlightenment, and by the French Codes that had appeared in the 
intervening period. Ha,.,ever in Austria itself, the adverse political cli­
mate me.ant that the imnediate effect of the code was limited,58 although it
did subsequently influence the law in some other European countries, 
notably Serbia, Croatia, Slavonia, Transyl vannia and Hungary. 
4. Modern Co::les
i. Civil Law Countries
The 'code of codes•59 which introduced the era of�,modern codification was
the eode Napoleon or French Civil Code.60 .
·
It has been said that two conditions are essential for successful 
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codification; first an enlightened sovereign, unhampered by the past and 
willing to establish new principles of justice, liberty, and dignity of the 
individual; and secondly, ruling in a country which is p::::werful enough to 
exercise an inescapable influence over others. 61 
In France these conditions did not exi st until the era of Napoleon 
Bonaparte, although a number of attempts ·to codify the law were made ear­
lier under the influence and inspiration of the 1789 Revolution. The first 
of these was a resolution of the Constituent Assembly on October 5 1790, 
to appoint a Cannj._ssion to draft a code.62 In 1793 the National Convention 
took the matter further and appointed a carmittee which, in  ccmpliance with 
their.instructions, produced a draft code within a rnonth.63 Although
· re.jected, this code was inspired by the philosophy and ideals of the Revo­
lution,· and sought to remove the administration of justice £ran the hands
of the des pised a.nd elite judiciary of the old reg ime; and to make the
laws sllTlple, derrocratic and accessible to every citizen. COd1fication was
seen as a solution to the existing legal chaos of old laws and custans;64
and a way of remaking the law to reflect the new and better society which
would e:nerge fran the Revolution.65 Moreover because of the Revolution a
number of fonner obstacles to codification h.ad been raroved - for example
there was a greater awareness of the need. for national unity; and f eudal
law h.ad been abolished. Three further drafts fol lc,..,red, 66 but it was not
until the Consulate was established in 1799, with Nar_:x:>leon as first consul,
that codification really made progress.
Napoleon supported the ideas expressed in Rousseau's Contrat Social 67 
particularly the latt_er's belief that the legislator h.ad the p::::wer to sh.ape 
society. Nevertheless ideology and philosophy had to be tempered by prac".'" 
tical considerations, such as the need to overhaul, unify, and refonn the 
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laws of France. To this end Napoleon appointed a new ccmnission in August 
1aoo.68
Although Napoleon hoped to achieve certainty and uniformity by codi­
fying the law, he did not subscribe to the v iew that a code could be a 
complete and permanent statement of the law; 69 nor did he believe it 
possible to do away with the judiciary entirely. Consequently the ensuing 
draft ccxle was largely based on existing law - purged of anachronisms and 
obsolete laws - and· contained little in the way of new or 1revolutionary' 
law. 70 It also contain'ed material from commentators on French law -
not.ably Dcmat and Pothier; collections of various statutes - particularly 
the Grandes Ordonnances of D'Agnesseau; collections of custanary law - as 
found in the Li vres de coutumes; rules of canon law on certain matters; 
and selected decisions of _the parlements.71 Judges were given a reasonable
airount of· disc_retion to apply the rational principles_ behind the code, and 
to develop the law by ana,logy.72 Moreover where the ccxle made no provision
or was silent on a legal question recourse to previous law was permitted. 
While in theory belief in the rational man - inspired by the Natural 
Law school; and the idea of equal rights - adopted by the Revolution; 
indicated that a11 · those interested in iraking the law should be allo,,,ed to 
participate in a democratic fashion; Napoleon soon discovered that in 
practice such ideas hindered the progress of co::lifimtion. No doubt it was 
due to his political dynamism and personal .enthusiasm for -codification that 
Napoleon was able t"o succes sfully manoeuvre the draft code through the 
necessary curnbersane legislative machinery in a remarkably short time.73
- As a result the Code Ci vile des Francais came into effect in  March
1804, to be followed oy four other o:x1es in quick succession.
74
Despite its shortcomings, 75 th e French Civil co::le marked a distinct 
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break with previous codes. First while previous codes had included a 
mixture of-civil, criminal, canon, and pro...'ed.ural law within a single cxx1e, 
the French civil code was exclusively concerned with private, substantive 
law. Similarly the codes that foll�ed specialised in a particular field 
of law.76 Secondly, while public law had previously been largely ignored, 
it could no,, be developed alongside private law within the structure of a 
code.77 Thirdly, codification was nQ longer seen as a subsidiary source of 
law, to be consulted along with other sources of law, but as a prirrary and 
fundamental source of law abrogating all others.78 Fourthly, as a prcxluct 
of the revolutionary movement which had brought a.bout the demise of �e so­
cially unacceptable institutions of the ancien reqime, the code reflected 
the new relationship between legislators and those governed by the law.79
Finally, by overcaning the fragmentation of the law and the multiplicity of 
custans. that existed previous.ly, cxx1ific.atio n ultilrately led to the empha­
sis of nationalism and the legislative sovereignty of the country, which in 
turn enhanced the status and fOPUlarity of the codes.BO 
One of the rost fO?-r reaching repercussions of the Napoleonic ccxlific.a­
tion noverrent was the introd.uction of cxx1es into much of the rest of Europe 
as a result of French aggrandizement. Either the French cooes themselves 
were superimposed on other national legal systems, as the result of 
military conquest;81 or 'they were adopted;82 or they served as rrodels for
new national cxx1es, within Europe and beyond. 83
Contrary to what one might expect the defeat of Napoleon in 1814 did 
not lead. to a total rejection of French law introduced in this way, nor of 
codes base d on the French rnode l.84 :For example� in the Netherlands, at­
tempts to draft. a c:ode of Dutch law, _ had · been thwarted by the accession of 
Louis Napoleon to the throne o .. Holland in 1806, and the subsequent intro-
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duction of a code formulated a long the lines of the Code Napoleon - the 
Code of Holland - in 1809. TI:is code had been repealed in 1811 and the 
Code Narx,leon itself implemented in the Netherlands. Despite the fact that 
the country gained independence fran France in 1813, a truly Dutch code was 
not introduced until 1838 when, after twenty-five years labour, . the. Neder­
landsche Wetl::oken was brought into effect.BS 
The reason for adherence to the French code or facsimiles of it were 
various. In countries such as Ita ly and the Netherlands disunity and 
diversity of legal systems were as great a problem as they had been in 
France, and the rre.rits of using cod.ification to achieve unificatior:i were 
soon realised. The French code, characterised as it was by prec ision, 
clarity, simplicity, and the systematic arrangement of legal rules, pro­
vided a readily accessible m::xlel. Elsewhere, recause of their historical 
and political back.ground, the French codes provided a formula for newly 
independent countries wanting to revolutionise their laws - such as 
happened in the Latin-Ame ri can coun tries of Bolivia, Uruguay and 
Argentina.86
Such was the impact of the French code that in some countries it was 
utilized or copied regardless of the indigenous legal system. For example 
in the Daninican Republic, where the code was adopted in 1825, the original 
French version was used despite the fact that the language of the colony · 
was Spa�ish.87 In Louisianna where the bulk of the laws in force ut the
time of codification were S_pan ish, the draft code, presented to the legis­
lature in 1808, was based not on S_panish law but on the new French law and 
the French Civil Cc<le, and when pranulgated later the same year declared 
itself to be a 'Digest of  the Civil Laws now in force' regardless of 
Louisianna's legal background.88 The influence of the French codes·was not 
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limited to the period i.nrnediately after their prcmulgation in France, but 
continued throughout the nineteenth century and into the twentieth.89 For 
example Japan, seeking rapid westernization of its legal systan due to the 
growth of modern capitalism, initially turned to the French code as a 
model, although  it subsequently modified early drafts in the light of 
codification in Gerrnany.90 
In 1868 Hue wrote 
'the Na:EXJleonic Code governs two-thirds of the civilized wor_ld; 
one may surmise that one day it will be adopted by all 
nations., 9l 
The French code has remained inf luenti a 1, a 1 though its achievemei:it and 
excellence were partially eclipsed in 1896, when the German Reichstag 
adopted the German Civil Q:xle (ECB) 92 which came into effect in 1900.
Germany was one of the few countries which reacted strongly a gainst 
the imposition of French law once Na:EXJleon's power began to wane, although 
demand for codification of the law persisted. Some areas of the law had 
been partially codified, 93 but there was no unified civil law; nor was
there sufficient legislative machinery or :EXJlitical consensus to implement 
such a code. 9 4 It was not until there was political unity in 1871, with
the establishment of the German Enpire, that effective changes in the law 
could be irnplementecl. Moreover, although the need for a civil code had 
been voiced as early as 1814, 9 5 an additional hindrance was the ensuing
academic debate on the merits of codification. 
This debate arose out of the philosophy and ideas of the H istorical 
School which had developed as a reaction to the Natural Law School. The 
main proponent of the Historical School was earl Friedrich Von Savigny, who 
strongly opposed codification of the law on the grounds that a cxrle would 
obstruct national lega.: developrent if it occurred before the country was 
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politically, socially and economically mature.96 Moreover, he argued,
there was no suitable German mo del on which to 1:-ase a code - that o f  the 
1794 Prussian Code was inadequate; nor was there sufficient skilled 
manpcwer for such an undertaking. Further he felt that ccxlification would 
either impede the natural growth of the law, or force it into unnatural 
directions contrary to its historical growtll. He also feared that a ccxle 
made by one generation would impose its o,..,n intellectual and moral notions 
o n  succeeding generations, by which tim e  these notions would be
anachronistic. Defects in past codes convinced Von Savigny that codifica­
tion could not be done well enough to be successful.97
Anton Thibaut, on the other hand, as a reac tion against the recent 
French invasion and milit.ary occupation by revolutionary and Napoleonic 
forces, argued in favour of the immediate codification of German law. 
Codification, he urged, would provide a foundation for the national unity 
of the country.98 Such a ccxle · would be based on general legal principles 
adapted to Germanic customary law. Al 1 foreign law would be excluded, 
including Ranan law.99 This c::onflicted with Von Savigny's belief that the
essential principl es of German law could not be established unless the 
legal system was studied in its full histo ric.al context.100
One of the mo st important results of the Historical School was the 
developnent of Pandektenrecht and its influence on the a;B. Pandektenrecht 
- or the legal philosophy of the Pandects - was based on the intensi ve
histo rical investigation, and logica 1 ana 1 ysis of, the diffuse mass of 
Rom an and German legal materials that made up the bulk of German law.101 
From this arose the idea that legal rules and legal solutions could be 
found by th e use of logical, scientif ic, metho ds. By following this 
te�hnique the Pandectists were able to create clear and clearly dis-
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tinguished legal concepts,102 and a system of abstract, legal principles,
By the ti.roe Gerrrany achieved p:,litical unification in 1870 the inten­
si �y of the debate between the two schools of thoug ht had largely 
abated,103 and work on codification could proceed. 
A carrnission to prepare a code was app:,inted in 1874 and produced the 
first of a series of drafts in 1880. Unlike the French Civ i l  Code, which 
had been completed i n  the space of a few years, the BGB took over twenty­
o,,o years to ccmplete {1874-1896).104 'Ihe Ge:rrrru1 Coo.e has been described 
as 
'the rrost monumental formulation of the law in rsprehensi ve ab.
stract teTIT1S ever projected by the mind of man•1 5 
Its technical sophistication stimulated its reception or imitation else­
�here. For example the Swiss Cooe (1907) itself closely mc:xielled on the 
Germm one, was subsequently adopted by Turkey in 1926. Similarly Japan, 
although strongly �rsuaded to adopt a French-style code,106 eventua lly 
opted for one rrore closely attuned to the rrore mc:x:lern and scientific German 
code. 
As with the French Ci vil Co de the Germa n code was not without its 
critics. Directed pri marily at the professional lawyer rather than the 
layman, the language and expression of the code are at times complex and 
laboured.107 In an attem pt to be comprehensive while maintaining its 
methodical construction of the law, a certain amount of simplicity and 
clarity were inevitably- lost.108 Nevertheless; the code achieved its 
imnediate aim of providing a single, unified, system of law for the whole 
country .. Moreover the scientific approach to the study of law and the high 
degree of systematization of Ranan law principles within the code has made 
the ffiB a widelv admired and much studied piece of legislation. 
(ii) CCIIIoon I.aw Systems
It has been said that
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'Although the codes spread all over Europe and to the remotest 
par ts of Asia, they never crossed the narrow "legal straits of 
Dover" 1• 109 
While it is true that the Code Napoleon or the BGB were never adopted or 
incorporated into the laws of England - as they had been on the Continent 
and elsewhere110 - attempts to ccrlify the law had been IM.de; and the ideas 
behind codification in Europe did cross the Channe l, although they fell on 
sanewhat less fertile ground. 
England had never suffered £ran tJ1e same problems of a multiplicj.ty of 
legal syste ms within one country, as had been experienc ed in France, 
Germany and else,.;here. Already p:,ssessing legal unity, Engiand had little 
need of codification to bring this about. However, developnent of the law, 
left as it was to the judges, me ant that a vast and unsystematic mass of 
case decisions and disorganized statute law had accumulated. 
Th� need to bring some kind of order to this chaos by means of a code 
was first advocated by Fr:ancis Bacon in the late sixteenth and ear ly seven­
teenth centuries.111 His project to reduce the current volmne of statutes 
was introduce::] in Parliament-in 1593, whereup:,n the matter was left to the 
lawyers in the House of Commons. Unwilling to fetter the discretion and 
pcwer of the judges, the lawyers - unsurprisingly - did nothing. In 1616 a 
further proposition for the _amendment of the law, the compila tion of di­
gests, and the appointment of a ccrnnission to keep such digests up to date, 
was suggested.112 Again nothing came of this.ll3 Ha:.;rever the idea persis­
ted, and in 1650 Crarwell app:,inted a Parliamentary Ccmn.ittee to canpile a 
Digest of the Law.114 Fran 1652 W1ti 1 1656 a camrission under the chair­
manship of Sir Mathew- Hale sat to prepare a draft to simplify the law. llS
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Nothing lasting was achieved, and enthusiasm for codification died dawn. 
Although there was widespread horror and revulsion at the events in 
France, the philosophical ideas and ideological theories of the Revolution 
infil trated the common law world,· largely thanks to the activity and 
w r itings of Jeremy Bentham. As a result int�r est in codification was 
revived during the nineteenth century. 
ContE!Tiptuous of judges and the role of case law, Bentham supported the 
idea of legislative rather than casuistic developne!}.t of the l�w. Essen­
tially a utilitarian, he proposed that legal clarification and certainty 
would be achieved by reducing the 1shapeless mass' of the camion law to a 
system of consistent rules and principles, thereby eliminating the ambigui­
ties inherent in the existing legal structure.116
Bentham's advocacy of codification was strongly app:,sed, especially by 
the legal profession which monopolised legal education through its control 
of· the Inns of Court, and formed a [:'OJerful lobby in Parliarnent.117 Orien­
tated tcwar ds the pragmatic developnent of the law and extremely unwilling 
to adopt a priori legal principles, the opposition of practitioner s did 
much to thwart proposals to codify the law, or to introduce structural 
refonns. 
Nevertheless, attE!Tipts in this regard were made during the course of 
the nineteenth century,llB and a number of pi.ecemeal reforms achieved
duri ng  the l860's.119 These culminated in a series·of inportant consolida­
tion bills, which, altho u g h  not ca lled cod e s, incorp orated many 
characteristics of codes.120 
A more realistic approach to the question of codification in common 
law systems was t.hat taken by John Austin. While sharing Bentham's enthu­
siasm fur a code as a: means of expressing the existing law in a .... ornplete 
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and coherent form, he realised the complexity and immensity of the task 
involved. He was a lso aware that unless the code was drafted in a form 
acceptable to contemporary society then it would be a worthless exer­
cise. 121 
Both Bentham and Austin believed that it would be possible to make the 
law certain and accessible, by setting it out clearly and simply, and 
restricting the judges' function to the straightforward interpretation of 
legal rules,122 Neither ever co:npleted a draft ccx.le, although Austin went
further in expressing his ideas on paper than Bentham.123 ·
One of the major problems confronting those who sought to alter the 
law by codification was the lack of any suitable legislative machinery to 
initiate or implement such reform. The Lord Chancellor's office was not 
pennitted to undertake any systaratic law refonn and no Ministry of Justice 
with the requisite pcwer existed.124 · As early as 1859 Chancellor Westbury,
fully aware of the difficulties involved in finding a member or Minister to 
champion the cause of legal reform and steer it through Parliament, urged 
the establishment of a Ministry of Public Justice.125 Nothing was done to
attempt to remedy this basic technical problem until the beginning of this 
century,126 meanwhile hostility to ccrlification continued.
However, this hostility did not extend to codes drawn up for the 
administration of justice in British colonies, and it was here that the 
ski 11s and ideas of many who supported ccrlification found expression. 
The area where the bulk of common law codification in this respect 
cx::curred, was India, where a multiplicity of local legal· systens and cus­
tans made the administration of justice extrBnely difficult - especially 
for English ci vi 1 servants. In contrast to the rel uctance· of the go-:­
verrunent to praoc>te ccx.lification in England, no such reticence seans to 
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have been felt about ilnp:)sing cedes on the population of India. It was be­
lieved that here codification would ach ieve legal unification and cer­
t ainty, which, besides improving and faci li ta ting the administration of 
justice, would also encourage and assist national develoµrent. Moreover 
codification of the English catm:m law would make its recep tion in India 
much easier as its provisions could be simplified, :rrcd.enrised, and adapted 
to local conditions by means of a code.127
The first step tOlNards the preparation of a system of codified law for 
India was the passing of the Charter Act, in 1833; which provided for the 
appointment of a carmission to undertake the ';,/'Ork.· Originally consisting 
of three members, a further post - similar to that of a Minister of Justi ce 
- ·was created soon after. The first incumbent was Lord Macaulay.128
Macaulay, himself strongly influenced by Bentham's ideas, had consi­
derable influence on the work o f  the cxmnission - an infl uence that was to 
extend beyond the Anglo-Indian codes.129 Others who shared his enthusiasm 
for codification and also served on the carmission were Sir Henry Maine and 
Sir James Ste phen,130 ooth of whan were to contribute to legal developnent,
not only by their work on codification in India; but also by their support 
for the impleme ntation of law reform through the use of code s in 
Eng land. 131 
The fi rst commission, which sat from 1833 to 1840, plan ned to draft 
three codes; one of Muslim law, one of Hindu law, and one of territorial 
law, which would be applicable when an issue fell outside the provisions of 
the fi rst two codes.132 Although this carmission put forward many sugges­
tions · and draf�ed a penal code, the� were not acted upon for sane time.133 
A sec ond commission, however, appointed in 1853, was more fruitful and 
produced several cedes, the first being a Code of Civil Procedure in 1859. 
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This was followed by a Criminal Code in 1860, 1 34 and a Code of Criminal
Procedure in 1861. A number of st atutes which also codified the law but 
were not-�alled codes, were also passed,135 and a code for the law of 
delict was drafted by Sir Frederick Pollock, but never enacted.136 
In formulating the codes, there was no attEmpt on the part of the can­
mission to conceal the influence of the civil law codes, either directly -
as in the case of the Criminal Code which closely fol lo.ved the French Penal 
Code; or indirectly - for exampl e in the case of the Contract Act by 
Field's co::le in Louisianna.137 Consequent 1 y the Anglo- Indian Codes were 
not simply consolidations of the  English cannon law but also introduced a 
number of reforms. Mo reover those areas of law that were codified were 
much more easily assimilated elsewhere than law which had to be sought in a 
mass of cases and legal texts.138
The need for greater certainty and unifonnity in the administration of 
justice by civil servants, who had little or no legal training and often 
even less know ledge of local laws and customs, also made itself felt in 
South Africa, in the colonies of Natal and the Cape. 
In Natal, which had been formally annexed as a separate distr ict of 
the Cape of Good Hope in May 1844,139 it had long been apparent that the
administration of the territory,·particularly the influx control of Blacks 
was inefficient, inconsistent, and unsatisfactory.140 Pressure on land and
the imnigration of Blacks £ran Zululand had led to out.breaks of violence 
and fostered discontent and unrest on l:oth sides. 
Although one of the conditions at annexation was that all inhabitants 
would be treated equally before the law,141 it was soon evident ·that reform 
was needed in order to secure stability and encourage developnent of the 
district·. -Thus in 1852 a ccmnission was appointed: 
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'to inquire into the past and present state of the Kafirs in the 
District of Natal and to report upon their future government, and 
to suggest such arranganents as wi 11 secure the peace and welfare 
of the district for the information of His Honour the Lieutenant 
Governor 1 • 142 
The Report of the Carrnission indicates that the main problan to be resolved 
was the lack of uniformity in. the adminis tration of . law by local 
magistrates. It was believed that this situation was due to 
'the non-existence of a full and canplete digest of the rules and 
principles of Kafir laws•.143 
It was felt that conspicuous inconsistency in the application of  the 
law undennined respect for local magistrates, and that what was needed was 
a system of clear, and firmly enforced law. 
The introduction of a code had been suggested by a royal proclamation 
in 1843, but upon studying the matte,r the carrnission felt that rather than 
adopt a ccmnon law code, the existing custanary laws should be nmified to 
form the basis of a code, as these were generally just, although poorly 
administerea.144
The recommendations of the commission were sul:mitted to Lieutenant­
Governor Pine, but practical difficulties in ascertaining the exact content 
of custanary law, together with opposition frau the Secretary for Native 
Affairs - Sir Theophilus Shepstone - delayed the drafting of a code.1 45
Although the matter was rajsed a number of times in the Legislative Coun-' 
cil,146 nothing was done until 1875, when a Native .Administration Law was
passed requiring the Lieutenant-Governor to appoint a Board, the function 
of. which - amongst other things 147 - was to be the. codification of 
custanary law. This Board was-also to make subsequent proposals to imple­
ment any necessary alterations and amendments to the code once it came into 
force. 
The resulti ng code, which was completed in ia78, was, however, 
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str ongly criticised.148 I n  an attempt to improve the matter a new Board
was appointed in 1887.
149 This Board prepared a new Code of Native Law
which was_canpleted in April, and approved with alterations and amendments 
by the Governor in Council in May 1890.lSO Legal effect was given to the
code in the following year151 . Al though an improvement on the earlier 
cede, the 1891 Code was still not entirely satisfactory. First it was an 
incomplete statement of the law,152 secondly no provision was made
concerning reference to the residual area of non-codified custanary law. 
Moreover, in seeking to codify the existing, customar y law of t he 
territory, rather than imp::,se a code which was largley founded on English 
common law - as in India - the commission encountered the same type of 
problems as those met in Europe in the period of the early codes: 153
namely the problem of ascertaining what the law actually was.154
The shortcomings of the Natal code were largely due to a failure to 
fully appreciate the difficulties inherent in the codification of custanary 
law.155 Hawever, the Penal Code introduced into the Transkei - which like 
the Anglo-Indian Codes was foW1ded on English carrnon law - was more suc­
cessful. 
The territory of the Transkei lay east of the cape Colony, between the 
Great Kei River and the borders of Nata 1, and betwef>..n the Indian Ocean and 
the rrountains of Edsutuland.156 The area was inhabited by a number of dif­
ferer:t tribes,157 many of w hom were traditionally enemies, and sporadic
outbreaks of urire st and violence were fairl y frequent.158 Despite the 
close proximity.of the territory to the cape Colony, and several requests 
by various tribes for protection, the British government in the cape was 
extremely reluctant to incur the expense and responsibil ity of 
administering the area. However, fear of irn,tabi lity in the Transkei 
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sparking off unrest within the Cape amongst related tribes� 159 combined 
with pr essu re from parliamentary lobbyists in London; l60 and the ver y 
obvious need for a more efficient legal and administrative system in the 
area, ultimately canpel led the Cape government to act. 
As a result of the War of the k{e in 1646 - the Seventh Frontier War -
the area between the Keiskamma and Kei Rivers was brought under British 
rule and a separate province called Briti�h Kaff raria establishea.161 In
1860 Kaffraria r:ecarne a cro.-m colony and in 1865 it was incorporated into 
the Cape.162 In terms of the proclamation establishing British Kaffraria,
native law was to be retained. In practice, the gradual intrcxluction of a 
European-staffed, judicial and adriunistrative system, charged with the duty 
to admin ister the law 'according to equit y and good conscience•163 
.inevi tably led to a great deal of confusion, particularly amongst those in 
charge of a dministering the law.164 Consequentl y - as had happened in
Natal. - codification was undertaken primarily to l::enefit local magistrates 
and judicial officers, in order to give certaint y  and unif or mity to the 
unsatisfactory system which prevailed. 
The first suggestions for a code for the area had been rrade in 1635 b y  
Sir Benjamin D'Urban, who had suggested the drafting of a simple code of 
criminal law based on colonial law. There had however been insufficient 
time to undertake the scheme.165 Further recommendat ions supporting a 
ccdified system of law were made i� 1873 and in 1877.166 Finally a crnmis­
sion was appoint ed in 1880 to: 
'suggest such a code of Civil and Criminal Law as may appi%,suited to the future condition of the (Transkei) territories'. 
One of the first problems which confronted -the carrnission was the absence
of a complete, customary, syst em of law on which to base a code.168 Con­
sequently the carmi.ssion was canpelled to look elsewhere; and it turned to 
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Lord Macaulay's Indian Penal Code of 1837 and Sir J Fitzjarnes Stephen's 
draft Criminal Code o-f:. 1879 (as amendedJ.169 The camdssion also referred
to the reports of various Indian law Ccmnissions and Stephen's draft of the 
Indictable Offences Bill of 1878.170 The Rar.an-Dutch law of the Cape was
considered as an alternative to the English carm::m law, but was found to t:e 
neither sufficiently certain, nor entirely satisfactory. It had the disad­
vantage of not t:eing in a readily accessible cooified form and was there­
fore difficult to find, frequently being written in a foreign language and 
scattered through a great number of statutes and texts.171 Also the cruel 
punishments of the Ranan-Dutch criminal law, and the absence of minimum and 
maxirrnlm limits to punishments, mc.,de it unfavourable. 
The strong influence of the Indian ccx1es was not only reflected in the 
substance of the cede but also in the style. Initially it had been inten­
ded to codify the existing, custanacy, criminal law by bringing it within 
the frarner,..,ork of colonial law definitions but avoiding any .innovations in 
the substantive law.172 Ho,,.rever the style finally adopted was that of the 
Indian Code, wit:h the definition of the criminal act stated first, follo,,.red 
by case illustrations, designed to assist those administering the law, and 
to prevent legal innovation by the c..'6urts. 
In order to achieve the aims envisaged i.e. certainty and clarity, it 
was recarrnended that the code be drawn up in clear, untechnical statements, 
suited to the native comprehension and translated into the local lan­
guage.173 I t  was also suggested that an efficient 'follow-up' system be 
established whereby anissions or defects encountered by those administering 
the code amld be reported and rectified. 
The work of the commission was favourably recei vea,174 and a draft
code ccmplcted in 1882.175 This was presented to the Cape Legislati•·e As-
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sembly in 1882 and eventually became law in 1886.176
Although originally instructed to suggest a cede of civil law, as well 
as a criminal cede, the carmission expressed the view that this would be a 
very difficult undertaking and suggested that it would be better to wait 
W1til such a code was passed for the Cape Colony.177 Consequently in the 
Transkei the commis sion avoided many of the problems that had arisen in 
Natal in trying to codify th e law on matters such as marriage and personal 
status. Also� by basing the cede on cam-on law the a:mnission did not have 
to contend with the difficulties inh eren t in codifying customary law -
difficulties which would have been further complicated by the number of 
different tribes in the territory. Moreover, fran a study of the Report of 
the Transkei Camtission it appears that those engaged on the task were not 
only better legally qualified for the task than those who sat on the Natal 
Commission, but also more positive in their approach to the problems 
in volved. Codification in the Transke i was therefore a greater success 
than in Nata1.178 
Although the English camon law cooes were largely reserved for her 
colonies, the s pirit of rationalism and E:nthusiasm for law reform, engen­
dered on the Con tinent, spread across the Atlan tic to America, where, 
despite its predaninantly ccmnon law system, codification was more enthu­
si a stica 11 y recei vea. l 7 9 
Prior to the nineteenth-century ccrlification movement, sane of the nEw 
colonies had already reduced their laws to 'codes', · for example Massachu­
setts in 1634 and Pennsylvannia in 1682. HCMever these were probably no 
more than written statutes and in sane cases simply a collection of legal 
texts bearing the ap[.)E!llation 'code'.180 
A t  state level the.,..efore, codifica tion of the law served a similar 
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function to that of the early codes in Europe and elsewhere; to make the 
law m:>re certain and rrore re.adily ascertainable. 
Ho.,,ever independence, the occurrences of the French Revolution, and 
the emergence of the French cedes, introduceo other factors which were to 
be important in the developnent of the codification nove.ment in America. 
First a gra.,.,ing sense of independence, and resentment at English influence, 
gave rise to a feeling of hostility ta.,.,ards the crnrron law which began to 
be viewed as a foreign law. Secondly, in a country where there was empha­
sis on the free<lan and equality of all classes of people - -in theory anyway 
- there was a distrust of lawyers not dissimilar to that expressed ?uring
the Revolution in France. Thirdly, the sheer bulk of law reports - largely 
of English or igin - and the fact that full sets of these were in short 
supply, made the pursuit of the law arduous and frustrating. Fourthly, 
there was a certain amount of distrust of the judiciary, which was seen as 
elite and as being a law unto themselves. Fifthly, the influence of the 
Napoleonic codes, reflecting as they did the glory of the Revolution and 
the rise of the common man, as well as the ideas of the En 1 ightenment and 
the theory of a social contract, appealed to the American philosophy of 
life. Finally there was the influence of Bentham, whos e hopes of making 
the law cognoscible to the layman was given a better reception i n  .Arnertca 
than in England.18_1 Although - Bentham's personal offer to codify the laws 
of the United States was I,Xllitely, but firmly rejected; 182 his supI,X)rt of, 
and conviction in, the advantages of codification, inspired others who took 
up the cause .during the nineteenth century in America.183 
The first of these was Joseph Story,· who in 1821, ·advocated the cooi­
fication of those areas of the law which had reached a sufficient degree of 
zraturity and stability, in order to overcane the bulk and fragmented nature 
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of the law. Story suggested that the lead in codif icatian should be taken 
by a state such as New York or Massachusetts, which would set an example t o  
be emulated by other states. Al th ough Massachusettes shewed interest in 
c odifi cation, 1 84 it  was New York that led the way, due largel y to  the
activity of David Dudley Field. 
In 1846 Field urged the� York Constitutional Convention t o  adopt a 
general code, and in the fol lowing ye�r a commission t o· investigate the 
pos sibili ties of codification was set up. In 1848 Field himself drafted a 
Code of Civil Procedure, and this was follcwed by four other cedes in the 
period up t o  1865.185 Bet ween 1876 and 1880 the Code of Civil Proe;edure
was prarn,1.lgated in New York,186 and in 1881 the Code of Cr.i.mi.nal Procedure
was given legal effect. In 1879, the New York legislature had t entatively 
adopted Field's Civil Code but as a res ult of opposition from the legal 
professio�, particularly the New York Bar, had su bsequently vetoed this.187
Despite the fairly unen thusiastic reception of Field's code s in New 
York itself, they were eagerly ad opted by other American s tates either 
wholly or partially.188 H0wever while unification of the law had been one 
of the considerations influencing o:xlification in Europe; in America i_t 
has been sugges ted t hat the desire to maintain the federal nature of the 
country inhibited national codification.J89 <:onsequently to this day the 
aut on omy of f ederal law has been rnaintained in a nwnber of lega) areas -
part icularly in private law. In others the demands of the t we n tie th 
century emphasised the need f or unif ormity - part icularly in commercial 
and, t o  a lesser degree, crim.ina 1 law. 
As a result of new legal need s, during the 1890's the American Bar 
Association set up a National Conference of Ccmni.ssioners on Unifonn State 
laws, with the aim of codifying various aspects o( ccmnercial law. Under 
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the auspices of this conference a ccmnittee was appointed in 1895 to draw 
up a code for the law of ne gotiable instruments. Submitted in 1896 this 
cede was subsequently adopted in fifty-one states.190 Similarly ccdifica­
tio n of the law of sale was completed in 1906.191 As had happened in
England during the 1890's, in America a number of consolidating sta t utes 
were also passed, with the intention of reforming and consolidating the·law 
in order to foster t rade a nd industrial developme nt.192 It was these
statutes that ultimately formed the basis of the American Uniform Ccnmer­
cial Cooe of 1962. 
Besides the activities of the legal profession, the influence of.pres­
tigious national law schools such as Yale and Harvard, with their emphasis 
on national rather than federal law encouraged a broader perspective of the 
American legal system,193 and thereby made ccdification rrore acceptable. 
The establishment of the American Law Institute in 1923 also provided 
a forum for legis lative reform and comment. U nder the auspices of the 
Instit ute many areas of the camon law were reduced into fonns very similar 
to codes, namely Restatements. Through these the Institute hoped to reduce 
the pre-existing mass of the law, and to express it in  a sys tematic and 
authorative form. As with codification the aim was to pranote uniformity 
of law by excluding local peculiarities, and placjng the law on firm foun­
dations.194 Besides the work on th e Restutcments, the l\merican Law Insti­
tute also produced a number of .Model Codes - by itself, and in canbination 
with the Conference of Ccmnissioners on Uniform Iaws.195
This later stage of codif ic.ation activity in America indicates that 
codification need not occur as the result of revolution and political 
change, but may be part of a genera 1 desire to tidy up the law and reduce 
it to more nianage.able proportions. 
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Certainly this is true of the present movement to,.iards ccrlification in 
England, 196 where a Law Reform Ccmnission was established in 1965.1.97 The
mandate of the Camtission in temis of-the_Act., was to: 
'take and keep under review all the law with  which they are 
respectively ooncerned, with a view to its systeratic developnent 
and reform, including in particular the codification of such law, 
the elimination of ananalies, the repeal of obsolete and unneces­
sary enactments, the red uction of the number of separate 
enactments and generally the simplifica tion and rrooernisation of 
the law. 'l9B
Codific.ation is thus seen as a mixture of refonn and restatement. The 
work of the ccmnission has received much ccmnent, sane of it highly criti­
cal and pessimistic, some more positive and optimistic.19 9 To da te a
number of drafts, reports, and working papers have been produced but no 
carplete cedes. It is therefore too early to judge whether the canmission 
will achieve that part of its mandate which relates to ccdification of the 
law. However, the continuing-interest in ccdification in camon law coun­
tries is illustrated by the ongoing work of such org anizations as the 
Nnerican Law Institute and the English Law Camrission.200 
It has been suggested tha t  the distincti on between common law and 
civil law systems is su_perficial, because before the era of ccdification 
'there was virtually a common law of Europe 1201 In many respects the 
historical develoµnent of codification has again blurred the distinct.ion 
between the two systems. In both there has been increased legj sla ti ve 
activity in every branch of the law, either to codify custanary law, amend 
it, or supplement it. In carmon law countries traditional hostility by the 
judiciary towards statute law has tended to abate:· while in civil· law
countries it is_ incre.asingly apparent that the judge has a - vital role to 
play in interpteting and applying the provisions of ccdified law.202
There are two areas where this blurring of the distinctions between 
. ,. 
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the two syst�s, by codification, is most apparent. The first is where 
civil law countries undertake the re-codif.i.cation of their laws, as has 
happened in many parts of Euro� during the present century.203 Re-o::rlifi­
cation is not simply a mearis of ref onning the law once more, but also a 
consolidation of the body of additional statute law that has developed to 
supplement the original code. Re-codification also has to take cognisance 
of the develoµnent of the law by the judiciary and sumna.rise the case law 
to date. It is therefore a process which shares many of the difficulties 
confronting codification in ccnm::>n law systems . 
The second is where c ivil law codes are used together with the 
camon law in mixed legal systems, and it is to these that Ina,. turn . 
(ii�) Mixed k::::gal Systems 
The overwhelming majority of countries that have. mixed legal systems were 
initially civil law jurisdictions. Ho..;ever not all countries with mixed 
systems have codified law; and those that do, seldan have a fully codified 
system. Sane of those oountdes that have codes, codified their law prior 
to the introouction of camon law - for example the Philippines and Puerto 
Rico, 204 others tUITled to codes afterwards - s uch as Louisianna and Quebec.
There have·been two main reasons for codification in such systems; 
either to try and preserve the existence of the ci vi 1 law in .the face of 
increased use of camion law205 ; or as a reaction against the irn!X,>si tion 
of ccmron law once independence fran the EXJlitical daninance of the ccmnon 
law country is achievea. 206 Thus the motivation behind codification in
'w�xed' legal systems is not necessarily any different fran that of single 
legal systems. On the other hand because. these ·1egal systems invariably 
reflect the characteristics and cu 1.tural backgrounds of a population of two 
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or m:>re predaninant groups, a greater number of ideological and practical 
considerations rray have to be taken into account t.han in a single system. 
The earliest code in a mixed legal 'system was that of the Territory of 
New Orleans - n™ Louisianna - which r::ecame law in 1808.207 Agitation for 
codification began when it appeared that the continued existence of the 
civil law in the country was being threatened by the increasing use of 
crnm::m law by lawyers trained in the camon law tradition.208 The ll'atter
was further aggravated by the fact that there were fe,.· civil law treatises 
av·ai lab le and those that were, were in French, not English. In 1805 the 
Legislative Council passed a resolution authorizing a legislative ccm:nittre 
to draft civil and cri.J:nj.nal codes.209 A further resolution was passed the
-fol lowing year appointing James Drown and Moreau Lislet to  compile and
prepare a civil code.210 In the interim however the common law had
encroached further, having been introduced into all areas of criminal law
except ·those pert.aining to slaves, and provision for trial by jury had been
made.211
In 1808 an act was passed pranulgating a digest of the civil law - the 
I.ouisianna Civil Code.- thus giving formal recognition to, ·ana ensuring the 
est.ablishment of, civil law in the territory.212 Hcwever ,· codification in
itself did not ensure the perpetuation of the civil• law. The status of the 
code as a legal source had to be determined, and also the law to te applied 
where the code was silent.213 In many instances carm:m law was usea where
loopholes occured. However the mat ter was complicated by a decision in 
1817 that held that where the �ode had not repealed the prior law then 
Spanish law applie(] - except �here incompatible with the code.214 This
necessitated further research into the content of these Spanish laws, and 
in 1820 a collection of these was published by the Louisiana legislature 
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under the title Las Siete Part idas.215 Had this not been published it
seems likely that the cc:rnron law would have gained the upper hand, as it 
was, the [X)Si tion. of ci vi 1 law was strengthened and it remained daninant 
except in the areas of criminal and procedural law . 
. A similar situation arose in Canada, where French law was introouced 
into the province in 1663.216 The basis of this law was the Cou­
tume de Paris, itself a crnpilation of custanary law made in 1510. Also in 
force were local ord inances and those p assed by the Parliament of Paris 
where applicable to lo cal condition s. The capi t.ulation treaty of 1760 
which brough t Canada under British rule, neither repealed the ex�sting 
iegcl.l s ystem nor upheld it. Consequently considerable confusion as to 
which laws were of force and effect prevailed until 1774, when the Quebec 
Act was passed.217 · Thi s act firmly established a dual legal system by re­
int rod ucing French law, except in crimina 1 rn.:1tters. 218 However, as in
Louisianna, there was widespread ignorance and doubt as to what the laws of 
Canada were prior to 1760, which resulted in uncertaint y and administrative 
inconsistency with English judges virtually ignoring all French-canadian 
law. When Canada was divided into two provinces in 1791, French law pre­
vailed in Lo,,,er canada but was repealed in Upper c.anada, a situation that 
did not change even at Union in 1840. 
Added to the general ignorance concerning the c;ontent of. Canadian law, 
was the fact that a number of statutes had been passed in the pericx:1 since 
capitulation � particularly in the field of canmercial law - which were of 
ccmnon iaw rather than civil law origin. The resulting chaos ultimately 
led to codification, and in l857 an act was passed instigating the codifi­
cation of the law of Lower C.ana.da.219 In 1859 a Ccmnission was appointed
to work on a code of civil and commercial law. Between 1860 and 1865 a 
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number of reports were produced, and in 1866 the Code came into effect.220
The Code did not purport to abrogate all the existing law, but only 
where provision on a matter was made by the code.221 Where the code is
silent the decisions of the courts are taken into account. Thus in Canada
a system of codified law exists alongside a system of case law. Although 
in theory stare decisis is frowned upon, in practice considerable weight is 
given to judgements of the Supreme Court. Consequently a great arrount of 
judge-made law has grown up around the code, supplementing it and adapting 
its provisiohs.222 H�ever it seems that the presence of the code prevents
strict adh�rence to precedent despite the fact that roost of the �rs of 
t he Supreme Court are tr ained in common law. A s  a result there are the 
aovantages of wide judicial discretion canbined with a caTiprehensive codi­
fied statement of general principles.223
A C"Ountry with a mixed legal system which has roost recently undeTT,aken 
the cod�icatiqo of its law is that of the Seychelles. Although prior tP 
indef)eildence the Seychelles was a British colony, the French Civil Code was 
promulgated i� the Islands by the orig inal French settlers in 1808.224
When the-area was ceded to the British in 1814, French law remained in 
force but gradually became less important as English ccmnon · 1aw statutes 
were intrcduced to provide for the day-to-day legal needs of changed social 
and econcrnic conditions.225 However, while the basic legal principles·
remained those of the eighteenth-century French codes, recourse to 
cam-on law statutes by lawyers trained in England led to a number of cases 
where these principles were ig nored.226 Although there were no obvipus
injustices arising out of the co-existen�-e of the two systems it was felt 
that the law was insufficiently certain to provide a suitable framework for 
the toreig n investment necessary for the development of the �eychelles. 
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Also the civil code lacked simplicity, and, more :importantly, it was not 
widely accessible in its ori ginal form, nor wa s an official English 
language version available. Thus not only was it difficult for the layman 
to kna,,, what his legal rights and remedies were, but the legal profession 
also had problems in ascertaining the law. 
Nevertheless, it was felt impossible to replace the whole system with 
French law because while the Seychelles French law was still tllat of the 
Napoleonic Cccles, the law of France had changed considerably. Nor was it 
felt feasible to abolish French law in favour of a wholesale adoption of 
English ccmron law, the historical background and developnent of whic}1 were 
quite alien to the Islands. It was therefore decided to maintain a mixed 
legal system but to revise and reform the Civil Ccxle.227
In 1972 the governments of the United Kingdom and .the Seychelles 
started on the work of revision and in 1973 an En glish version of a new 
code was drafted. It was decided that the new code should refle ct the 
civil law tradition in style and expression, but incorporate a substantial 
arroun t of cxmoon law in its provisions, in order to reflect a true picture 
of the legal situation.228 
The final draft of a rev{sed cooe was published in l97s,229 and carre
into effect on 1 January 1976,· six months before the Seychelles became an 
independent Republic.230 The new Ccx:1e provided that the French Civil Ccde
would cease to have effect,231 thus rrarking a distinct break with the past.
However, although the 1976 code was in English, it was very much in the 
French code tradition, and has been instrumental in preserving the 
p rinciples of the civil law while providing an up-to-date legal system 
geared to the future needs of the country. As Chloros says, it is a 'Code 
which attempts to look to the future without renouncing its past•.232 
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The Civil Code of the Seychelles has been described as 'an experi.rrerit 
in Franco/British codif ication' •233 Certainly it reflects an interesting
attenpt to utilise the best aspects of civil and carnon law, and suggests 
that harmony between the two systems may be achieved or promoted through 
the use of codes. 
The foregoing historical survey of codification is by no means a 
complete history of the use of codes. For instan ce, no mention has been 
wade of the use of cod.es in China, where codified. law has existed since the 
code of the T'ang Dynasty drafted betw� 600 and 700AD; nor of socialist 
countries where codes have been used to support new social and economic 
policies, for example in Russia in 1921-28, and again in 1958-68. 
Similarly new codes were used to reflect. changes in political structure in 
ch;Lna during the 1920's and 30 1s; and in Cuba during the 1970's. 
'Ille history of cooification is so extensive that it is impossible in 
the course of this study, to do more than touch on the subject. However, 
the above infonnation together with that given in Appendix A, should give 
sane indication of the background and develop:nent of codification, and it is 
agains t this that the obstacles, achievements and value of codification 
should be assess ed. 
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1. Lawson Many Laws (1977) �3, 44. Examples where codification has 
follawed unification are Italy and Germany. 
2. Bayitch describes this type of codification motivation as 'legal-tech­
nical' or. 'static 1 , compared to 'dynami c' codification, which is
dire cted at achieving definite political or socio-econcmic goals: in
Yian nopoulos 161, 173.
3 • This has been the ooti v a tion behind much· of the movement tawards codi -
fication in carmon law systems, for example the United State s Uniform 
Carrnercial Code and the cui�ent work on co::lification being undertaken 
by the English Law carmission, but is not limited to rrodern codifica­
tion work, see for example the Code of Justinian. 
4. Thi s is reflected in the n ew  or revised co::les that have emerged after
political change, for example in China, Russia, Mexico and Italy - see
Appendix A.
5. See for example the s·eychelles, Chloros; and those countries cited
by Bayitch in Yiannopoulos 161, 176. See also Israel's mov ement
towards codification discussed by Akzin (1956) 5 American Journal of
ernparative Law 44.
: 6. For example in Greece the city states had their � legal codes such 
as those of Draco and Solon - see Appendix A - indeed local codes 
renained a feature of Greece unti l the Civil Code of 1946 became law. 
See Zepos (1961) 3 Inter-American Law Review 285, 291. 
See also Louisia nna, Quebec and the various codes of the separate 
states of America discussed infra. 
7. For example the Indian Criminal Code of 1793 the Transkei Penal Code
of 1886 and the Natal Code of Bantu Law of 1878. The use of the
French Civil Code was similarly employed by Napoleon in  his empire.
8. Bayi tch op cit 177. See also Ncx:la Yosiyuki Introduction to Japanese
Law 0976).
9. See for example the situation in Ethiopia - David (1963) 37 Tulane Law
Review 187; and Nigeria - Williams (1966) 29 MLR 258.
10. This tenn is taken f r011 Seagle, The History of the Law (1941) 102, and
for this study will be used to cover those co::les up to and including
the Code of Ju stinian, although Seagle himself includes all co::les up
to the Code Napoleon in this category. The division into different
historical periods should not be regarded as anything more than a
guideline.
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11. Kocx,urek & Wiq:rore 387-88. It is possible that there were city state
codes before this date, as fragments of laws of Bilalama, King of
Esnunna (c 2268-2259:SC}; and the laws of Lipit-Ist.ar, King of Isin (c
2217-2207:SC) have been discovered, but there is insufficient evidence
to indicate whether these were sufficiently canprehensive or systeina­
tic to be regarded as codes of laws Driver & Miles The Babv lonian Laws
vol l (1952) 5-17.
12. Kocx,urek & Wign10r� 387. Besides the fact that the tenple was a public
venue, there was a close association between law and religion as many
laws were believed to be divinely inspired, see Maine Ancient Law
(1916) 1-18.
13. Driver & Miles op cit 45.
14. Idem 41. Canpare ho,,;ever the view of Seagle op cit 104 & 109.
15. See Driver & Miles oo cit 45 note 1.
16. Seagle· suggests that the 'archaic' codes should be judged on the:i.r CMn 
terms as 1unsystematic digests', which, althou gh not codes in the
modem sense were regarded equally highly in their CMn day op cit 103.
1 7. Seagle op cit 113. Whether the Greek codes had much inf 1 uence on the 
Twelve Tables is uncertain. See for example the comments of Thomas 
T extbook of Roman Law (1976) 34. For an assessment of the Twelve 
Tables as a code see Maine op cit 12-18. 
18. Based on the theory of the personality of laws the Barbarian Codes
sought to provide a self-contained form of law for those Romans
subject to Barbarian rule.
19. The Pentateuch or Covenant Code (c 900-850:SC) found in Excdus x:xi 2-
xxii 33; and the Deuteronanic Code {c 700-600BC) found in Deuteronany
xii-xvi.
20. Kocourek & Wigrnore 469.
21. For a discussion of the survival of Roman law an<l its subsequent
influence on latter codification movements in Europe see Sauveplanne
13. The rrost important of these codes were the E.dictum Theoderici of
Theo-deric, King of the Ostrogoths (453-66AD) in North Italy; the Lex
Ranana Burgundionum (c SOlAD) of King Gondeba<l in South Fast -Prance;
and the � Ranana Visigothorun or Breviarium Alaricianum (506AD) of
King Alaric II, in Spain and South France. See Continental 1£,gal His­
!Q!Y vol 1 35 et seq.
22. Tucker (1965) 25 1.ouisianna Law Review 698, 704.
23. The Lex Salica was drawn up sometime prior _to the death of Clovis,
King of the Franks in 5llAD and al though possibly originally in the
Frankish language was translated i.nto Latin during his reign. .The
a:>de is. a canbination of cus�.:mary law, ecclesiastical law and Ranan
Law. See Wessels History 37-39.
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24. These archaic codes £el 1 short of the expectation expressed, by for
example Seagle, that a code should be a statement of at least one
particular br;mch of law that purports to be o:::mplete · and systematic
in form: seagle gp cit 103. See also Hahlo & Kahn 66.
25. For example the Visi go thic code which is a penal code is far more
concerned with the punishment of various crirres than in establishing
general principles of liability.
26. For example the Lex salica is largely concernedwith criminal law, al­
though i t  also makes le gal provision for various aspects of
succession, con t ract, possession of land, sale and lease: Wessels
Historv. 37-39.
27. For example the Lex Ranana Visioothorum ranained in force in Southern
France until the 12th century or so: Tucker op cit 704.
28. For example the lex Salica and the lex RiPua.ria formed the basis of a
code of imperial law drawn up by the Thtperor Charles the Great, Ki ng
of the Franks, in 772AD: W=ssels History 32.
29. 'Codes in the modern sense come after a fu l 1 legal development and
simplify the form of developed law, systematize and ha.rrnonize its ele­
ments, and formulate its principles. They are lawyers' codes•: Pound
Jurisorudence vol 3 (1959) 680, This idea is similar to that of Sir
Henry Maine, who suggested that a:x.lification represented a third stage
in t he development of law� whereby customary law was codified to
resolve social conflicts: Eohenheimer Ju ri sprudence (1974) 75-76.
Al though a fully mature legal system is not always a pre-requisite for
the use of codes, Maine's theory of legal developnents is true of rrost
systems where codification has occurred.
30. Hahlo & Kahn 66.
31. Ibid. See also H ahlo {1967) 30 ·MLR 241, 244. David rejects the
classification of the works of Justinian and Theodosius as codes a,nd
regards them as ool lections: David & Brierley 101. See also Lloyd's
carment that 'by its emphasis on particular points rather than general
principles, and also its extreme bulk, (Justinian's Code) does not by
any means conform to modern notion s of codification': {1949) 2 Cur­
rent k"Xlal Problems 155, 159.
32. 'l\.lo early, private, but authoritative co llections had been made by
Gregory - the Codex Gregorianus c 300AD, and Hermogenianus - the Co­
dex Herm.::xl'enianus c 323AD - 295. In the Eastern Empire·'Illeodosius II
ordered a code which was canpleted in 428AD and later introduced into
the Western Empire by Valentinian III .in 439AD: Tucker op ci t 702-
703.
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33. Ibid. 'In terms of Roman Law a s  a whole, therefore, Justinian may
properly be regarded as both the first and last codifier' Thomas QE_
cit 55. It is possible that Justinian was inspired by the example of
the Barbarian Codes. See Lee Elerrents of Ranan Law (1956) 26. Cer­
tainly as Emperor in the East he may have been aware of the much
earlier eastern codes and also had the attempts of Gregory, Herrnoge­
nian and Theodosius to refer to.
34. Seagle op cit 280.
This was true even of the Corpus Juris Civilis of Justinian which,
written as it was in Latin was probably only used in practice b y  the
courts in Constantinople and the larger provincial towns in the
F.astern Dnpire. See Lee op cit (1956) 31.
35. Originally a pena 1 code containing pure Saxon law, later chapters
reveal the influence of Frankish laws and were probably added subse­
quently. See Continental ·Lega 1 History vol 1 52-53.
36. The Frisian Code was probably an unofficial one, and includes general
principles of law, pagan and Christian laws: idem 53-54
37. Kcx:ourek & Wiq:rrore 519. For a full discussion of the early codes of
the Lornbards and Franks see Continental Legal History vol 1 23 .... 70.
There are also a number of collections of laws which have occasionally 
been referred to as codes, but which do not appear to have been 
intended to l::e any rrore than written, as opposed to unwritten, law and 
have therefore not been included in this study, for example The Docrns 
of Aethelbirht (60ll\D) and the Ieges Henrici of Henry I (1118).
38. SeeContinental Legal History vol l 23-24.
39. Lievestad (1938) 54 � 95. Generally on Scandin avia see continental
I,ega l History vol 1 part VII.
40. Gomard (1961) 5 Scandinavian Studies in Law 29, 35. This code has
never been fonnally repealed although tocJay much of it has fallen into
disuse or been rrodifiecl by new legislation and interpretation.
41. Leivestad op cit 96. Once Norway and Sweden had united in 1319, and
then ·oenrnark (1380), Danis h law became increasingly influential and
the separate, national codes were replaced. with ne,; codes, for example
the (New) Norwegian Code of Christian V in 1687.
42. Strornholm (ed) An Introduction to Swedish Law vol 1 (1981) 31-32�
This code is still in force and is updated by adding new books or
amending old ones by a systan of successive partial refonn.
43. The codes dealt with specified areas of life and th e laws affecting
those areas, not with. the whole J:xx3.y of law, and therefore lacked the
systematic exposition of the law found in later cedes ibid. See also
the ccmnents of Leivestad op cit 98.
44. Hahlo & Kahn 67.
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45. Pound sugg ests that the CCC is the first legislation which can be
called a cede in the nodernsense, because 1in canparisbn with earlier
imperial legislation it was characterized by greater exactness of
definition. It e liminated man y abuses, and did away with obsolete
rules of prOCJf': op cit 689. · 
4 6. "The Bambergensis" a crimina 1 code prepared for Bishop Georg of Bam­
berg by Johann von Schwazenberg in 1507, was in turn base d on two 
other cooes - also influenced by the Mos Italicus theory of criminal 
law - the Criminal cede of Maximilian I for Tyrol (1499) and t.hat of 
P.adolfzell (1506}. see Continental Legal Historv vol l 402-403. 
47. Ibid
48. For example in 1560 the States General voted in favour of codifi cation
under Durroulin's ena:nrragenent, and an attempt at canpilation. of royal
ordinances was made by Brisson in 1580 during Henry III reign. Co::li­
ficatio n was re corrnnended by the States General in 1576 and 1614 and
although nothing was done then, partial cedi,fication was achieved by
Colrert in 1665-1681 during the reign of Louis XIV;· and by D'J.\gnes­
seau in 1731-1747 during the reign of Louis XV. See Pound op cit 689;
Seagle op cit 281; and Lobingier (1918-19) 32 Harvard I.aw Review 114,
llS.
49. Continental legal History vol 1 435.
50. The first draft of this code - pr obably the work of Samuel van
Cocceji, a celebrated teacher of natural law as well as Minister of
Justice - appeared in 1749. However the Seven Years' War (1756-63)
interrupted the work and the final draft was the work of Kar l Goltlieb
Svarez: Seagle op cit 282.
51. For a discussion of the ideological and philosophical background to
the Prussian Co::le see Friedrich in Schwartz 11-14.
52. A belief in natural reason meant that it was possible for rational men
to draw up a complete and perfect code based on the systematization
fou nd in natural law. Because the resulting cede would be formulated
on purely rational gr ounds it would be of universal and perpetual
application. See Donald (1973) 47 Australian Law Journal 164; Fried­
rich op cit 2; David & Brierlev 43-46 •.
53. David & Brierley 60. See also David French Law - Its Structure
Sources & Metholdology ( 1972) vi.
54. David & Brierley 59.
55. Seagle op cit 282-283. Seagle describes the Allganeine I.aandrecht as
the first of nx:x:lern cxrles because it aimed to be canplete, suppla nting
the law of the' pandects and yielding only to the provisions of
provincial statutes. For a detailed description of the Code see Con­
tinental legal History vol 1 436-437.
52 
56. Not only did the code fail to reflect the ideas of the Enlightenrrent
in· m:iny. respects but it was also very detailed, casuistic and bulky,
containing over sixteen, thousand provisions: Seagle ibid. See also
Hahlo & Kahn 67.
--. 
57. Seagle oo cit 282-283.
58. Pound op cit 691; Zweigert & Kotz 78; Continental Legal History vol
1 435. Metternich's attempts to restore absolute rronarchy in Austria
were hardly conducive to the view of law and the legislator taken by
the Enlightment: Zweigert & Kotz ibid. David a lso suggests that
Austria was insufficiently politically powerful in the rest of· Europe
to influence the developnent of law there: David & Brierley 61.
59. ·seagle The History of Law 283.
60. Initially published in 1804 as the Code Civil des Francais, the code
was renamed the Code Napo leon in 1807 and then reverted to being
called by its original name in 1814 and 1830, and in 1870 was oalled
the Code Civil: Continental Legal History vol 1 285.
61. David & Brierley 61. While the need for enlightened leadership seens
indisputable, the sec ond requirement is perhaps only valid where
codification occurs alongside territorial expansion, as did the Code
Napoleon.
62. Sea9le op cit· 202·. See also Lobingier (1918-19) 32 Harvard Law Review
114, 116. Nothing in the way of a civil code appears to have been
achieved under the Constituent A.5sembly or the Legislative A.5sembly
which fol lawed it, although a. Rural Code was passed in 1791: Conti­
nental Legal History vol 1 277.
63. The carmittee consisted of Carnbaceres, Treilhard, Berlier, Merlin de
Douai and Thibaudeau� The draft was largely the work of Cambaceres
v1ho acted as chairman: Continental L€Qal History ibid. This first
draft was rejected as being insufficiently revolutionary: Pound .212
cit 692.
64. Voltaire's remark that a traveller changed his law as oft�n as he
changed horses· is often cited to illustrate the diversity of French
laws prior to codification; See for example Sauveplanne 5-6.
65. See Friedrich op cit 2.
66. In September 1794; in June 1796 and in December 1799. Al 1 of these
were the work of Cambaceres: Seagle op cit 284.
67. For a discussion of Rousseau's influence on Napole on see Friedrich
op cit 7-10.
68. The a::mnission consisted of Tronchet as Chairman, Portalisi Bigot de
Prearneneu and Mallevil)e. None of these were revolutionaires and in
fact all belonged to the legal profusion of the Ancien Regime. See
Lobingier op cit 117-118.
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69. Cmipare for example the view of Frederick II of Prussia discussed supra.
70. Lobingier op cit 119.
71. Iden 119-121. See also Hahlo & Kahn 68; Lawson A Camon Lawyer looks
atthe Civil Law (1955) 35-40.
72. The 'law-making' f unction of the judiciary was however curtailed on
matters dealt with by the ccrles.
73. The first draft was rejected by the legislature, which consisted of a
Council of State, a Tribunate, a Legislative Body and a Sen ate. In
o rder to get the second draft accepted Napoleon had f irst to re­
arrange the legislature. See Pound op cit 693; Seagle oo cit 285;
and Continental Legal History vol_l 281-283.
For a discussion of Napoleon's cwn contribution to the work of ccrlifi­
cation see an. anonoynous article in (1983) 57 Australian Law Journal
64; Limpens in Schwartz 105; Lobingier op cit 123; and Zweigert
& Kotz 76-77.
74. The Code of Civil Procedure of 1806;
the Code of Criminal Procedure of 1808;
1810.
the Code of Commerce of 1807; 
and the Code of Pena 1 Law of 
7�. For example that the ccrle is too simple; illogical; and has too many 
important atmissions: · Lobingier op cit 128-130. · 
76. The scope and a rrangement of the French codes were distinct from
previous ccrles. See Lobingier op cit 119.
77. Da.vid & Brierley 59-60. This particularly applied to criminal law.
It should be noted,_ however, that the Napoleonic codifications failed
to deal with constitutional and administrative law.
78. See for example Article 7 of the law of 30 Ventose, year XII which
pranulgated. the Civil Code and which declared:
'From the day when these laws go into effect, the Roman 
laws, t he Ordinances, the local or general Customs, the 
Statutes and the Regulations shall cease to have the fo+ce 
of either general or sr:,ecial laws, on the matters dealt with 
in the afore-said laws canposing the Civil Code': 
Continental k··,qal Histo!'."y vol 1 284. 
79. The idea of equality l:efore the law reflected in the French ccile; was
very different fran the 'paternalistic authoritarianism' of the Prus­
sian Code. Also the da-mfall of the ancien regime and the new role of
the bourgeoisie in the law-mak.ing process meant that the legislating
function of government was no longer set in a feudal society. See
Zwiesert & Kotz 78, 85; F.orsi Ccmparative Civil (Private) Law-
(1979) 156-157, 491 et seq.
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BO. The development of legal nationalism frustrated the hopes of the 
uni versalists who had seen codifica tion as a means of expressing a 
a:r,m:,n law of Europe - a ius a:mnune - which, based on the principles 
of natural and just laws, would develop unfettered by national l:ounda­
ries or local custans and practice: David & Brierlev 62-64.. Ha.;ever, 
it s eems that it was not so much the codes themselves but their 
subsequent a:mnentators who, by their emphasis on leg al positivism, 
were respmsible for this tr end. 
81. For example in Belgium, Luxemrourg, Poland, i:arts of Italy and Egypt.
82. As happened in Westphalia; Hanover; the grand duchi es of Baden,
Frankfort and Nassau;- and parts of Switzerland.
83. As in Greece, Spain, the Netherlands, Quebec, many par ts of South
America and as far away as Japan and Turkey. For details on the
territorial expansion of the codes see Limpens op cit 93; La_wson
{1949) 61 Juridical Review 16, 30; David English I.aw and French Law
(1980) 16; Seagle op cit 289; Continental Legal History vol ). 302-
305.
84. Some states temporarily repudiated the French system, eg Italy, but
after the restoration of national law turned once rrore to the French
codes as models for their own codes. Ot her countries continued to
preserve French legislation, eg Switzerland: Continental Legal His­
!2!:Y 304-305. See also L.impens op cit 96 et seq.
85. Bisschop (1901) 3 Journal of Cc:mparative l.€<]islation 109.
86. Bayitch op cit 174. Similarly codes have been adopted by
African countries achieving-independence m:>re recently, such as Alge­
ria, the Ivory Coast, Nicaragua and Etbiopia. · See 'National Reports'
International Encyclopedia of Canpaiative Law vol 1 (1973). For a de­
tailed discussion of codification in Ethiopia see David (1963} 37
'I\llane I.aw Review 187.
87. Limpens op cit 99. The codes was not translated in to Spanis h unti 1
1884�
88. Brown {1957--58) 1-2 The American Journal bf Legal History 35, 46-48,
53.
89. As late as 1946 the French Penal Code was introduced irito French
Africa and Malagasy; and the new P.gyptian Code of 1948 retains much
of the character of the earlier Egyptian cedes (1878-1881) which were
alnost identical to the Cooe Napoleon: Limpens op cit 102.
90. The rapid grONth of capitalism and. the demand :for a legal system which
would mark a tot?al break with the past were occasioned by the re­
establishment of foreign relations in 1853. The initial interest in
the French Code was largely due to the influence of Boissonade and his
col leagues who were in charge of  teaching French law in Japan from
1872. The final code of 1898 was a mixture of French and German in·· 
fluences. See Limpens op cit 101; Hahlo (1967} ·30 MLR 244; and Noda
Yusiyuki Introduction to Japanese Law (1976) 41 et seg.
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91. Hue I.e code civil italien .et le code Na.P?leon vol 1, 2 {1868) cited by
Lirrpens ibid.
92. Das Burgerliche Gesetzbuch.
93. For example after the establishment of the German Tariff Union in 1834
a uniform Bill s of Exchange Act was passed in 1846, fol lowed by a
Ccnmercial Code in 1861: Hubner (1977) '!SAR 22, 23.
94. For example, the Ccmnercial Code had to be prCITRllgated 1;:,y a separate
act in each state. The streng th of provincial laws was such that
there were over thirty different legal systems in existence in 1673
when the Federal legislature was at last given the �er to legislate
for the whole country: Seagle ibid. See also Zweiqert & Kotz 134-
136.
95. In 1814 Anton F J Th ibaut, Professor of Roman Law at Heidelberg
published a pamphlet entitled 'Uber die Nothwend igke i t  eines
allgerneinen burgerlichen Gesetzbuch fur Deutschland' Zweiqert & Kotz
ibid .
96. Continental Legal Histoz.y vol 1 183 et seq. For an assessment of the
influence of Savigny see Dawson The Oracles of the law (1968) 451.
97. Pound op cit 728. Austin was to take up many of Savigny's objections
and repudiate them. See lectures on Jurispru-dence ll899) 332 et seq.
98. Zweigert & Kotz.. As indicated supra note 94 political reality at the
time did not provide propitious cirCUITl.5tances for codification .
99. Continental Legal History vo.J,. 1 183.
100. This ireant that both the Germanic and Ranan sources should be studied.
However the Historical school increasingly concentrated on ancient
Ranan law and ultimately lost touch with current .legal demands. For
criticism of their views and methods see zweigert & Kotz 140-141.
101. Ynterna (1960) 2 Inter-American taw Review 207, 211 � Zweigert & Kotz
141-142. By studying the historical origins of German law and largely
ignoring the provincial differences that had occurred in more recent
times, the Pandectists at least brought about integ ration on a
theoretical level: Zweigert &.Kotz ibid.
102. ibid.
103. Savigny himself had died in 1861 and although the Historical School
and the Pandectists continued to flourish after his death their fail­
ure to take cognisance of social and econanic reality invited grCMing
criticism. Moreover, .practising lawyers had little time for abstract
theories and wanted a system of law which would overcane the disadvan-
tages and difficulties of Gei:m:my.' s legal chaos.
104. Between 1880 and 1887 this draft was revised and then published for
further debate. A second .cannission.was appointed in 1890 to draw up
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a new draft which was completed in 1896 but only enacted in 1900: 
Pound op cit 698-699. Se e also Seagle op cit 291-92: Huber oo cit 
24. 
105. Yntema op cit 211.
106. See note 90 supra.
107. One of Savigny•s arguments against codification was that the German
language was quite unsuitable for such an exercise: Seagle op cit
292. The bulk of commentaries and works interpreting the code add
weight .to his view. See also the criticisms of zwefoert & Kotz 143;
Gilmore (1947-4 8) 57 Yale Law Journal 1341, 1356; Hahlo & Kahn 69
et seq.
108. Many of �hese problems, which have been seized upon by the anti­
codification camp, have been sho;-m to be less serious than initially
imagined due to the skillful use and application of the. general
clauses of the EGB, (Generalklausen). See David & Brierley n·0-112.
See also infra on the question of flexibility� rigidity of codified
law.
109. 5eagle op cit 295.
110. See .supra notes 23, 24, 25.
111. In 1614 Attorney-General Bacon prop:ised codification in the form of a
statute code, a ner,.; abridged edition of the Year Book rep:irts, and an
institutional part; consisttng of a J::ook of principles, a treatise on
maxims and a law dictionary: See International Encyclopedia of So­
cial Sciences vol 1-2 494; Pound op cit 705; Ixmald (1973) 47 Aus­
tralian I.aw Journal 160, 164.
112. Kerr (1980) 96 � 515, 518.
113. This lack of success may have been partly attributable to Bacon's c,;-m
fall from political power in 1621 when he was impeached and
subsequently disgraced.
114. IX>nald op cit 162. See also Pound Jurisprudence vol 3 705.
115. Kerr op cit 518. One of the reasons why codification received less
supp:>rt than in France, for example, was that although the judges were
p:,r,,;erful, the dual system of rourts of law and courts of equity, which
existed until 1873, probably reduced the chance of arbitrary adminis­
tration of justice. There was therefore less demand for reform.
116. Gregory (1899-1900} 13 Harvard Law Review 344, 350; Bentham J The
Limits of Jurisprudence Defined (1945); · Bentham (ed l · Hart Of Laws�
General (1970).
117. The university teaching of law remained disorganised ar. i weak until
the late nineteenth century; particularly when compared with the
IB1petus given to codification and the systematization of the law fran
the universities on the Continent. See Mc�ey International Ency-
i 
clopedia of the Social Sciences vol 9 & 10 216. 
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118. For example in 1829 cod ification was advocated by Henry Brou gham -
later IDrd Chancellor; in 1833 a Royal Ccxnnission to cxmsolidate sta­
tute laws was established - with no result; in 1853 Lord Chancellor
Cranworth requested a further carrnission; and in 1859 IDrd Chancellor
'Westbury proposed the ccrnpilation of a digest of case and statute law:
Kerr op cit 518-519.
119. For example the 1861 Malicious 'Damage Act, and Offences Against the
Person Act ibid.
120. The most imp:::,rtant of these were: Bills of Exchange Act 1882; Bank­
ruptcy Act, 1883; Factors Act and the Arb itration Act, 1889; Part­
nership Act, 1890; Sale of Gocds Act, 1893; Merchant Shipping Act,
1894; Perjury Act, 1911; For gery Act, 1913 and the Larceny Act,
1916:
Seagle op cit 296; Diamond (1968} 31 MLR 361. For a-history of the
drafting of the Bil ls of Exchange Act and an indication of the type of
problems involved see Chalmers (1903) 19 � 10.
121. Donald op cit 164-165.
122. Pound op cit 725.
l23. See Austin Lectures on Jurisprudence (1899) 
124. Kerr op cit 516.
125. The problem of Parliamentary time and enthusiasm is still a very
pertinent oonsideration when considering codification and is discussed
infra under Difficulties confronting Codification.
126. In 1934 Chancellor Sankey set up a Law Revision Committee which was
revived in 1952 as the Law Reform Carrnittee by IDrd Simonds, and again
in 1959 by Lord B utler as the Criminal Law Revision Committee.
Hawever it could only deal with specific topics referred to it by the
IDrd Chancellor or Herne Secretary, had no independant initiative, and
was staffed entirely voluntarily: Kerr op cit 521.
127. David & Brierley 466-467.
128. Ibid.
129. Macaulay's work was particularly influential when a code of criminal
law was being drafted for the t erritories of the Transkei in South
Africa.
130. Findlay (1904-1907) 2-6 Natal Law Quarterly 2, 5.
131. For example Sir James Stephen was very active in his attempts to
achieve codification of the English law of evidence and criminal law:
Seagle op cit 296; Gregory (1897-1900) 13 Harvard Law Review 344,
351. For Sir Henry Maine's views on Codification see Ancient Law
{1916) 1-18.
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132. That the Carrnission was setting themselves a very difficult task is
perhaps illustrated by the fact that a nmern a:x:le of Hindu Civil law
did not come into existence until 1955-56, although there had been
such a code - The raws of Manu-c 200BC.
133, The Commissions for codification of the religious laws met with a 
cert ain amount of resis tance and this idea was subsequently  
abandoned. David & Brierley 467. There was also the problem that 
any proposed legislation had to go through the British parliament 
where it encountered further opposition. 
134. In fact two previous Criminal codes had been passed in order to
reform the unci vilis� system of crminal law. These were the (Corn­
wallis) Criminal Code of 1793 and the (Elphinstone) Criminal Code of
1827: David & Brierley 467 note 90.
135: These statutes were: Succession Act, 1865; Evidence Act, Contract 
Act, Specific Relief Act, 1872; Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881; 
Transfer of Property Act, and Trusts Act, 1882. See David & Brierley 
468. It should be noted that these were promulgated for India and
were intended to codify the Common law of Indian not Eng land. See
Diamond (1968) 31 MLR 361, 362; David & Brierley 469.
136. Diarrond ibid.
137. David & Brierley 469. See also Pound op cit 708.
138. The Angl�Indian codes have been used as models in eastern Africa and
the Sudan:-. David & Brierley 469. Also in Ceylon where sane of the
codes were adopted with very fev changes: Nadaraja The IEgal System
of Ceylon in its Historical Setting (1972) 232 et seq.
139. Fonnal annexation was declared on 31 May 1844 although the announce­
nent was not published in South Africa until August 1845 and the new
Lt. Governor  - Martin Wes t - did not assume office until December
1845. Natal- had been inhabited by white sett.:)..e:rs since 1823, but
despite petitioning the English crown to extend its protection of the
territory - for example in 1832 to William IV .:.. Britain had shown
little inclination to do so. Fran 1837 onwards an increasing number
of Dutch farmers and trekkers settled in the area and in 1839 the
Trekker Republic of Natalia was established. The 1rekker government
remained in pc:,.,.rer until 1842 when British troops fran the Cape under
Col. Cloete occupied Natal. See Brookes & Webb (1965) 48.
140. It has been suggested that one of the very reasons for the delayed
publication of annexation was the 'absence of any fixed policy or
effective means of control over refugees £ran Zululand entering the
colony' : ibid.
141. The others were that there would be no slavery, and that no
unauthorised aggression on Blacks beyond the borders of the colony
would be pennitted: idEm 40 ..
i42. Government Notice 68 1852. Ttiese instructions were given by Stephen 
Gordon, Acting Secretary to the Government. This was in fact a 
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subor-dinate task of the Ccmnission, which was pri.rrarily app::,inted to 
take a census of the Black population in Natal. 
143. 1852-3 CO'rmis sion Proceedings and Rep::,rt of the Caranission appointed
to inquire into Past and Present State of the Ka.firs in the District.
of Natal, 5. Herinafter cited as Natal Repo rt. The members of the
ccmnission are indicated in the Rep::,rt. Therrost important of those,
who sat on the initial ccmnission were: W Harding {President of the 
Commi ssion and a Cro wn Prosecutor); J Bird ( the actin g Surveyor­
General}; T Shepstone (Diplarati c  Agent of the col ony); J N Bc>sh off
(Registrar of the District Court); F Scheepers (Field Camiandant of
the Mooi River Division); and Solcm::in Maritz (Fi eld Ccmrandant of
the Klip River Di vi sion). The C omrnfssion's interp reter was the
legendary Henry Fynn, and the Secretary, E Tatham.
1·44. Natal Reoort 30 & 36. Support for the codification of the Black cus­
tanary law also came fran the colonists who distrusted and disliked 
Sir Theophilus Shepstone - the Diplanatic Agent in charge of lNative 
Affairs'. See welsh The Roots of Segregation (1845-1910) (1971) 159. 
145. Shepstone himself believed that codification would outweigh the
present advantages of unwritten custanary law. welsh op cit 160-164.
146. Enquiries cxmcerning a ccx:1e were rep::,rted in 1859, 1860, 1862, 1863,
1864, 1868, 1869.and 1872: idem 161.
147. The law also made provision f or the establishment of a court of
appeal for decisions of the Native High Court, and t he creation of
special courts for certain offences.
148. See f or example the comments of Welsh and re mar ks cited therein
op cit 166.
149. law 44 of 1887 amended the 1875 Native lldininistration Law an d appoin­
ted a Board w ith power to 'propose the alteration, amendment or
appeal of any of the provisions of Nat ive law kncwn and administered
in the Colony of Natal' (Long title to the act).
150. The ful 1 title of this was the 'C ode of Natal Native Law, framed by
the Board app::,inted by the Governor under the provisions of Section 4
of Law It) 44 1887 and passed by the Board on 10 April 1890'.
151. Law 19 of 1891 legalised the Code of Native Law cl rafted in terms of
Law 44 of 1887.
152. For an indication of the reception of the code and a discussio n of
its weaknesses see Welsh op cit 168 et -seq; cass:i.m N (1981) 25 Jour­
nal of African Law 131.
153. For example the Livres de Coutumes in France
154. Although a number of chiefs and headmen had been consulted on the
co ntent of customary law, this tended to Jary from one locality to
another. Moreover the lack of. Black representation on the Legisla­
tive Council during the passing of the code's provisions meant that
inaccuracies were perpetrated and incori;:orated. See Welsh op cit 167.
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155. The problems of codifying custanary law will be discussed later in
this study as will the subsequent history of the Natal COde.
156. The Rev H Dugrrore writing in 1846-47 described the territory of the
T ranskei as an area which extended from the Great Fish River east­
wards to the. mountains of the Jl.Jnatoli; and to Fooboo's m:mntains and
the sources of the Keiskanma, Buffalo, Kei and Bashee Rivers in the
north: Yaclean A Canoendium of Ka.fir laws .& CUstans (1906) 2.
157. In 1846-47 it was estimated that the population wa s approximately
300,000 with nine or more tribes: Maclean op cit 7. By 1883 -
when the Report of the Cormission was tabled - this had increased to
approximately half a million. The wain tribes were the Xhosa, Ternbu,
Banvana, Pondanisa, Baca, Xesibe and Fingoes (or Mfengu). Report of
the Commission on Native Laws and Customs (1883) 94, hereinafter
cited as ReP?rt Transkei, paragraph 7.
158. Burman 'Cape Policies tawards African law in the Ca pe Tribal Terri­
tories 1872-83' 352. This unrest was not only inter-tribal - due to
quarrels, disp utes and raids; but was further ag gravated by the
presence of whites carpeting for land; and attempts by white magis­
trates and missio naries to interfere with tribal cus toms. See
Scholtz 500 Years A History of South Africa (1969) 122, 167,
159. Burman op cit 350.
160. There were a number of humanitarians in Britain who fel t that the
area should be brought under direct British rule, rather than annexed
to the Cape, which would mean a bandoning the future welfare of the
Blacks to the Cape Legislature. See Burman op cit 350; Scholtz
op cit 171.
161. This was not the first time that the area had cane under British in­
fluence. After the 1835 Ka.fir war, Blacks living between the Keis­
karrrna and the Great Kei Rivers were declared British subjects. Haw­
ever in 1836 the British withdrew £ran the territory and in the same
year the Lt. Governor of the Cape granted the inhabitants their
independence together with the right to adopt, or adhere to their O,,Jil 
laws, or any other laws which they might see fit to substitute. See
Report Transkei paragraph 11.
162. Pct.. No 3 1865 (C). other parts of the territory were incorporated as
folla,,,s: 1778 Griqualand F.ast; · 1779 Griqualand West, Fingoland and
the district of Idutywa; 1884 Port St Johns; 1885 British
Bechuanaland, Ternbuland, Bcrovanaland and Galekaland; 1886 Mount Ay­
liff District; and 1894 Po ndoland: Hahlo & Kahn Union 57; Scholtz
op cit 172.
163. Reoort Transkei paragraph 19.
164. local magistrates tended to depend on the advice and infonnation of
local chiefs which meant that there was very little consistency in
the interpretatiof f of law. Also customary law varied from area to
area and among the different tribes.
165. See note 160 supra.
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166. BurrMn op cit 388. The latter reccmnendation c.aroe frcrn the Camlis­
sion on Colonial Defence, which recommended a code of Black law
rather than colonial law as had been D'Urban's idea,
167. ReP?rt Transkei paragraph 2. The Camri.ssion was subsequently reap­
p:iinted in 1881 and 1882.
168. Initially the Rep:irt of the carrnission indicates that there was the
general belief that the Blacks had a well-established, uniformly re­
cognised and administered, system of law. Maclean suggests that the
Blacks did not entirely lack administrative, constitutional and legal
institutions, but the efficiency of these was undennined by the lack
of fixed rules and principles, due to fluctuations frcrn generation to
generation, and the influence of intrigue, p:ilitical instability, and
favouritism: Maclean op cit 33-36.
169. The role of Macaulay and Stephen in Indian and their work on the
Anglo-Indian cooes is discussed supra. See also International Ency­
clooedia of Social Science vol 9 &- 10 499; Walker Oxford Canpanion
to Law (1980); Burman op cit 391 et seq.
170. Burchell & Hunt 37-40. Kitchin maintains that the Code was also
based on the commo n law; parts of the o ld Dutch placaaten; Cape
statute law; and decided cases of the Cape Colony: (1913) 30 SALJ
· 10, 11.
171. Repart Transkei paragraph 37. Besides the natural propensity of the
members of the ccmnission to turn to the camon law in which tTOst of
them were trained; there was a cert;:ain amount of urgency in their
work. The outbreak of revolt in the territory in 1880 errphasised the
need to implement an efficient systen of legal administration as soon
as possible: Bunnan op cit 380-396. However, it was recommended
that the order and arrangemen t of crime s be that 'found in the best
ccmrentaries on the Rcman-Dutch law' Repart Transkei paragraph 54.
172. Id6Tl paragraph 32.
173. Idem paragraph 143. The hope was also expressed that a code would
enable those subject. to the laws to knatl them, by the dissemination
of .the law through mission aries, educated Blacks arid others. See
Paragraph 3 5.
174. See for example an anonyrrous article in the 1885 {2) cape Law Journal
143·.
175. The members responsible for this were: JD Barry, Presiden t of the
Carmission and Judge President of the Eastern Districts Court; Rev J
Stewart, JP for Alice and later MP for Victoria East; W E Stanford,
Magistrate and Native Administrator, and later Chief Magistrate; T
Upington, a Lawyer, MP, and 1a�er Judge of the Cape Supreme Court and
Attorney General; w Bisset Berry, a physician, cape FQlitician and
who later became Speaker of the House of Assembly; ES Rolland,
(M.A.}; and Richard Solomon, a Barrister. A dissenting minority
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re[X):rt was presented by J Ayliff (M.P.). 
176. Act 24 of 1886: The 'Native Territories' Penal COde. Effective fran
January 1887 the Code aplied throughout the whole of the territories
kn� as Transkei, Griqualand Fast, Ternbuland and the [X)rt and terri­
tory of St John's River. See s·1 of the Act.
For a discussion of the provisions of the cxx:le see {1885) 2 cape Law
Journal 143 (Anon).
It is interesting to note that the 'Native Territories' Penal Code
remained of force and effect until replaced in 1983 by a nE.'W' Trans­
keian Penal Code, Act No 9 of 1983.
177. Recort Transkei paragraph 66. The Ccnmission .did h0wever make reC'aTl­
mendations on certain civil law institutions such as marriage, in­
heritance and succession. See paragraphs 62-109.
178. An indication of the code's success is the fact that although it was
only intended to apply in the Transkei it appears that its influence
extended beyond the borders of the territory, and that it was refer­
red to with approval by a number of courts in South Africa, including
the Appellate division, until the late 196 0's. See Burchell & -Hunt
39 and cases cited thereunder.
179. Apart from Louisianna which had a mixed system of civil law and
camon law rrost of the J'lmerican colonies had legal systens based on
the English camon law as far as was applicable to local circumstan­
ces. In sane of the southern states and califomia, Spanish law was
also influential. - See SauveDlanne 11.
180. Such collections, as for example the Civil Code of Georgia (1860),
may have been made to overcome the scarcity of textbooks: Pound
op cit 715. See also Harrison The Life of the law (1964) 1 04, 105.
181. These six factors are suggested by Hezel in his discussion on
Bentham's influence in the United States (1972) 22 Buffalo law Review
253, 255.
182. In 1811 Bentham wrote to President James Madison volunteering to cer­
dify the laws of the United States: Honnold The Life of the Law
(1964) 100-102� For the influence of Oentham see Gregory (1899-1900)
13 Harvard Law Review 344; compare however Gilmour The Ages of
J'lmerican raw (1977) 69.
183. Those who were inspired by Bentham included David Dudley Field, Ed­
ward Livingston, William Sampson, Tharas Griroke and Robert· Rantoul
Jr., For a discussion of the contributions and theories of these last
three see Hezel op cit 256-267.
18 4. In 1836 the �.iassachusetts legislature ap[X)inted a ccmnission, chaired 
by Story, to consider codifying the ccmn::in law of the state. The re­
[X)rt of the Crnmission advocated codification of only those areas of 
law \lr,rich had not already been r:rooified by statute. Ho;vever E, .. :1thu­
siasm for the scheme appears to have waned once sufficiently ccmpre­
hensive textbooks became available - notably those of Story himself. 
See Donald (1973) 47 The Australian Law Journal 1 60, 162: Pound 
.. . . 
op cit 713. 
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185. These were codes of Criminal procedure, a penal code, a civil code
and a p::>litical (mnstitutional) code: Pound op cit 709-711.
186. The code that was finally adopted, although founded on Field's draft
was in fact the work of a man called Throop: ibid.
187. Seag le op cit 297. Johnson suggests that the two main reasons for
the short-lived success of Field's codes were (1) the fact that the
law was stil 1 in a forrnati ve stage in the n ew country, and ( 2) the
attitude of the legal profession and its inclination towards an
historical rather than scientific approach: (1951) 29 canadian Bar
Review 411. For a discussion of the contents and style of Field's
civil code see Donald op cit 167-168.
188. Thirty states adopted his Cooe of Civil Procedure; sixteen his Penal
Code and Code of Criminal procedure: ibid. California, Montana,
North and South Dakota, adopted all five of the codes: Pound op cit
712. See also Diarrond (1968) 31 MLR 361, 362�363.
189. Johnson op cit 415. This has also been a problem in Australia where
it has proved alrrost impossible to get unanimity on any legal reform
£ran the independent states. See I.each (1963) 12 Am=rican Journal of
canparative Law 206, 219.
190. Gil.Joour op cit 69; Pound op cit 720.
191. The Uniform Sales Act. For a full list of the codes undertaken by
the Conference see Friedman A History of l'lmerican I.aw (1973) 581.
192. For example: Warehouse Receipts Act, 1906; Stock Transfer Act,
Bills of I.a.ding Act, 1909; Partnership Act, 1914; and Conditional
Sales Act, 1918: I:onald op cit 169.
193. .McWhinney International Encyclopedia of Canparative liiw vol 2 (1975)
216.
194. Whether the Restatenents should be regarded as codes or not remains a
moot point. They have been described as 'codification under another
name' and 'a covert attempt {at) codification' - Judge Goodrich cited
by Johnson op cit 413 et seq. Alternatively De Grooth declared that
they were 'utterl y deficient as a starting point for codification in
the genuine (civil law) sense of the word' (my parentheses) c ited
Donald op cit 170 . canpare Donald's a,..,n view ibid.
195. Such as the Internal Revenue Cede 1954, a Moo.el Penal Code 1962 and a
Federal Securities Cooe project.
196. This is also the case in Australia, where a number of law revision a­
gencies have been established; New Zealand, and canaaa. See Donald
op cit 171.
197. The Law Cromission Act 1965. A separate law carrnission was simulta­
neously established .for Srotland.
198. S 3(1) of the Act.
199. See for e,rarrple:
Hahlo (1960) 7 7  SALJ 432; Hahlo (1967) 30 MLR 241; Diamond 
MLR 361; Hahlo  (1975) 38 MLR 23; Kerr (1980) 96 LQR 515;
(1981) 44 MLR l; North (1982) 46 RABELSZ 490.
-
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(1968 ) 31 
Cretney 
200. The achievenents of the Law Carrnission and the difficulties it faces
are considered later in this study.
201. Smith in Yiannopoulos 3, 6.
202. See Sauveplanne 21-28.
203. See for example France - Tallon {1979) 14 Israel Law Revi�w l;
Ge·nnany - Huber (1977) TSAR 22; The Netherlands - Daina.-1 (1957) 17
I.Duisiana Law Review 27r-
204. Bayitch in Yiannq:XJulos 161, 177.
205. As happened in I.Duisianna and Quebec; and as was suggested in South
Africa by Wessels (1920 ) 37 SAIJ 265.
206. This happened in a number of newly independent countries in Africa
during the 19501 s. See Limpens op cit 92; National Reports Encyclo­
pedia of International and Ccrnparati ve Law vol l;. and Appendix A.
207. I.Duisianna� originally occupied by French settlers, was· occupied by
Spain in 1769 when Spanish law came into force. In 1800 Spain agreed
to hand the province back to France but during the delay in
fonnalities France sold the area to the United Stat.es. Transfer took
place in Deceml:er 1803.
20 8. This was despi te the fact that federally-appointed members of the 
territorial supreme court were meant to apply civil law to the cases 
that came before the court. See .Bra.-m (1957-58) 1-2 American Jour­
nal of Legal History 35, 36. 
209. Brown op cit 41. A key figure in the history of codification in
I.Duisianna was Edward Livingstone who participated in the draftin g of
the Civ il Code and drafted codes on evidence and criminal law al­
though these were never adopted by the legislature. See Friedman
Of- Cit 153-4.
210. Idem 53.
211. May 1805.
212. In fact the civil law incorporated into the code was French, not
Spanish, as had been the original intention. See Browri op cit 56
et seq.
213. The matter was complicated by the fact that the code only repealed
certain laws which were in conflict·with its provisions, and left
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others untouched. 
214. Cottin v Cottin 5 Mart o.s (I.a..) 93 (1817) cited Bro.om op cit 73.
215. T he ful 1 title of the publication, which was largely the work of L
Moreau I.islet and Henry Carleton, was The Laws of I.as Siete Partidas
which are still in force in the State of I.Duisianna.
216. Canada was under French rule frOll 1534 to 1759, but no French law was
officially intrcx:luced until 1663 when Louis XIV on Colbert's advice
appointed a governor to administer the area. See Castel The Civil
Llw Sv.stan of the Province of Quebec (1962) 8-12.
217. The iituation was similar to that of I.Duisianna. English criminal
law and certain aspects of civil law were intrcx:luced and the lawyers
were largely English trained, but the ropulation was French. See the
cx:mnents of Castel op cit 20 et seq.
218. Complete freedom of testation was also retained, but trial by jury
abolished.
219. The initiative for this came from the Attorney-General of Lower
Canada, the Hon. GE Cartier. It was hoped that a code would make
the law accessible to judges, lawyers and notaries.
220. The original cxmnission also prcx:luced a Code of Civil Procedure in
1867, which was subsequently replaced by a new, revised co:le · in 1897.
A number of rrodifications were introduced between 1866 and 1962 and
in 1954 a jurist was appointed to revise the code, however no new
code has yet been produced although a C ivil Code of Quebec dealing
with Family I.aw came into effect in 1981.
221. Article 2613.
222. For a detailed discussion of this develoµnent see Castel op cit 215
et. seq.
223. Castel suggests that judges under· this 'mixed' system have the best
of both J,.1Qrlds as they retain the judicial authority associated with
judicial precedent while not being bound by it: oo cit 232.
224. The French Ccmnercial Code and the Code of Civil Procedure were also
introduced into the Seychelles: Chloros (1973-74) 48 Tulane I.aw
Review 813.
225. Chloros points out that the need to provide a s uitable legal
framework for change and rrc<lerni.sation is particularly acute in the
Seyc hel les, which has a number of social technic al and political
problems which require quick and sanetimes drastic solutions if the
islands are to develop. See Chloros op cit 816-817.
226. C}-lloros gives a number of interesting cases where this has happened:
idem 818-819.
227. The code was to be revised and reformed in the light of bo th systans:
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idem 823-824. 
228. By t.he 1970 1s English law was to a considerable extent t.he law of t.he
Seychelles. So, fo r example, the powers of the court were those of
the camon law rather than the civil law.
229. A printed version of the 1973 draft was available in 1974. Further
discussion and consultation took plac e before the f inal draft was
ccmpleted. See Chloros 2-5.
230. The full name of the code was the Civil Code of Seychelles Ordinance
1975. The Seychelles gained independence on 29 June 1976.
231. Seychelles Ordinance (1975) s 4.
232. Chloros 3.
233. Ibid.
2. DIFFiaJLTIES CONFRONI'IN3 CODIFICATION
1. Introduction
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The history of co::lification outlined in the preceeding chapter illustrates 
the extensive use of codes over many years and in a gre at number of 
different countries. Ha-rever the success and popularity of codified law 
has varied considerably, and this is par tly due to the difficulties 
confronting codification in particular legal systems. 
It appears that there are three rrain problem areas. First the sheer 
technical problems involved in undertaking the work of codification; 
including finding sufficient manpower to do the work of research and 
drafting; reaching consensus on the scop e or extent of the envisaged 
code, and on drafting techniques and legal expression; arid negotiating 
canpleted the draft code through t he legislative process. Secondly, there 
is the problem of professional opposition - particularly where codified law 
is being introduced for the first time. This may mean that opi:osition fran 
the bench has to be overcome - both before and after codification come s 
into effect; practising lawyers have to be re-trained to work within the 
confines of a code; the actual role of judges in applying the code has to 
be defined; 
regulated. 
considered. 
and the authority of pre-codal and post-coda! court decisions 
Thirdly, the problem of keeping the code up to date has to be 
A code codifies the present law for future use, so  it is 
essential that o:insideration is given to hCM the code will function when 
social and econanic changes create new needs, and make unforeseen denands 
on its legal provisions. 
Often the difficulties indicated above are closely related; for 
example the style of drafting chosen for a code may be strongly influenced 
by the fact that the judges who are to apply the code are accustomed to 
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w orking with facts and riot ab s tract rules. In othe r  cases some 
difficulties will greatly outweigh others. For ex.ample where the judiciary 
is very weak, or virtually non-existent, then judicial opposition will be 
minima 1. Al ternatively there may be a weak judiciary but very powerful 
religious or ideological factors which have to be taken into account. 
Although the type and combinatjon of difficulties wil l  never be 
identical in any one _situation to those in another, an  examination of the 
problems encountered else;,.rhere, and the way in which they have been han­
dled, can be of ass.j..stance and value to countries embarking on codifica­
tion. One cow,try's success may provide another with a I_X>ssible example to 
folla,,,, and similarly the failures of others may highlight the pitfalls 
to avoid. Thus a comparative approach to the difficul ties confronting 
obdification can be extremely valuable, not because it provides infallible 
solutions but because it indicates alternatives. Moreover, in countries 
where codification is still being attempted or considered, fear of the 
difficulties may seem to outweigh the potential advantages of codified law. 
In such cases a comparative approach is esseri.tia 1 in order to place the 
i s sues i n  perspecti ve. It i s  therefore proposed to conside r some of the 
difficulties mentioned above and to present a few of the approaches and 
remedies that have been employed in attempting to overcane these. 
2. Technical Challenges
The technical challe..,ges that have to be faced when codifying the law will 
largely depend on the type of code envisaged. If the code is to be a 
canprehensive and exclusive statement of the civil law, as, for example, 
the Code Napoleon or the BGB, then the extent of the undertaking is much 
greater �n, for example, the partial codification of a specific a�·ea of 
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law, such as a Cooe of Negotiable Instruments. Therefore the rejection of 
one form of co::le because of seemingly insunrountable technical difficulties 
does not mean that none ot the many different forms of codification are 
suitable. - While codification along ci vi 1 law lines may not always be 
feasible in cxmron law countries, largely because of the impossibility of 
entirely excluding recourse to ca s e  law; 1 codification in the form of 
restatements or consolidation acts may be possible. Similarly the 
complexity of the work involved may depend on whether there is any existing 
codified law. For example, in France, the codification of the law would 
have been far more onerous had there not been codes of customary law and 
simi lar sources a 1 ready in existence. 2
In assessing the difficulties involved in the light of the type of 
co::le desired, one of the priniary considerations will be the cost involved. 
This includes considering the availability of persons sufficiently skilled 
to undertake the work;3 the length of t.iroe they are likely to be engaged 
on the project; 4 and, if they are to be paid for their efforts, whether 
the country can afford this and if so, for h<1w long. 
Wherever cxxlification has l:een undertaken, whether it has been predo­
minantly the work of a single person,5 or the work of a ccmnission, it has
invariably taken a great deal of time and effort.6 Today this fact is
generally accepted and a number of countries have established permanent 
institutions to W1dertake the work of law reform, including the prepc:.iration 
of draft cedes and the amendment of existing codes.7 · Else-,,..ihere government
departments have l:::een created or utilised to undertake partial or specific 
codification.8 Sane coW1tries, h<1wever, have decided that the difficulties
occasioned by limited resour ces and manpower are suf ficient to prevent 
codific ation of the national law, and have either imported experts from 
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elsewhere to do the work for them,9 or have decided on the wholesale
adoption of foreign cc:x:les.10
Even where there is sufficient time and available resources to under­
take codification, such codes still have to be given the force of law. To 
overcane this difficulty there has to be: 
'a re.al political ix,wer ready and able-- to undertake the task of 
codification on (and) the acceptance of such a government's 
initiative by soc:ial groups and forces•.11 
With the e.arlier codes this political p::1,-Jer was that of a single, strong, 
ruler, for example Hammu-rabi,. Justinian,· Frederick the Great, and 
Napoleon. In western-style democracies however, such political �er is 
rrore difficult to find; and the legislative enactment of codes is conse­
quently more complicated and takes longer.12 This is due to a number of
factors. ·_ First the issue of law reform is not a popular cause, and does 
not arouse the interest of members of parliament sufficiently to gain 
their support.13 Also the length of time tbat it takes to complete a code 
means that even where par liarnentary support is gained for certain bills, 
there is a strong possibility that those members may not be sitting when 
successive bills are introduced. One of the results of parliamentary 
apathy for law refonn is that it is often side-lined to departmenta 1 offi­
cials once· it reaches the legislative stage, a proc:edure which may delay 
prcrnulgation further.14
Secondly, whether codification is undertaken in a piecemeal fashion, 
by means of a series of separate bills, or in one single code, the actual 
progress of legislation through the democratic legislative process tends to 
be very slCJn', because of the debates and hearings that ensue. Besides the 
delays occasioned by this, it also means that a great number of people who 
have no specialised kno;,.Jledge on the matter, may defeat or amend the work 
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of experts who have given the subject a great d eal of time and consi­
deration. The problem is i llustrated by the remarks of Lord Lindley. 
catmenting on the passage of the Partnership Act through the English Par­
liament he said: 
1'Ihe Parliament bf this country is very ill-adapted to the work 
of codification. It is a matter of amazement that Eng lishmen 
should be content to have the laws by which they are governed in 
such an inacce ssible shape as they are, but, no doubt, one 
explanation of this state of things is the ho pelessness of 
passing through Parliarrent, _without mutilation, any carefu lly 
considered exposition of any great branch of law.' 
Moreover, while every piece of legislation will reflect political senti­
me nts to a greater or le sser exte n t, ideal ly a code, which is  to apply to 
people of many different political convictions, should be apolitical.16
'Ihus while parliamentary debate may mcxlerate. the extrE!Tles of the governing 
, .. ,_pa.rty where there is a strong oprosition, this cannot happen where there is 
no, or a very weak, opposition. On the other hand, if legal reform is for 
the benefit of the majority - for example where it is part of a wider 
social prograITTIE - delaying tactics by the opposition may thwart the advan­
tages that could f la,. from codification.17
As a result of these problems, piecemeal or creeping codification has 
been resorted to, whereby the law is ccdified - or re-codified - by means 
of a series of separate bills which are later consolidated.18 Although the
total parliamentary time involved may be more than that which woul d have 
been devoted to a ccmplete single code, the advantage is that debate can be 
spread out over a numbe r of different sittings and th ere is a greater 
chance of achieving sane measure of success in each sitting. However this 
type of codification may lack co-ord inati ng principles, uniformity of 
language and concepts,_ and, if spread over a great length of tirre, there is 
a greater danger of ananalies in the final code.19 It may also happen that 
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whereas the separate single bills are passed through Pa,rliament, it appears 
impossible to achieve a final consolidating bi11.20 
A further problan of piecerreal codification is the inconvenience and 
confusion it is likely to occasion, due to the simultaneous existence of 
codifi ed and non-codified law. While most legal syst ems have to take 
cognisance of statute law and non-statute law, it is usually clear which 
source is to be referred to, and when. For example in ccmoon law systems 
where a statute is silent on a matter then the common law, i.e. unwritten 
law, applies. In civil law systems which a lready have codes, the law 
existing prior to the code is only referred to where express provision is 
rrade in the.code, otherwise other remedies apply. Where however, the law 
is part ially ccxlified and partially not, there may be no cle.ar indication 
as to which source of law takes prefer ence. This can cause confusion 
arrongst public and practitioners alike, particularly if one set of rules of 
interpretation apply while the law is only partially codified, but another 
set are introduced once the code is canplete. 21 While a certain arrount of
inconvenience and initial uncertainty rray be justified after the code has 
proved successful, prior to this such factors are more likely to be used as 
arguments against codification.22
Whatever type of code or method of codification is chosen the first 
step is to delimit the area of law to be codified.23
For example, if a criminal law code is proposed, it must be decided 
whether it is to be primarily concern ed with the formulat ion o f  general 
princip les of criminal liability, or with the definition of specific 
.. crimes. Is it to create a de tailed frame;.;,ork of reference which will cover 
every conceivable eventuality, or is it to stat e the law in very broad 
tenns? Because. no one area of law exists in a vacuum, delimitation is also 
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necessary to decide which overlapping areas of law .from other branches 
should be exr.:lude d, and which included. For example, shoul d a Criminal 
Ccxle include legal provisions governing drug abuse and bigamy or should 
these be covere d in a pharmaceutical act and a co de on family law 
respectively? In view of the work involved ill researching and drafting a 
code, and the practical difficulties of giving legislative effect to such a 
draft, delimitation is also necessa ry to keep the bulk of the co de to 
manageable proportions. Also in order to avoid time-consuming and canpli­
cated cross-references or, alternatively, the repetition of provisions and 
definitions, it may prove necessary to concentrate on basic principles and 
create a fairly open ended code which can oo applied to numerous situations 
as they arise. 
There are a number of practical advantages to be derived from 
limiting a code to a statement of general principles. First there is no 
need to wait until a code cxmtaining all the relevant substantive offences 
has been completed. As new statutory offences are continually being 
created such a co de may, in any case, be very difficult to achieve. 
Secondly, such a code alleviates the pressure to  codify specific offences, 
which can therefore oo consolidated and revised over a greater period of 
time while simultaneously be{ng brought into line wit h the general 
principles. Thirdly, the codification of general principles largely avoids 
the problem of legal uncertainty during the period of transition -from 
uncodified to ·codified law, by providing a common framework of legal 
principles, for offences under both systems. 
Alternatively, it might be found preferable to undertake codification 
of the law by means of a number of separate statutes and then extract 
grneral principles fran these.24 There is also the ITEthod Jf including a
i-
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separate general part together with rrore specific provisions in one can­
plete code as was done in Germany with the BGB.25 However, it should be
borne in mind that c onsensus on the formulation of general principles m.3.Y 
in itself be very difficult to achieve. Also, in camon law systems where 
the legal profession may be averse to abst ract and a priori rules, it may 
be necessary, or preferable, to state the law in terms similar to those 
already in use if the code is to succeed. once the extent of the code ha.s 
been decided up:>n, and the content of th e law asce:rt.ained, there is still 
the problem of drafting its provisions. 
Ideally a a:rle should be clear and simple in its expression and. avoid 
ambiguity, longwindedness and obscurity.26 Unfortunately the pur suit of 
such an ideal may necessitate abandoning traditional styles of legislative 
drafting,27 thereby provoking antagonism ooth fran those involved in the
existing drafting process, and fran those who must apply the. code and are 
accustaned to the law being obscured by mysterious and - to the layman -
often impen etrabl e legal jargon.28 This is particularly a problem in
cx:mnon. law countries where the pragmatic approach of the practitioner ha.s 
resulted in the legislator prooucing very canplex statutes in an attempt to 
legislate for every conceivable_ situation, and to. avoid being misunder­
stocx:J..29 Alternatively, too great a sjmplicity and generality of style c.a_n 
also create problems because it provides the judge with insufficie nt 
guidance and in tw:n ere.ates its o,m problems of ambiguity and uncertainty. 
There should therefore be 'neither a generalisation too vague nor a parti­
cularity too minute•.30 
Besides the fact that the area of law to be codif ied may influence 
the choice of drafting style,31 _other facto rs may also have to be taken 
into account. For instance, whether the code is intended for the benefit 
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of the legal profession,32 or for the la}'ffiID.33 If for the fonner, then it
may be necessary to consider i:he qualifications and skill s  of s uch per­
sons.34 Also relevant will be the degree of discretion permitted to the 
judge under the pr ovisions of the code. If the judge has wide discre­
tionary p:,.vers then it may not be necessary to draft a detailed and fully 
comprehensive code . If, on the other hand, the judge is to be strictly 
bound to the stated provisions of the code then more detail will be neces­
sary.35 Similarly, if no general principles are included in the code then 
greater precision - even if it means longer sentences and cross-references 
- may be necessary to achieve COTipleteness and certainty. Further, where
there is the chance of ambiguity or uncertainty about the legal meaning of 
,·, a word or expression, it may prove essential to include a definition sec­
tion.36 The question of what is meant by a word or phrase can pa.rticularly 
be a problan_where a country reo:::,gnises more than one official language; 37 
or, where a custanary law concept is being translated into legal language 
for inclusion in a code.38 
Offi cial recognition of t wo or more languq.ges gives rise to the 
fella.wing technical problems. First a term in one language may not have an 
exact, equivalent meaning in another, or have the same sh ade of meaning. 
This is because different languages reflect different cultures, socia 1 
values and modes of thinking. If a code is in tended to apply to all the 
people of a particular national system equal ly, regardless of their 
language group, then it must be understood to mean the same thing by each 
gr oup. In the past, codes have usually been drafted in one language and 
then translated. Today there is a gra..ing awareness that translation is 
rarely a satisfactory met.hod of expressing the law l:::ec:ause direct transla­
tion fails to tak� into account nuances of language, or the need to pre-
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serve the logical eJ<p:tession of a legal provision in each language. 39 Thus 
while a translation may be a faithful replica of the original, it may not 
ccmmmicate the rreaning of the code's legal concepts. It may therefore be 
necessary to consider parallel drafting of the code in a style suited to 
each language or culture g roup to be governed by the code.40
Secondly, in drafting a code under such circumstances the authority 
to be given to each language version of the code must be considered, and 
indicated in the code itself or in the ru les relating to the interpretation 
of the code. This do es not necessa r ily mean that on e version will be 
superio r to another. For example, in Switzerland where the Civi� Code 
appears in German, French and Italian, all versions are of equal value. In 
Canada, whe re there is a French and En glish version of the Code, Article 
2615 provides that if there is a difference between the two texts then the 
version to be chosen is that 'consistent with the provisions of the exis­
ting laws on which the article is founded'. · If h�ever the law has changed 
then the text which best expresses the intenti on of the legislator must be 
chosen.41
Thirdly, even where there are a numl::X:r of official languages, it may 
be felt preferable to select only one lan guage for codification, despite 
the fact that the c ode will apply to eve ryone. This was the solution 
chosen in the Seychelles, where lx>th English and French are reo::,gnised as 
official languages, but English is the language of administration, the law, 
and Parliament.42 In order to avoid the potential, problems of two texts 
the code was pranulgated in only one or iginal, authoritative text.43 
Fourthly, it may happen that codification is being under taken by 
pe ople who are n ot wel 1 acquain ted with one of the off icial lan guages. 
This happened in Ethiopia, where foreign ers wor,.ing on the codification 
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conunission had great difficulty in drafting an Amharic version of the 
code. 44 The original version was drafted in French, which is a much nnre
precise language than �aric, a language which has few words with exact 
meanings.45 Consequently in translating the code it was necessary to 
create new forms of expression in order to make the legal concepts canpre­
hensible. 
This does not mean that codification in bi-lingual or multi-lingual 
systems is impossible, only that the additional technical difficulties must 
be taken into account, particularly when initially considering the resour� 
ces available, and once drafting starts. 
Further W1ique problems can occur where codification of custanary law 
is undertaken.46
CUstanary law does not readily lend itself to codification because 
the forces that dominate it - such as fear of the supernatural and the 
power of group opinion - mean that obedience to the law is based on notions 
entirely alien to nooern western thinking. 47 Moreover, while western legal
thinking is directed to the individual's rights and duties, in customary 
law the group predaninates - a group which may include both the living and 
the dead.48 Also much custanary law is non-specialised - particularly in
the areas of crim es and delicts49 - which can make it difficult to state 
legal provisions clearly within the confines of a code.50 Eve n where
codification is undertaken, jurists and citizens may have to be re-edu­
cated, and a new administrative system established to enforce the code 
throughout the country it is intended for. 51
However, although some decry the codification of customar¥ law 
because it brings rigidity to a formerly highly flexible system,52 codifi­
cation may be justified for a number of reasons. For instance where a 
,,, 
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country wishes to develop and irooernise in a short space of ti.me; or finds 
itself in need of a more sophisticated legal system before ·it has ti.Ire to 
develop on e empirically. Also, as in other countries, codification may 
he lp  to bring a bout unific ation, and develop a gr eate r  sen se of 
nationalism, which in turn ne y prarote social and econanic growth. 53 Codi -
fication nay also serve to preserve traditional custans and mores, while 
simultaneously introducing modern institutions to cope with changed de­
mands. Moreover, where people·are used to a dual tradition of law, for 
example religious and custanary law,54 the introduction of ccx:1ification nay 
occur without great difficulty.55
In drafting codes fo� such systems a number of factors have to be 
borne in mind. First there is the difficulty of understanding the existing 
legal principles sufficiently well to be able to express them accurately 
and clearly within the structure of a code. Secondly, the code's provi­
sions must be expressed simply enough for lawyers, or civil servants, who 
may have little or no kncrwledge and experience of codified law, to be able 
to apply its provisions. This is particularly so where a code of law which 
is based on a system other than the national custanary law is reing intro­
duce'd. 56 Finally account must be taken of the political, economic, and 
social structure and aspirations of the country, so that the code may pro­
vide a suitable legal framework in which _these can be pursued.57 Failure 
to appr-eciate these fact.ors, or an attempt to impose conflicting ideas and 
structures, can lead to a situation where, although there are codes of law, 
in practice these are rarely refer-red to. 
Ha...ever, despite the difficulties involved, a great number of coun­
tries, previously governed by custanary law,58 have opted for codification, 
whether of their � laws or those of a foreign legal systern,59 indicating
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a persisting faith in the advantages of ccdification over non-codified law. 
.3. The Role of the Judiciary 
One of the greatest difficulties which must be resolved in cxxlified systems 
of law is the role to be al located to the judiciary. This is particularly 
so in crnm:::m law systems where the authority of the bench has traditionally 
been seen as being superior to, and independent from, the legislature. 
H�ever, the problem also arises in civil law systems even where ccx:1ifica-
tion has purportedly been undertaken to restrict the powers of the judi­
ciary, 60 or in sane cases to ccrnpletely replace them.61 Moreover the· issue
is not simply limited to what to do arout the judiciary once the ccx:1e canes 
into effect, but is  a persistent problem from the moment codification is 
suggested, to long after it is canpleted. 
First the judiciary, and the legal profession generally, way oppose 
the very idea of codification. In cxmron law countries, as has been indi­
cated in the previous chapter, such opposition has at times completely 
stultified attempts to codify the law. 62 The reasons for this initial
hostility to ccdification are varied, and :iray inc�ude such considerations 
as the historical role of the judge; the social status of the judge in the 
cx:mnunity and within the legal hierarchy of the country; the relationship 
between judges and other members of the legal profession - including 
whether in fact judges are lawyers or not; and the relationship between 
judges and other officials in the law-rraking rrachinery - including legisla­
tors and draftsmen. 
Attempts to counteract. judicial opposition in this respect - i.e. to 
the whole ide.a of cxxlification and · l�islati ve interference in .legal de-: 
veloµrent, 63 has rreant that for· a long. time the legislature has been con-
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pel led to try and make statutory law 'judge proof', by restricting judicial 
discretion to the application of clearly defined rules.64 Consequently,
until this characteristic of legislative drafting changes, it is difficult 
to dispel t.he view of t.he judiciary that codification is yet anot.her form 
of legislative encroachment, and therefore should be resisted. 65
A further difficulty in codifying the law in a common law system is 
t.he reluctance of lawyers to accept legal rules which do not originate fran 
judicial decisions.66 In civil law systems, a rule of law is one which is
of sufficiently general and abstract a. nature to be applicable to an rm-
1 imi ted number of cases. Thus it acts as a foundation for both judge and 
la-wyer in solving individual cases. It is not a legal principle extracted 
by: a jud ge from the facts of a particular case - as is done in common law 
systems - but exists apart from the case, ready to be applied as and when 
required. The existence of such legal rules establishes a body of substan­
tive law by which people nay kna.v t.heir legal rights and duties before they 
come to court, thereby satisfying a need for predictability and legal 
certainty.67
The existence of a core of legal rules is essential for codification, 
ot.herwise it has no foundations to build _on. Most legal rules in civil law 
systems emanate fran the legislator - possibly wit.h the advice of academics 
and lawyers sitting on advisory camu.ttees and camussions - although in 
practice, some may also be created in  the course of judicial interpreta­
tion. In most corrron law countries ha,./'ever, the attitude prevails that a 
legal rule can only be fully recognised once it is established through t.he 
facts of a case. 
· This approach undermines not only the certainty requir ed of a code,
but also raises doubts as to the existence of a particular legal rule rmtil 
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a case in point brings the matter to the attention of the court. Unti.1 the 
legal profession - particularly judges - can be persuaded to accept written 
. . 
law as the 'starting point for the elaboration and formulation of a new 
law'68 ccdification _ - at least along civil law lines - will continue to
meet with hostility and opposition in carm:::>n law systems. 
There are indications that this hostility may be abating as statute 
law becomes an increasingly important source of law: and the judiciary 
begins to realise that a judge-made system cannot progress without legisla­
tive intervention to help it keep pace with changed demmds.69 Ha,1ever,
even where there is greater acceptance of the law-making role of the J_egis­
lator, opposition to coc:lification of the law may persist. This may be due 
to the fear that codification will mean that the legal profession must re­
learn the law and that this will lead to greater chaos and uncertainty than 
if the law had never been codified. Such an argument may be raised e ven 
where codification is intended to be no rrore than a restatement or consoli­
dation of the existing legal system with which lawyers are thoroughly 
acqu ainted.70 . In most instances this vie w is irrational. Judges and
lawyers alike have long been accustaned to applying written law and inter­
preting statutes, the number of which have gra.,m considerably over recent 
years. Once the law is codified they may have to look for it in a 
different place, but would, by and large, be using skills already ac­
quired. 71 Moreover, codification should inake the - law· more accessible to 
practising lawyers, 72 and to the judge, facilitating the de cision-making 
of the latter by providing him with a ready formulated statement of legal 
principles, thereby obviating the need to cite numerous cases to substan­
tiate his reasoning. 73 
The judiciary may also oppuse codification because it is see n  as 
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p:,sing a threat to the continued existence of the judiciary in its current 
form. Al though experience in those cx::mntries with codes has shewn that a 
code cannot survive without judges, 74 it is true that the judicial function 
may change from what it was once codification takes place. However, 
experience has also shaom that in practice such alterations are unlikely to 
be as radi cal as those projected by some of the earlier codifiers, who 
hoped to do away with judges a 1together.75 With codified law, as with a 11
forms of written law, the need to close .loopholes arises, and this is 
invariably the task of the judge until the legislator intervenes with an 
amendment or revised cede. The scope for judicial extension and manipula­
tion of the legal provisions in a cede will nonnally be detennined by the 
ma.nner in which the cede is drafted;. and the nature of th·e pa.,,ers reserved 
for· judges as stipulated in the cooe.76 For instance, where offences are
broadly defined, there is often greater scope for a judge to reason by 
analogy or by arguing to the contrary.77 Similarly, if the cede contains
general principles, either expressly or implicitly, which may be applied 
beyond the substantive offences contained in the code - as for e xample 
those found in the BGB; - judicial application of the law may be less 
restricted than where specific offences are set out in great detaii.78
The failure of codes to provide for every eventuality has shc:,,,m that 
it is better to allow th� judiciary suf ficient discretion to be able to 
adapt the law to changed demands; than to restrict thei r powers of 
interpretation so severly to the written letter of the code, that its 
provisions cease to be relevant to current legal needs. 79 Indeed Portal is
declared that it was the duty.of the judiciary to attend to 
'those changing and petty details with which the legislature 
ought not to be pre-ocC"1pied and all those matters that it would 
be futile and even dangerous to attempt to foresee and to define 
in advance .•.• It is for them to f i 11 in the gaps that we may 
leave. The codes of nations shape up with the passage of time; 
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properly speaking they are not drawn up by the legislature.180
How the �udiciary is to go about this task may be clearly set out in 
the cede; or may develop as circumstances demand; or be prescribed by a 
combination of factors. 8 1 Similarly the method used may depend on the
nature of the problem before the judge. In Switzerland, for example, 
judicial power varies, depending on whether the judge is dealing with a 
problem of interpretation arising out of the code - intra leqem; or 
whether the matter is one where the code is silent - praeter leqem.82 It 
may happen therefore, that judicial activity is greater as a result of 
codification than previously, even if the judge's function is essentially 
to give an authorati ve interpretation of the ccrle.83
·Although the role of the judiciar y will be maintained - perhaps in
modified form - it is apparent that if codification is to succeed, not only 
must judges become accustomed to, and accept, changes in their function; 
but that they must also be prepared to regard the code as the 'exclusive 
source of law' in that particular field.84 The must accept that the code
has been formulated taking into account all the legal developnents up to 
the moment of codific ation. Therefore judges have to be prevented from 
referring to earlier law - especially case law in co11ID1.on law systems: 85 
and 'accustan themselves to beginning with the code and staying with it 1 •86
This does not mean that a 11 prior 1 aw wi .11 be cast into ob 1 iv ion once 
the law is codified. One of the issues that has to be resolved in 
codifying the law is the role of case law as a supplementary source of .law. 
This·applies ooth to cases decided before codification, and which therefore 
form the background to the cxx]e; and cases that follaw ccrlification - for 
example those that interpret its provisions. For the law to develop it may 
be essential for judges to feel free to dissent from previ ,us decisions 
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••interpreting the code; provided they adhere to the basic provisions of the
code.87 The strong influerice of the rule of precedent in sane legal sys­
tems can create fonnidable problems to this type of judicial freedan,88 and
also make it more difficiult to accu stom judges to begin with the code,
rather than a case. Howe ver, it can be argued that the role of precedent
is simply a rreans of locating the law rather than creating it, and there­
fore is not adherence to case decisions as such, but proof of the lega l
rule contained therein. If this is so, once the law is codified the work
of locating the law is considerably simplified -·as the code contains all
the important law to date - and the need to resort to precedent· should fal 1
away.
Hc,.vever, even in civil law countries, where - due to historical and 
rx,li tical reasons89 - decisions of the courts are viewed as being no m::ire 
than the explanation or demonstration of the law by the judiciary, rather 
than·_ confi.rmation of its validity; it has nevertheless been found 
necessary to legislate on the status of judicial decisions. rf·the <Xlurts 
are left free to refer to case-decisions rather than to the code each time, 
the status of the code as a primary source of law is placed in jeopardy. A 
number of solutions have been used. In some cases judges are urged to 
treat the code in the same way as a ny other sta tute: starting with an 
examinati on of the language of the act to ascertain its me aning, rather 
than lo oki ng at the law prior to the act.90 _ If it is clear that the
legislator intended to change the law then the .court ought n ot to  defeat 
that intention by reference to previous case law. Elsewhere the matter has 
been provided for by repealing all former law - implicitly or explicitly -
except where reference to such is positively sanctioned by the code.91
�imilarly provisions may also be made to deal with post-1...0dal decisions, 
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which, if not control led, can create as great a lxldy of alternative law as 
that which preceded the code.92 · So for example in France, while Article 4
of the Civil Code prevents a judge from refusing to deal with a problem, 
Article 5 stipulates that any judicial decision is only binding on the case 
in which it is given.93 Besides regulating the role of case-law, regular
incorporation of legal developnents of the courts, into the code, can also 
restrain the influence of post-codal judicial decisions.94 Hc,,,.,ever, as it
is inevitable that until amending legislation is passed, judges confronted 
by a problem will be drawn to consult other case-decisions; greatest con­
trol will exist where rrore than one. method is used.95
As has been indicated in the discussion of the technical problems 
confronting codification, persuading the judiciary to apply the provisions 
of codified law may be particularly difficult where there is partial 
codification. In such cases the judge has the initial discretion to decide 
whether a case falls under the provisions of a code, or into an area of law 
as yet uncodified. Once the judge decides on the f ormer, he is bound to 
look to the code f or the law; however, if he decides on the latter, then 
he adjudicates according to his traditional methods. Even if the judge can 
resist the natural inclination to choose the system he is test acqliainted 
with, there is the added problem that prior case-decisions must be consul­
ted t o  see whether the issue does in fact fall under a code cir not.96
Although the establishment of precedent in this way can be ameli orated 
somewhat by  insistence on the justification f or choosing uncodified law 
being recorded each time, 97 it nevertheless underJTiines the authority of 
codified law and gives rise to a degree of uncertainty that persists until 
the law is fully codified. 
The codification of the l aw, the initial success of a code, and its 
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continued survival are all dependent an the support and CX>-0)_:eration of the 
judiciary.98 Hc:Mever, where case-law and judicial opinion has tradition­
ally been regarded as superior to enacted law, codification may well 'neces­
sitate changes in the role , and law-making status of t h e  judiciary. 
Neither can be regarded as the final source of law if each are considered 
to have equal authority. In order to ensure its continued existence and 
efficacy it appears essential that the redactor provides a frame,,.,ork for 
the future working relationship of judiciary and C'Cde, as experience indi­
cates that codified law is far 1TOre. threatened by judicial activity than 
the judiciary is threatened by codification. 
4. M:x:1ernisation and Reform
In many respects the ability of a C'Cde to cope with new and changed demands 
is depends up:m the way in which it is drafted, and the role allocated to 
the judiciary when applying its provisions to actual cases. As has been 
indicated, a code may be brought up to date by using a teleological, rather 
than literal, method of interpretation - as was done with the French 
a:rle;99 also by expres sing the law in broad general statenents, thereby 
allowing new content to be poured into old fonnulas.100 
Where the C'Cde restricts or curtails develoµrent of the law through 
the. courts, but permits reference to juristic writing, commentaries of 
academ ics may also play a role in moder nising and reforming the law.101
This is particularly so in civil law countries where legal scholars are 
generally held in higher esteem than in carcron law countries - due partly 
to the nature of the legal training of judges in each. system, and to the 
fact that judges i n  civil law systems tend to remain anonymous and are 
therefore less easily referred to. Also the es·�ablisrnnent of institutions 
·····
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such as the Centre of Comparative Law in France, the International and 
Canparative Law Section of the American Bar Association, and the British 
Institute of International and Ccrnpaiati ve Law, has done much to foster and 
encourage· the exchange of experiences and ideas concerning law reform 
arrongst legal scholars, who can, in turn, advise legislators. 
The extent of academic participation in, and contribution to, legal 
reform varies fran one system to another depending on the extent and status 
of academic institutions; whether freedan of expression - including criti­
cism of any government policy underlying legi_slation - is permitted or
restricted; and whether publishing houses are autpnomous or  government 
controlled. Also significant is the way in which acadanics thenselves view 
their role within-the legal system and in relation to law reform. For 
exarrple in the Latin countries there is a tendency for jurists to concen-
. ' . 
trate on the st:udy of legal principles which form the basis of the law; 
rather than to examine judicial interpretation of these, or to consider the 
practical application of the c:c<le.l02 In Gennany both the law as applied
by the courts, and legal theory are studied and ccmnentated on, but the two 
are kept separate; with the result that annotated codes which analyse 
judicial ·decisions (Kcmnentar) are produced, as well as manuals and rron<r 
graphs which focus on the entire lega� system and the function of legal 
rules (Lehrbuch). 
Hawever it can happen that the publication of �egal ccmnentaries and 
works, far fran contributing tawards legal reform and modernisation of a 
c:c<le, in fact threatens the continued existence of that co.:le by providing 
their� solutions to meet new needs, with the result that the ccmnentary 
is referred to rather than the c:c<le.l03 '!he situation nay also arise where 
the reports and publications of institutions, set up to work tawards legal 
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reform and codification, ultimately undermine the need to cxxlify the law by 
providing adequate remedies in themselves.1°4 'I'his may particularly l:::e the
case where well-structured and comprehensive encyclopedias of l aw are 
proo.uced as has happened in America: lOS and very recent ly in South Africa, 
where the publication of The Law . of South Africa and the establishment 
of a rrodernisation prograrnne by means of annual supplerrents, may well be 
considered to obviate the need to ccx:lify the law.106
As has been shown to be the case even where the law is not codified, 
there comes a time when judicial interpretation and academic comment is 
insufficient, or unable, to bring aoout further modernisation or refonn.107
At this point the legis lator must intervene.108 The ensuing legislative
activity may take a number of forms, depending on the origina l nature of 
the code and the legislative faci lities available for drafting and imple­
menting the required reforms and changes. Whether rrodernisation is effec­
ted by means of amendments to existing provisions; additional separate 
statutes; the drafting of completely new codes, or the revision of old 
ones, the work involved will be made much easier if the origina l code has 
been· close ly and constantly monitored· since its inception.109 Such moni­
toring rray be done either through the establishment of Code Carmissions;110
or by academic or quasi-academic institutions undertaking the work: lll or 
by instructing those in the judicial field to subnit regular reports indi­
cating new legal needs as they arise� 
Unless such bodies have their own legis lative powers - which is 
rare112 - their re�dations wi ll have to· be suhnitted to a separate,
usually superior, legislative body, where once again the difficulties posed 
by the legislative process are encountered.113
It is at this stage that the �thod of reform adopted, and the origi-
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nal structure of the code may determine the success or otherwise of at­
tempts to rrodernise t.'1e code. For exarrple in SWeden, where the provisions 
of the code are arranged in a series 9f 'beams' or books, revision has t,een 
relatively trouble-free as either entirely new 'beams' have been added, or 
old ones revised and brought up to date individually.114 In France on the
other hand, att6llpts to revise the whole of the original Code of Camerce 
(1808), which had become quite inad equate to cope with new needs, was 
abandoned in 1958, thirteen years after the government embarked on the 
project. As a result, although the-original code still - exists, virtually
all carmercial law is to be found in separate statutes that have superceded 
the code and never been incorporated into i t.115 However, reform of the
Ci vi 1 Procedure COde in the same country has been rrore successfu 1. Here a 
number of s tatutes which were passed after the original code came into 
effect, have been combined into a new code.116 In the case of the Civil
Code yet another technique has been adopted. A Commission to make a new 
code was appointed in 1945, but by 1958 it was obvious that the diffi­
culties enrountered. in reaching ronsensus on the general principles of the 
code, would delay the project indefinitely. It  was therefore decided to 
keep the old code but renovate it fran within, by deleting certain provi­
sions and inserting new ones into the original stnicture by means of sub­
sections.117 Those provisions which remained unchanged were re-enacted. 
Although· this process has made sane sections of the cede rather unwieldy, 
roherence of expression and unity of style have been maintained by entrus­
ting the work to a single person rather than a Commission or number of 
ccmnittees.118
One of the major difficulties wh ich seems to arise when revising 
codified l 3.w is that there is very little sense of urgency, canpan 1 with 
i'· 
,, 
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the initial clamour for a code. Consequently, a makeshift system can 
persist al..rrost indefinitely while revision carrnittees or ccmnissions con­
tinue to discuss and examine ways to revise or re-draft the code. For 
example, in France, revision to the Civil Code was first suggested in 1837, 
although a ccmnission to undertake the work was not app::iinted until 1904 -
one hundred years after the Code first carre into effect. Even then it took 
the cataclysmic changes of two world war s  to persuade the government that 
the need for a new rrcdern cooe was imperative.119 However, the p::ilitical
and econanic crisis resulting fran the war, meant that not only was p::iliti­
cal support for the ideological foundation of the axle, and its reali.sation 
in practi c e, absent - unlike the sit uation when the Code Napoleon first 
appeared;. but the legal foundations of the cxxie - particularly those of 
property and contract - had been severely" shaken by the gra..rth of socialism 
and the nationalisation of many enterprises. The result was the decision 
not to draft a new code but to revise the old one in the man ner des cribed 
above. As a result, rrcdernisation of the cxxie did not in fact start unti 1 
1964.120
A further problem confronting the revision of a cooe is that of achie­
ving a satisfactory ha.lance between the traditional qualities of the axle, 
with which people have becane acquainted and which have survived the pas­
sage of time; and the degree of modernisation required to reflect changes 
and cater for new demands. In derrocratic systems it may also be necessary 
to take into account the expression of popular sentirrent on certain issues, 
and the views of legal scholarship.121 The question of tradition versus 
modernisation also affects the choice of language used for revising the 
code.· While many words and e:xpressions may have becane archaic and obscure 
over the course of time, too great a use of current popular language can 
... -.. 
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result in similar problems once colloquialism$ become dated. Moreover 
popular language and current id.ions may lack the precision necessary for 
expressing legal ideas, and therefore make the law less accessible rather 
tha n mor e so. 
Many of the difficulties confronting the m:xlernisation and reform of 
ccx:lified.law can be reduced if the redact.ors of the original code approach 
their task with sufficient humility to accept that a code cannot provide 
fo r every conceivable situat ion. If this is appreciated at the outset, 
then not only can th e·need for reform and modernisation be taken into 
account in the actual drafting of the code; and in outlining the (X:W�rs to 
be allocated to judges; but machinery for constant observation of the 
functioning of the code, and for legislative amendm2nt, can be established 
from the start. An awareness of potentia l difficulties and the ways in 
which thesehave been solved elsewhere is more likely to result in success­
ful codification than might otherwise be the case. 
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1. See for example the ccmrents of Sir MacKenzie Chalmers who ccrnpared a
code with a building and the common law to the atmosphere which
surroW'l.ds that building and which penetrates every clink and crevice
where the bricks and rrortar are not:_ (1903) 19 � 10.
2� These were the French Livres de Coutumes; the work of jurists such as 
Danat and Pothier; canon law and various enactments. 
3. For exarrple, lack of skilled manp::,wer had been put forward as argurrent
against codification by Savi gny in Germany and, more recently, by
Hahlo in South Africa (1960) 77 SALl 436.
4. The tilre involved is likely to be considerable. For example, al though
the Code Na{Xlleon only took four years, Justinian's Co::le took six and
the BGB twenty-two. The English Law camtlssion, which was established
in 1965 to codify specified areas of the law is still working on the
matter.
5. As in the case of Field in America; Livingstone in Lo uisi anna;
Carnbaceres in France and Sarsfield in Argentina.
6. Hahlo & Kahn 72, 73 n 81.This is so even with re-codification or code
revision. See Huin in YiannoiX)ulos 192; Meijers (1951) 33 Journal of
Carparative Legislation 8. The oost is indicated by the fact that in
Scotland work on codifying the law of contract by the Scottish Law
·Ccmnission, was al:::andoned after six years because it was too demanding
on resources: North (1982) 46 RABEISZ 490, 497.
7. For example the American Law Institute and the Louisianna Law
Institute. Often separate bodies canbine forces to undertake the work
of ccdification as happened in America with the Uniform Code; and as
has happened in England where codification of the criminal law is
being undertak en by the Law Commission which is responsible to the
Lord Chancellor, and the Criminal Law Revision camri.ttee acting under
the direction of the Hane Of flee. Elsew-here the work may be. delegated
to a specialist body as was done by the English Law carmission in 1981
when, acting oh a pro{Xlsal of the Criminal Law Reform Ccnrnittee of the
Society of Public Teachers of Law, it appointed a committee of four
law·teachers to undertake the drafting of a criminal code. See Smith
(1984) Statute Law Review- 17.
8. As in France with Administrative Law:
Public Teachers of Law 33, 38.
Tallon (1980) 15 Society of 
9. E.g P:oissonade in.Japan; David in Ethiopia.
10. As has happened in Turkey.
11. Maillet {1970) 44 'fulane Law Review 681, 685. Similarly David's view
that there Im.1st be a soveriegn strong enough to guarantee the success
of such a project. see David & Brierley 61.
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12. Even Nap:'.)leon had to overcane the problem. Hc,,r,1ever it has proved an
even greater difficulty in more recent times. See for example the
situation faced by the English Law Commission d:iscussed by Anton
(1982) Juridical Review 15, 19, 23 et seg.
13. It was suggested by Lord Hailsharn that besides the L:Jrd Chancellor's
efforts to find Parliamentary time for la w reform bills, private
members should assist by introducing such prop:isals. See The lawyer
& Justice (ed) Holdsworth Club (1978) 231, 235.
14. See the discussion by North on this issue as it affects the landlord
and Tenant Code in England op cit 490, 495. Compare however the
situation with Family law where no large government departments were
involved: idem. 5 0 4.
15. Treatise on the Law of Partnership (1905) 7ed cited Anton op cit 28-
29.
16 � ·  The issue of Lega 1 reform can a 1 so be used as a weapon in the hands of 
the opp:isition to t.hwart the social prograrrrre of any government. As 
Lord Hailsharn stated: 'Clearly the time taken by legislating material 
of this kind cannot become a weapon in the hands of the opposition 
It must be kept out of the arena of party poli tics': op cit 
231, 236. 
17. The problems occasioned by the legislative process are such that a
number of writers have suggested that it would be better to reform
parliamentary procedure before embarking on codification. See for
example North op cit 507-508; Cretney (1981) .MIR 1, 6-7 and Hailsharn
op cit 231. Note also Napoleon's tactics in this regard discussed
supra. In France this problem has been partially avoided by using the
Executive to pass statutes; for example in the field of administra­
tive law. These are then collected and arranged in codes eg the Co:le
of Pensions, the Co:le of Insurance and the Co:le of Taxation: Tallon
op cit 38.
18. This has been done in England with the Mat rimonial Causes Act 1973,
which consolidated the Divorce Reform Act 1969, the Matrimonial
Proceedings and Property Act 1970 and the Nullity of Marriage Act
1971: Cretney op cit 4. See also the (1948} Report of the Carmittee
on the Law of Defamation a-rd 7536 in favour of piecemeal consolidation
- discussed by Lloyd (1949) 2 Current Legal Problems 155; and the
'creeping' codification· of family law discussed by North op cit 498.
19. One of the methods used to avoid this is that adopted by the English
Law Commission in its work on a Family Code, where the various
commissions work closely with a joint Parliamentary (Drafting)
Carmittee.
20. This has happened with the I.aw Coomission's efforts to codify the law
of contract of England and Scotland in to one code. It has proved
virtually irnfossible to achieve satisfactory hanronization of the two
legal ·systems or to reach consensus or. the policy for reform. See
North oe cit 495: and Go�er (1973) 23 University of Toronto Law
Journal 257, 264. This problem still has to be faced with the
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codification of criminal law in En gland, where a number of separate 
acts have reformed the law eg the Sexual Offences Act 1956 and the 
Theft Act 1968, but no coherent and cohesive general part has b�en 
finalised: North op cit 497. 
21. For example separate acts may be interpreted in the light of previous
rules of interpretation while the final code may include its C1,,lJ1 rules
of interpretation different £ran previous ones. Similarly the
provisions of the canpleted code may be governed by a set of general
principles incorporated i nto the cede on c-onsolidation, but these may
not be included in each of the separate, previously enacted bills.
22. See for example those put forward by Hahlo (1967) 30 MLR 241, 253;
and (1975) 38 MLR 23, 25.
23. For a discussion of the i.mfortance of delimitation see Andrews {1969)
CRIM LR 59, 61.
24. This was the method adopted in the case of the Engli sh Theft Act:
Andrews op cit 63; and has also been considered in Israel; see· Akzin
(1956) 5 American Journal of Canrx1rative I.aw 44.
•· 25. The Generalklausen of the Alqemeiner Teil model. See David & Brier­
ley 110-112. There is also the r:ossibility of drafting a cede contai­
ning both .imperative rules - which cannot be avoided because they are 
based on general considerations of public policy; and suppleti ve 
rules - which may be excluded fran applying by the specific wishes of 
the parties. This is used in France and in other c-ountries with legal 
systems ba.sed on French law, such as wuisianna. See David French Law 
Its Structure & Methodology {1972} 83, and Garro (1980-81) 41 - Part 
2 Louisianna I.aw Review 1007. 
26. See the remarks of Van Zyl (1895) 12 C3.pe law Journal 16, 25.
27. See the comments of North op cit 507 who suggests that unless more
flexibilityy and adaptability can be allc:,..,ed in legislative drafting
then it may be preferable to avoid legislation.
28. See for example the situation in America, discussed supra where legal
opr:osition was very strong.
29. Clarence Smith (1980) Statute law Review 14, 15. The civil law lawyer
is more accust omed to working with general pri nciples and thus
legislation can state the law in fairly broad terms and leave it to be
interpreted by the judge to cover cases as they arise. See infra on
'Role of the Judiciary'. There is moreover less inherent hos ti 1 i ty
and rivalry between lawyer and legislation in the civil law. See
generally pa.via English I.aw & French I.aw (1980), and Sauveplanne.
30. David Dudley Field, First Report of the Camd.ssioners of the Code to
the New York Legislature (lg58): Honnold The Life of the I.aw (1964)
109. Hahlo regards the choice as one between the •scylla of vague
generalities and the charyl::dis of detailed technical .ules 1 : (1967)
30 MLR 241, 256�
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31. As Scarman suggests, 'the character of each c:xx1.e is determined not so
much by theoretical considerations as to the nature of codified law
but by the subject matter of the particular branch of law being
c:xx1.ified': 'Codification and Judge Made Law' (1966) 15.
32. As was the R;B - see supra ..
33. Which was the case in theory with the Code Naf.X)leon.
34. For instance whether the legal practitioner has a university and
practical education or whether he is a civil servant with very little
s:pecialised education - as was the case with ITBgistrates and native
administrators in South Africa discussed supra.
35. Despite differences in drafting hONever, it appears that in practice
the role of the judge may not differ so greatly. See the role of the
Judiciary discussed infra.
36. Compare for example the ci vil law lawyer's attitude to definitions
with a lawyer fran a a:mron law system: Clarence Smith op cit i7.
37. For example, canada, Ethiopia, The Seychelles; I.ouisianna.
38. For examp le i n  Nat al, the Commission's unders tanding of the
institution of 'ilobola' arrongst the Blacks was very deficient, and by
making legal provision for its administration _in the 'Natal Code they
perpet:r;-ated a number of misconceptions which have had far-reaching
repercussions.· See Church (1983) 16 CILSA 100; Cassim (1981) 25
Journal of African L;lw 131; Bekker and Coertze (1983) 46THRHR 285.
39. A recent study paper of the Law Reform Cormission of canada has given
the JTBtter particular attention 'Drafting raws in French - Study Paper
1977-1979'.
40. This may also mean re-arranging the provisions of the code for easy
referral acCX>rding to the logical thought process of the language -
culture group.
41. SWitzerland makes cl similar provision.
42. Although Creole is the language of the majority of the fX>pulation and
English is a second language at school, See Chloros 5.
43. It was felt that retention of a French text - despite the influence of
civil law and the French codes, would arrount to a 'built-in "handicap':
Chloros (1974) Tulane Law ReviBY 815, 823. ·
44. The three official languages in Ethiopi a are English French and
J\mharic: David (1969) 37 Tu.lane Law Review 187,-199.
45. The different thought processes of the different languages al so
created difficuu lties as Amharic tends to combine in one long
sentence, without punctuation, all the elements of an argument.: ibid.
46. Sane of these have been indicated in the discussion of the Natal Code
supra.
47. 1 Modern' in t.his sense is really post-medieval. 
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48. David & Brierley 505-507. Ancestors can play a very important role in
the maintenance of law and order and in preserving mora 1 and soci a 1
values. This is particularly confusing for western-orientated lawyers
especially in the field of private law.
49. This was the case with early European law where most crimes were
punishable as delicts for which c-arpensation was payable either to the
victim or guite often to the ruler as well. See for example the
provisions in The Visigothic Code (ed) Scott.
50. Because western-style codes are those most often referred t o, the
difficulty arises in trying to synthesise the principles of custanary
law with those of western law - be it civil or c:cmnon law. See Church
(1983) 16 CILSA 100.
51. This can be a very real problem where a c.ountry has a p_oorly
developed, centralized, administrative and judicial system. The
advantage of custana.ry law is that although it may be characterized by
local and tribal differences, at least sane legal system exists. See
for example the renarks of Maclean who felt that the custanary law in
the Transkei was not as bad as was made out; A Canpendium of Kafir
laws and a.istcms {1906) 33.
52. See for example the criticism of the Natai Code expressed in Ilange
Lase Natal 7 Au gust 1908 cited by Welsh The Roots of Segregation
( 1971) 173; and also criticism of the same act by Cassim (1981) 25
Journal of African raw 131. Crnipare, however, the view of Lievestad -
writing on Scandinavian customary law - who suggests that this
flexibility may be exaggerated, and that custarary law may in fact be
less certain and stable than statute or case law, besides. being less
accessible: (1938) I.QR 95, 104.
53. M'Baye International Encyclopedia of Canparati ve I.aw vol 2 (1975) 138,
154.
54. As in Ethiopia where custarary law and the Fetha Negast. (the Justice
of the Kings) has existed together for years: David (1963} 37 Tulane
Law Revie1r 187, 193.
55. Similarly where there is no or very little previous custanary law, as
in many areas of rrercantile law.
56. This difficulty can be overcarie to a certain extent by incorporating
illustrations of-the application of the law in the code itself, as was
done with the Indian Codes and later the Transkei Code.
57. The Natal Code reflects the failure of those drafting it to take into
account the changing needs and life styles of the Blacks, particularly
waren. See on this Church op cit; Welsh g:i cit 173.
58. Although many of these were subject in varying degrees to the laws of
their coionial powers - customary law generally remained in force
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despite the efforts of missionaries and administrators alike. 
59. This is particularly so in Africa where codification and independence
have often gone hand-in-hand. Even in south Africa the Transkei COde
and Natal Code have l:::een retained despite their colonialist origins -
see infra, co:lification in south Africa.
60. As in France, where the judiciary was associated with the old regime
and consequently distrusted and despised by the oourgeoisie. Simila r
sentirrents were expressed in Austria and Germany: Sauveolanne 7.
61. Such was the intention of Frederick the Great of Prussia, who had
hoped to canpile a Code of law so canplete that there \fJOUld be no need
for judges.
62. See for example the fate of Field's Civil Cede in Ne... York discussed
supra. Had.the Noblesse. de Robe not been ousted·during the Revolu­
tion; codification in France might have l:::een confronted with similar
opposition. Note however that even where the Bar or profess,ional
associations do support co:lification they do not always form a suffi­
ciently pc,,,;erful lobby to implement any legal change. See for example
the supp:>rt given to codification in the Cape by members of the bench:
Graham (1907) 24 SALJ 112; Kitchin (1927) 44 SALJ 519; Wessels
(1928) 45 SALJ 5.
63. Judicial opposition is not limited to codified law however, but
extends to all forms of statute as opr;:osed. to case law. See David and
Brierley 451; and North (1982) 46 RABELZ 490, 503; Tate in Dainow
2 3 , 2 5 et sea.
64. North op cit 507.
65. Ibid.
66. David & Brierley 415. David believes that this is one of the major
difficulties in achieving codification in ccmoon law systems. See his
ccmnents idem 357, 413 et seq.· Certainly it is a problem that has to
be faced by a country embarking· on codification. See Akzin i n
Schwartz 298, 305.
67. For a full discussion of the significance of·the existence of a rule
of law in civil law systems and its absence elsewhere see David
English Law & French Law (1980) 19 et seq.
68. David & Brierley 415.
69. Sauveplanne 21 et seq.
70. Hahlo cites this as one of the arguments against codification, (1975)
38 MLR 3, 24.
71. Scarman 'Codification and Judge-made law' (1966) 11
72. Diamond (1968) · 31 MLR 361, · 363. Diamond illustrates the current
inaccessibility of the camon law by means of a statistical survey.
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73. Stephen A History of the criminal raw of Engl.anci vol 3 (1964) 351.
74. For example Castel discussing the relationship between legislator and
judge in the Canadian rn.i.xeq legal system states 'a cede will live only
through the interpretation which judicial practice will give it': The
Civil Law Systan of the Province of Quebec (1962) 161.
75. For example Frederick the Great and the earlier Re volutionaries in
France.
76. See for example the caiments of Tallon concerning the significance of
work of the English and Scottish Law Commissions' studies on this
matter: (1979} Israel law Review 1, 8.
77. See the remarks of Hubner (1977) TSAA 22, 26; Von Overbeck (1977) 37
LDuisianna law Review 681, 685 and Clarence Smith (1980) · Statute law
Review 14.
78. Andrews (1969) · CRIM LR 59, 61. This is a ft:1rther reason why
c:x:mron law lawyers and judges should be rrore prepared to accept the
continental concept of a legal rule, because ultimately the existence
of these, in preference to specific provisions, gives the judge wider
discretionary po.,,.iers under a code.
79. This ha s been the case even in civil law countries where initial
reverence for codifieq law which gave rise to a literal interpretation
by the courts, has changed to a more teleological approach as social
and econanic conditions have created new problans. See Hubner op cit
26-27; Trudel (1954-55) 29 Tulane Law Review 311, 312.
80. Portalis, 'Preliminary Discourse of the Commission of the Year vrr
cited by Sereni in Sch.,,,artz 55, 62.
81. For example, in Switzer land the judge has a number of a 1 terna ti ves
outlined in the code:
or, 
'If the Cede does not furnish an applicable provision, the 
judge shall decide in accordance with customary law, and 
failing that, according to the rul e which he would establj sh 
as legislator' : 
'Where the law expressly l eaves a point to the discretion of 
the judge or di rects him to take circwnstances into 
consideration, or to appreciate whether a ground alleged is 
material, he ITRJst base his decision on principles of justice 
and equity': 
Von Overbeck op cit 699-700. For a general introduction to the role 
of·custcmary law and judicial decisions in Swiss law see Dessemontet & 
Ansay (eds) Introduction to Swiss Law (1981 ). A judge may also act 
independently of these provisions, as has happened in the field of 
Private International law: Van Overbeck idem 689 •. Similar provisions 
may be found in the French Civil Code - Articles 4 & 5; the 
LDuisianna Civil Cede - see discuss�on by Dainor,,.r (1957) 17 louisianna 
I.aw Review 273, 274 et seq; and Canada - see Castel op cit 160-161. 
82. Von Overbeck op cit 685-687.
., 
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83. See the remarks of De la Morandiere on the possibility of increased
judicial activity, cited by Scarman op cit 11-12.·
84. This - point has been emphasised repeatedly by other writers. see for
instance Scaman op cit 8; Diamond 375; Chloros (1968) 17 Interna­
tional canparative I.aw Quarterly 849, 863.
85 . 'They must wipe out their kn™ledge of the cases fran their merrories 
and concentrate on the statutory words 1: Scarman op cit 16. 
86. Ibid.
87. 'The emphasis should be placed upon the independence of judges from
precedent, for freedom to dissent seems to be indispensible for a
rational developnent of the law•: Chloros op cit 865.
88. The rule of precedent is not limited to common law systems but has
been important in civil law systems as well, see Goodhart (1934) 50
� 40; Castel op cit 218. The main distinction is that whereas in
the ca-rrron law precedent may re established by a single case, in 'civil
law the emphasis is 6n a series of cases which create a practice and
eventually establish a rule: Goodhart idE!IL H™ever, in sane systerus
:,.-·. adherence to precedent is diminishing and in others has been rejected.
See for example the situation in America - Sereni op cit 66: and
South Africa - Hahlo (1960) 77 SAW 435; Kahn in Dainow 224, 254
et seq: and Hahlo & Kahn 214.
--
89. For instance the ousting of the noblesse de rare by the· Revolution,
the condE!Tlnation of the parlem211ts and the subsequent appointment of
civil servants as judges; t03ether with the fact that few decisions
are·reported in any detail make judicial decision in France less
authorative than the law as stated i.p the coc1e.
90. This has been the approach adopted with the English Bills of Exchange
·Act. See Scarrnan op cit 5, and the remarks of Lord Herschel in  the
Vagliano Bros case,_discussed supra, under meaning of codification.
91. For example Field's code where his introduction to the draft stated:
'If there re an existing rule of law anitted fran this Code 
and not inconsistent with it, that rule will continue to 
exist in _the same form in which it n™ exists': 
Donald (1973) 47 Australian Law Journal 160, 167-168.
92. The development of the law from case to case continues despite
codification, because the first judicial decision interpreting the
code·re--instates the judiciary as a law-shaping force: Scarnian op cit
5. See also on the role of jurisprudence (the decisions of the
courts)· in ·France: Carbonnier in Daincw 91, 97.
93. Article 5 stipulates:
'Il est defendu aux juge s de prononce par voie de 
disposition generale et reglementaire sur les causes qui 
leur &�nt scmnises'. 
See also Article 1(2) & 1(3) of the Swiss Civil Code which state that 
where there is a gap or loophole in the code, a judge must first 
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consult custanary law; then the rules he 'WOUld have used had he been 
legislator; and finally approved legal doctrine and judicial 
tradition. For a discussion of thi� rnethod of reasoning see Von 
Overbeck op cit 699 and 690. Similar provisions are also found in 
Article 11 of the Quebec Civil Code and Articles 18 and 19 of the 
�co Civil Code. 
94. This can be done in a number of ways,-for exanq_)le by means of Standing
Committees with the power to propose legislative amendments to the
Code; or by Law Institutes or permanent Commissions. What is
required however, is effective co-operation between judges, the
ai:pointed watchdog body, and the legislator. See Scarman's crnments
_op cit 17.
95. For a discussion of the inevitable attraction of previous case
decisions; see Mazeaud's comments cited by Scarman op cit 12-13;
carbonnier op cit 101; · Bein (1977) 12 Israel Law ReyiE;?W 180.
96. Reference to decided cases is particularly a problem in mixed legal
systems such as Louisianna discussed by Tate op cit 24; but also
happens in systems where the law is codified more fully, such as
france where case-law has becane predaninant in certain fields. See
the cc:nments of Savatier c:;ited by Sereni op cit· 73.
97. In some systems inadequate justification for such a choice is
sufficient to warrant an appeal: Sereni op cit 67; David English
Law and French Law 180.
98. Where judges chose to ignore the code or develop th e law without
reference to its provisions the significance of codified law is lost.
See for example-the situation in California where this happened.
Englard (1977) 65 california Law Review 4.
99. McWhinney 216-217. If_ a code is to survive it seems essential that
'interprettion according to policy must supercede interpretation
according to pedigree': David Encyclopaedia Universalis 5ed vol 4 652
cited Tallon (1979) 14 Israel Law Review l, 10.
100. McWhinney ibid.
101. Cannentaries on the code appear inevitable - even where attempts have
been made to forbid them; as with Justinian and Napoleon. By the end
of the nineteentn-century a number of text writers and commentators
ha.d begun to reinterpret the French Civil Code taking into acrount the
new clmate of- industrial developnent. Their work did much to ensure
the longevity of the code. See McWhinney op cit 216-217; Sauveplanne
26; Tucker {1965) 25 wuisianna Law Review 698, 713.
102. David French Law : Its Structure, Sources & Methodology (1972) 192.
Compare in contrast the situation in France discussed by Carbonnier
op cit 91, 105-107.
103. 'This happened iri America \.'1ere the publication of Story1s works soon
raroved the need for developing a code of law. Similarly the presence
of such authorities as Stair, Erskine and Bell in Scotland, arid
.; 
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Halsbury in England, have satisfied many of the needs of the 
practitioner, whi�h would ot.herwise have been filled by a a:de. 
104. This is virtually the case with the Restatements of the American Law
Institute, and may prove to be the case wi th the Reports and Working
Papers of the English Law Ccrnnission. · 
· 
105. Such as the Corpus Iuris Secundam and American Jurisprudence
collect.ions of J\merican law . ·
106. Fir s t  published in 1976 The Law of South Africa (LAWSA) is  a
carpilation of texts by different writers, arranged in alphabetical
order according to subject, which, once completed, wi 11 cover vir­
tually eve;ry aspect of the law in South Africa.
107. It may be that the judiciary a,re reluctant to act as law-makers and
therefore shift the resp:,nsibility to the 'legislator � as ha.s happened
in 5'witzerland despite the wide �ers given to judges under the a:de:
Von Overbeck (1976-77) 37 Louisianna Law Review 681, 690. I n·other
cases adherence to the confines of s tare decisis may inhibit the
necessary changes. See the comments of Goodhart 19 34 50 LQR 40, 59;
Stephen History of Criminal Law in England 352-353.
108. As has been indicated supra in codified systems the legislator has to
act at regular intervals to control the accumulation of case law.
109. The enlightened Frederick the Great was one of the earliest codifiers
aware of this need. He set up a special committee to under take the
task .
110. As  has been done in  England, California and most of the Australian
States: See Donald (1973) 47 Australian Law Journal 160, 171.
111. As in America with the Law Institute.
112. Even if such legal ins titutions do h ave legislative power this is
likely to be limited to consolidating, rearranging and restating
existing law rather than reforming it. . · See e.g. Louisianna where the
Louisianna State Law Institute has the task of revising the Revised
Statu tes and Code of Civil Procedure. There are some exceptions,
hONever, for example where legislating on a particular subject falls
direc tly under the e:xecuti ve, as with much aclministrati ve law in
France.
113. Discussed supra.
114. An Introduction to Swedish Law vol 1 (1981) ( ed} Stranholm 32.
115. Tallon (1980) 15 Scx:iety of Public Teachers of Law ·33, 34. One of the·
reasons why the Commercial Code has suffered this fate is that the
conceptual basis of the cede was retrospective and therefore could not
provi 1e an adequate framework for the needs that arose durir. 3 the
nineteenth century industrial revo lution. See also Audit (1 978) 38
I..ouisianna Law Review 747, 7 49-750.
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116. This took place in December 1975. Reform in this  field was
facilitated by the fact that procedural l aw fal ls under the control of
the Executive - pouv oir reglerent,aire; c::xmsequently changes can be
intrcrluced with the minimum of· delay: Tallon idem 35-36.
117. So fo r exam ple the l aw relating to paternity was to be found in
Article 311 of the old code, any changes would be found in Ar ticle s
311-1, 311-2 etc: Tallon idem 36-38.
118. Professor Jean Caroonnier. A similar one-man system was used in the
Nether lanps when Professor EM Meijers was app:::>inted in 1947 to revise
the (1838) Civil Code.
119. A ne w commission of twelve member s was appointed in 1945. Audit�
ci t 754.
120. 1964 was when Dean Carbonnier was asked to dr aft a ·ne w title for the
section of the ccrle relating ·to Minority, Tuto'rsh ip and Fmancipation,
whic h were areas of  law urgentl y  in need of reform. This initial
a::mnission was experirrental ·but proved successful, and led to further
reforms in like manner:. Audit op cit 757 et seq.
121. For example, developments in the study of crimin ology, legal
sociology, and cr:mparative law� may have to be taken into account when
revising a code.
3 • AClilEVEMENTS AND FAiliJR!S OF CODIFICATION 
L Introduction 
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Coclification, like many tilings, has probably attracted m:>re cr i ticism £ran 
i ts detractors than praise from its supporter s. While not a11· codes 
achieve· the goals set for them, those that do, tend to operate quietly and 
efficiently attracting little at tention or cament; · whereas the failures 
of others are seized upon with glee by those who oppose codification. 
Ideally one would like to have tirre and resources to research those 
areas where codification has proved t6 be a s uccessful an swer to leg_al 
needs.1 Unfortunately the scope of this study does not extend to such
research. Consequen tly, an examination of the achievements and failures of 
ccx:li fication is limited to a consideration of sane of the arguments raised 
agains t the use of ccx:1es, and whether in fact these are s ubstantiated. 
2. The Ques tion of Legal Cer tainty
In both civil law and camon law countries codification has been proposed 
as a mean s of cr eating legal certaint y  by s tipulating the law in an 
accessible,· authorati ve form. The need for such cer tainty may. be due to 
the existence of more thari one legal system - as hap pened ·in France, 
Germany, Italy and the Nether lands; or confusion over whic h law i s  of 
force and effect - as happened in Quebec and Louisianna. There may.also be 
uncertainty as to the applicable legal remedy in a given situation because 
the law is not clearly set out - as in common law systems where the law 
nrust be sought for in previous c.ase-decisions, and the legal outccme can 
only be  known once a matter. comes before the court; or in customary law 
systems where t he oral tradition of the law may change £ran one generation 
to the next. 
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The advan_tage of legal certainty is thc:it it provides a sound framework 
for socia 1 and economic growth and development, by setting out a priori 
legal rules, _by which persons· subject to those laws might govern their 
conduct.2 Clearly this is better than waiting for a dispute to arise and
then bringing it to court in order to discover what the relevant legal 
rules are. However, while codification may achieve certainty on what the 
law is - particularly where there has previously been a multiplicity of 
laws - it has been argued that in specific cases, codified law is not more 
certain than uncodified law.· This is because the provisions of the code 
stil 1 have to be interpreted, and applied to the facts of each case. 
Fu.rther, where the case is one for w hich there is no codified provision, 
but the jud�e may not avoid adjudic ating on the matter, there may be 
greater unce!rtainty, particularly if the judge has a number of alternatives 
available to him, in terms of the code, when dealing with such problems.3
Also, if the law is only partially codified, legal un certainty may be  
aggravated as the relevant legal provision may not be apparent unti 1 it is 
clear which legal source applies to the facts of the case. 
On the other hand, where codification has been undertaken to reduce a 
mass of existing legislation to more manageabJ.e and accessible proportions 
- as with the American Unifonn Carrnercial Code for example;- then a greater
degree of legal certainty relating to the actual location of the law is 
introduced, even if the code's provisions have, at times, to be inter­
preted. _ Of course legal certainty in this respect may be brought .about by 
means of consolidating statutes, 4 or restatanents, 5 without going as far as 
codification; 6 provi ded these are regarded as the primary authorative 
source· of law on the matter. 
In corranon law count ries, the advantages of codifyi ng the law, or 
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consolidating legal sources in a code, in order to achieve sane degree of 
legal certainty, have frequently been put forward.7 In such systems, not 
only is the law uncertain until the matter canes to court, but, in refer­
ring to previous case-decisions for guidance, the judge has a wide selec­
tion to draw fran, . and .his choic:e may be highly arbitrary ,.. particularly 
where the· matter before. him is unusual or obscure. If there is strong 
adherence to the rule of precedent then, where the matter is one which has 
cane before the courts before, the judge is bound by stare decisis even if 
the authorati ve decision was made at a time when quite different intellec­
tual, social, economic and moral consideradtions prevailed. Where the 
courts do not · feel bound. by precedent and can freely depart fran previous 
decisions, then greater uncertainty prevails and there is more risk of 
judicial arbitrariness and inconsistency.8
· Those who are accustane<l to. seeking their law in case-decisions argue
that the risk of judicia 1 arbitrariness is minima 1 when one takes into 
account the provisions for review and appeal; the fact that important 
decisions must be reported; and that most cases referred to date no fur­
ther back than the past thirty years - if  that. 9 On the contrary, they 
suggest that the law faces greater uncertainty when ccx:lified, particularly 
at first, because lawyers mu.st re- learn the law and find their way round 
the code.JO Moreover, there can be no legal certainty enanating fran the 
code itself until a subst:antia 1 l:xx:ly of case law and ju?icial cxmnent has 
built up to shc,.v ha,,, the provisions of the code are to be applied. 
As 'has been shown, :the role of the judiciary does not di sappear once 
the law is codified, and a certain amount o f  extra-codal law is bound to 
accumulate.· The problem with persuading judges to start fran the code and 
not case-decisions -:- �icularly in common law systems - has a lso been 
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mentioned. No doubt sane legal issues are inherently cctnplex and obscure, 
and will inevitably require t.he intervention of the judge or lawyer before 
t.here is legal certainty on t.he �tter. H�ever, it has also been sugges­
ted that much of the uncertainty that surround s the law i n  non-codified 
systems has been artificially created by lawyers themselves,11 who, by 
obscuring the law in crnplicated terminology have rTBI:1aged to conceal its 
content even £ran thernsel ves. 
Legal certainty can only be achieved in a code if the law is
. expressed clearly arid logically. Whether the dangers of complexity and 
obscurity can be avoided will depend largely on the way a code is drafted; 
t.he language used; the rules governing t.he interpretation of its provi­
sions; and the area of law under consideration.12 With reference to t.he
latter, it is clear that sane legal subjects are better suited to codifica-
.. tion tlJan others. Thus legal certainty may be rrore easily achieved where 
t.hese are cxx:lified, rather than t.hose areas which, eit.her because of their 
complexity or volatility are less suited to codification. For example, 
where the law is fairly self-contained - as in the private law areas of 
matrirrony and matrirronial-property rights - t.here is less uncertainty can­
pared wit.h, for example, t.he law of contract which overlaps wit.h many ot.her 
branches of the law.13 S;imilarly, while criminal law is usually regarded
as being suitable for codification because the oasic principles are subject 
to very gradual modification or chunge, subjects such as labour law and 
public international law are less so, because they are more volatile and 
tend to lack doctrina 1 consensus.14 Consequently legislation on these
areas may demand greater provision for flexibility than can easily be 
acccmrodated in a ·coc1e. 
While a 'cxx:le should seek t,.., clarify, not petrify, doubt' ,15 there is
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always the danger that in attempting to ac hieve legal certainty through 
codification, old defects wil 1 be incorporated and perpetu ated, and new 
ones introduced.16 However, if legal certainty is one of the envisaged
aims of ccdification then there are a mmiber of technical aids which can be 
used to pranote this end and avoid the pitfalls. For example, the thorough 
examination of proposed drafts by their redactors and by inde1J€I1dant-asses­
sors; the use of experts on technical or specialised mat ters; the 
appoint.rnent of sub--carmi ttees to work through se lectec1 areas; and public 
participation in the project, by means of debates and serninars; 17 may all 
contribute tc::,,,/'ards achieving legal certainty, and thus the success of the 
cede •. 
Al though the question as to whether ocx:hfication creates greater legal 
certainty than that found in uncodified syst6TJS remains controversial, it 
seems that codified law is no rrore uncertain than that which is uncodified. 
3. Flexibility VS rigidity
Another argument raised against oodification is that it makes the law less 
flexible and by reducing the law to writing, creates a rigid, unadaptable, 
legal system which necessitates constant amendments in order to keep up 
with changed demands. 
This argument seens particularly FOPUlar in q:mron law countries where 
codification is seen as being a o.irect threat to the continued existence of 
the courts' 
'substantial law-making power which t hey exercise under the 
pretence of fin ding and setting forth pre-existing unwritten 
law.• 18
Hc::,,,/'ever, where the doctrine of stare decisis prevails, the discretion of 
the courts is already fettered by  the existence of well-estaulished legal 
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principles which cannot lightly be departed frorn.19 Similarly, where
statutory law has replc:.ced judge-made law, providing specific legislative 
solutions for each situation encanpassed by the act, there is also little 
room for judicial discretion. As the bulk of statute law increases, so 
judicial law-naking diminishes, except where such -enactments confer wide 
discretionary pc:,,.'ers·on judges in their role as interpreters of such legis­
lation. 
In theory, a code, like any statute, can be drafted in such a way as 
to be very inflexible, In practice, however, codes have proved to be 
remarkably flexible and adaptable, partly because the need to avoid 
rigidity was realised at the time of drafting, but largely through the 
ingenuity of judges working within the provisions of the code. The judge's 
task of maintaining the flexibility of the code is facilitated or 
c:cmplicated according to the way in which the code is drafted, and-the type 
of language used. For example, where broa.dly drafted rules are used, the 
courts are able to treat as questions of fact, those issues which in a 
o::mron law system would generally be classified as questions of law. This 
means that the courts have fairly extensive discretion to decide whether a 
situation falls under the provisions of a particular section of the cede or 
a residual sectiori.20 Similarly, where the wording of a particular section
is general, rather than specific, its scope is potentially wider and its 
application rrore flexible. Where a separate general part is _included in 
the code - as in the EGB - this may be used to overcome limitations in a 
irore specific provision. Also, general· principles themselves may be re­
interpreted in the light of juristic ccmnent or public policy considera­
tions. 21 Moreover, in rrost civil law systems, there exist certain super­
aninent prir. :iples - .similar but distinct frcrn those of ccmoon law equ:: ty -
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whi ch can be utilised to adapt the code to changed conditions without 
altering its suhstance.22 -These principles include such concepts as unjust
enrichment; the immorality of certain contracts; consideration of 
extenuating circumstances; fraudulent misrepresentation; and ma.la £ides. 
If the application of the provisions of the code will result in an unjust 
solution contrary to the ideals of the legal systen, then the judge can use 
these principles to avoid such a situation.23
The flexibility of ccx:lified law is best i llustrated by the follc:,..;ing 
examples, which indicate that codified law need not be rigid in the hands 
of good judges. 
!n Switzerland, the law of nui sance as s et out in Article 684 of
the civil Code, provided only two alternatives. If sanething arrounted to 
an excessive nuisance it had to stop, _ if not, it could continue. However, 
in 1964, as a result of new, mechanic.al, building methods, and an increase 
in c:x::mnercial developnent, _ the court had to decide whether an excessive, 
but necessary, nuisance should be allowed to continue or be forced to stop. 
If the latter was decided UI:X)n then the whole building project woul d have 
to be abandoned and cannercial developnent in the area halted. The courts 
answered the problem by allowing the builder to continue, despite the 
nuisance, but ordered.him, in terms of another article to pay damages. 
Another instance of the flexibility of the Swiss Cooe was illustrated 
in the field of family law. 
Article 253 of the Swiss Civil Code gave the husband an action to 
rebut the presumption of his paternity of hi s wife's children. However, 
experience showed that it coul d be advantageous to the child to have a 
similar action - for exarrple, if the rrother divorced and married the real 
father. The SWiss Federal Court conclua� that Article 253 was incx:mplete, 
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i.e. there was a gap. It held that al though the intention of the articles
was to secure the stability of marriage and legitimacy, the interest of the 
chil_d wi shing to be in corporated, as legitima te, into its rea 1 family 
should also be protected. Thus the action was extended to the child. This 
judicial interpretation was ult.i.rrately incorporated into the code by legis­
lative amendment.25 
In Israel, it has been ac cepted by the courts that the criminal law 
must a djust to cope with increasing a nti-social behaviour and the 
sophistication of organized crime. As a result the courts have extended 
the scope of the provisions of.. the Criminal Code in  a number of ·ways, 
without amending the legislation. 
First although it is generally held that criminal law requires strict 
·interpretation in order to ensure certainty a n d  avoid arbitrariness, in
sane instances tbe Israeli courts have adopted less strict canons of inter­
pretation so as to bring a wider number of public welfare of fences within
the provisions of the c:ode. Secondly, the boundaries of general doctrines
such as attempt, cons piracy, aiding and abetting, have been extended so
that, in some insta nces, an attempt may be punishable rega rdless as t o
whether the principal act has cx::curre<l or not. Thirdly, certain defences
have been narrowed dow n. For ex ample, the defence of self-defence is no
longer available to a person who places himself in a situation in which he
might be attacked, similarly the defence of duress. On the other hand, in
line with greater rredical and sociological appreciation of the problem, the
defence of insanity has been extended to include re·ta rded or backwarc1
persons '.as well as those afflicted py mental disease.26
_ In Argentina, the cx:iurts, confronted by passivity on the part of the 
legislator, tried to cope with the effects of rampant inflation on the law 
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of oontract while remaining within the framework all� by the Civil Code 
of 1869. In terms of the naninalistic principle contained in the cede, if 
a person undertook to pay a certain sum on due date, he fulfilled his 
obligation by delivering that sum on due date regardless of its purchasing 
po,,ler. Ho....-ever, due to inflation, the naninal value, and the purchasing 
value, of a sum of money were often widely different. The oourts sought to 
provide a remedy for this by borrONing fran the law of delict, and creating 
a distinction between debts of money and debts of value, thereby taking the 
depreciation of currency into accoUnt. Fortunately the cede gave adequate 
support for this legal device. However I not al 1 the courts were agr,eed on 
the procedural steps to be taken to reach an equitable solution and even­
tual ly a plenary session of the courts had to sit over a period of three 
years to reach a decision. 27
In Germany the fonnal construction of codified provisions have also 
been· departed f rorn in order to adapt the law to the changed socia 1 and 
econanic conditions of the twentieth century. For exarrple in the sphere of 
labour law it became necessary to modify the liability of the employee for 
acts of negligence. In terms of Paragraph 276 K:B responsibility is based 
on intent or negligence. HO\IJever the Federal Labour Court of the Federal 
Court deviated fran the institutional concepts slightly by holding that an 
employee could riot be responsible unless his liability was grave,28 thus
introoucing degrees of negligence in such situations. 
A further example of the flexibility of the .83B was indicated when the 
depression after the Second World War made money virtually valueless. 
Face<l with this situation, the courts interpreted Paragraph 249 83B - which .,. 
dealt with payment of compensation - as including restitution in kind, 
whereby a de£ei,dant cou.ld hand over to the plaintiff a different  chatteJ., 
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of approximately the same value, in lieu of rronetary pa.yrrent.29 A flexible 
approach was also adopted in interpreting Paragraph 275 B',;13 which concerned 
release frcrn a contractual obligation due to supervening events or changed 
circumstances. Ini tia 11 y the courts extended the meaning of i.rnpossibi li ty 
of p erformance to in clude the events of the 1914-18 War, and later to 
include the increase in prices caused by currency depreciation after the 
War. 30 
Bentham believed that cod�fication could change the life of the law 
from one 'of decrepitude and· deformity into a life of strength and 
beauty'. 3l 'l'oday even the roost ardent . supporters would take such a . claim
with a large pinch of salt. 32 Howe ver, the above examples s how that the 
apparent permanence, rigidity and immutabi lity of a co de ma y conceal an 
inherent ability to adapt and change which is quite distinct from other 
forms of law, and nrust surely be considered an achi evement . 
4. A Laymm 's Guide to the Law
one claim made by those advocating codification, which has been generally
shc,.,m to be fallaci ous, is that a code makes the law accessible to the man
in the street, and no longer the exclusive pres erve of a small judicial
elite.33 This misconception, which was adopted during the revo luti onary
. . 
fervour of France, was pranoted and fostered by Bentham, who, in offering
to assist in the codification of American law in 1817, wrote:
'Accept my services - no man of tolerably liberal education, but 
shall, if he please s, know, and know, witho ut effort, much more 
of law than, at the end of t-he longes t course of the intensest 
efforts, it is possible for the ablest lawyer to know at
present• • 34 
Professor Hahlo has· labelled such a claim a s  a 'snare and a delusi on.35 and 
the pc..3sibility of the law - whether codified or not - becx:min� intelli-
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gible to the man in the street, as unlikely to happen as a man catching a 
'will-o-the--wisp 1 , 36 and therefore not worth pcrsuing. 
The theory behind this idea was that if laws were reduced to writing, 
then those whose lives were governed by tilem, would be able to know the law 
and order their lives accordingly. 37 As has been indicated, there are 
cert.ain areas of the law which are inherently ccroplex, and even when codi­
fied are only intelligible to the trained lawyer. Further, there are 
distinct drawbacks to expressing the law entirely in terms ccmprehensible 
to the laymen - not tile least being the imprecision of expression incurred 
thereby. Also, if the law is to remain accessible and comprehensible to 
the layman it has to be up-dated by means of frequent amendments and 
annotations, so that all the law may be fourid in the code at any given 
manent. Moreover to strive to achieve this erid may not be worthw'hile, as, 
even if the effort is made to make legal knc,,,Jledge available to the man in 
the street, few seem to avail themselves of the opportunity.38 Even where 
the language and expression of a code are sufficiently sinple for a layman 
to understand its cnntents, judicial interpretation and tile publication of 
academic ccnrnent _ may soon obscure the codified law. Thus al though copies 
of the code may be freely available in ·pocket-size editions, there is no 
guarantee that the layman will understand tile contents therein even if he 
can read them. 
Nevertheless, supporters of codification argue that where tile law is 
codified, citizens are kept better informed, directly, publicly and 
generally, of the actual state of the law goveming them.40 Whether this 
greater awareness is due to codification per se or to other factors such as 
higher levels of education; _ p:ipularisation of legal issues through the 
media; or the increasing sphere of influence of public law; is difficult 
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to determine. How ever, the very fact tha t  the law is published in a 
concise, accessible, printed fonn is in itself an achieverren t, particularly 
when it means that the substance of the law can be made available to those 
who have no, or limited, access to law libraries, case re{X)rtS and judicial 
commentaries.41 Moreover, codification makes the law more easily
accessible to those who, although trained in the law of their own national 
system, wish to consult that of other systems. Thus fran an academic point 
of view codific ation offers valuable facilities for juridical study and 
research, both an a national and .canparative level. 
Despite the fact that in most cases codific ation does not 
automatically provide 'a layman's guide to the law' it is i nteresti ng to 
note that in this do-it-yourself age of litigation, the idea persists that 
the law should be ocrlified for easy reference and use by the layman. This 
is particularly so in the case of procedural law relating to the us1c; of 
small-claims courts by the public, without the assistance of legal 
representation. The Rep:::>rt of the Hoexter Ccmnission,42 which undertook an 
extensive ccmparative.survey of the use and sucCE:"ss of such courts in other 
countries, indicated that in system.s where there was no ccx:le of procedure, 
considerable confusion existed as to pre-arbitration procedures and those 
governing the conduct of the case.43 It would seem therefore, that where a
country - such as South Africa - is considering encouraging the man in the 
street to take certain legal disputes to court himself, it may be necessary 
and desirable, to establish a 'layman's guide to the law' by co::1ifying the 
law on such matters. 
Today the claims advanced for codification are less arrogant a.pd less 
idealistic. This is not because the history of codification is  one of 
fai�ure rather than achievanent - if it were no one would st�ll be using 
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codes or codifying their law. Rather it is because there is greater 
awareness of the· difiicul ties confronting c:o:li.fication, and consequently 
nore caution in expressing the goals which a code is to achieve. · Those who 
advocate or support codification nc,.,, accept that it is not a 'panacea' for 
all the.ills and defects of a legal system, but point out to those who 
oppose codification, that neither are codes monsters, 44 and even if they 
are, they can be trainea. 45
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1. For example where codification has made the law roore accessible to the
legal profession in developing countries, or where codification has
removed uncertainty about a part icular legal rule, such as the
defences in criminal law.
2. See for example the move. towards codification in the Seyche 1 les where
econanic and social develop:nent were inp:>rtant factors influencing the
desire for a code: Olloros (1973-74) 48 Tulane Law Review 815, 819.
3. As .with the Swiss code discussed supra under the role of the
judiciary.
4. As in England during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century -
discussed supra under codification in carm::,n law systems.
5. As in  America, when� the Restatements of the American Law Institute
have done inuch to clarify the law.
6. The distinction between a consolidating statute, restatement, and code
may be very s light and even obscure at times, despite the different
names given to such statutes. See stipra on the meani ng of
codification and the difficulties occasioned by this overlapping.
7 . .  See supra on the history of codification in carm::,n law countries. 
8. See the carinents of �ssels (1920) 37 SAIJ 271 in this regard.
9. Hahlo (1960) 77 SAIJ 432, 435.
10. Hahlo (1975) 38 MLR 23 note 2. See also Clark's remark that:
'It is easier to decide one case correct ly and gi ve a true 
reason th erefor, than it is to decide al l cases that may 
arise correctly, and by one form of words expres s  the 
general rule and its exceptions': 
cited by Hahlo (1967} 30 MLR 241, 251. 
11. Lloyd (1949 l 2 Current Legal Problems 155, 163.
12. The first three aspects have been considered supra under the
difficulties confronting codification.
13. See for instance the problems encountered by the German HGB and the
French Carrnercial Cooe: Tallon (1979) 14 Israel Law Rev iew 1, 6 note
3; see a lso Hahlo's c riticisms of the attempts of the English Law
Commission to codify th.e law of contract (1967) 30 MLR 241, 242;
carpare ho,..,ever c:;a..,er (1969) 30 MLR 259.
14. Tallon op cit 7.
ls·. Lloyd op cit 165, 
16. This was. a fear expressed by Von Savigny in particular. See also
Pound Jurisprudence vol 3 730; Findlay (1904-7) Natal Law Quarterly
3.
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17. See the discussion in the preceeding section on difficulties confron­
ting o:xlification and the ways in which these may be overcaoe.
18. Sereni. in Schwartz 55, 69. Donald makes sane interesting cxmnents on
Lord Denning's oontributions in this respect (1973) 47 Australian Law
Journal 160, 170.
19. Stephen History of Criminal Law in England vol 3 (1964) 352, 353.
20. Sereni oo cit 70. See also David's remarks on the progressive
interpretation of  the law adopted by the Council of State: French Law
- Its Structure, Sources & Methodology (1972) 187.
21 . For eJ<amPle the American Unifonn camiercial Code rrakes specific provi� 
sion for this mode of interpretation in s 1-102 where it states: 
'This act shall be liberally co�strued and applied to 
pranote its underlying purposes and policies': 
Tallon (1979) 14 Israel Law Review .1, 8 •. Statut ory interpretation 
used to be much less restrictive in civil law systems than in ccmoon 
law systens. However this appears to be changing as the latter adopt 
a less restrictive approach. -See Bayitch in Yiannopoulos 186; 
Stephen op cit 353 • 
. 22� See.David Fr.ench Law 194-196 for the role these principles play in 
France and the way in which they differ f rom principles of equity. 
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4. CODIFICATION: SOU'Il:I AFRICA AND 'IEE F'U'roRE
1. Introduction
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Although the bulk of south African law has not t::een codified, despite its 
civil law origins, codification is not unknown here. Mention has alre.ady 
been made of the two codes introduced under the influence of British colo­
nial administration, namely that in Natal, and that in the Transkei; 
Hcwever, these 'n'ere not the first fonns of codified law to reach southern 
Africa. The Ranan-Dutch law intrcx:luced into the C.ape Colony in its e.arly 
days under the Dutch East India Caripany included two codes of law emanating 
from the Company's headquarters in Batavia; those of Van Diemen and Van 
der Parra. Moreover, despite the geographical distance separating Southern 
Africa fran Europe, and the isolation brought aoout by the Napoleonic wars, 
·interest in codification re-emerged during the latter part of the nine­
teenth· century, and the subject has been mooted from time to t.ime ever
since. As wi 11 be shown, :::nost atte.'Tlpts er suggestions to codify the law
have been largely unsuccessful, or short lived . . Hcwever, recent· develop­
ments in the law indicate that perhaps the time is· ripe to revive interest
in ccdification and to encourage a roore objective l(X)k at this legal pheno­
menon than has hitherto been adopted.
2. South Africa's Legal Background
South African camon law has been described as 'the Ranan-Dutch law of old 
modified by three centuries of life in South Africa 1 • 1 It includes
elements of Roman law; seventeenth and eighteenth century Dutch law -
particularly that. of the province of Holland; and English law , which 
mcxjified much of the Rcrnan-Dutch law during British occupci.tion of the C.ape. 
In order to understand the role played by codification in the history 
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of Ranan-Dutch, and thus South African law, it is necessary to look at the 
devel0pnent of this system of law prior to its introduction in tJ1e Cape.
Before Ranan law became influential in the Netherlands the law there 
was characterised by the variety of autonomous, local laws and weak 
national law. There was very little legal uniformity, nor any centralisa­
tion of legal administration.2 This situation was not conducive to the 
reception of other European legal systems, and the early European codes -
such as those of the Franks and Goths - had little influence on the "Nether­
lands as a whole, although in theory the provisions of the Salic Law, the 
Saxon Code and the Frisian Code extended to the territory of the N1:;ther....:
lands.3 
Unti 1 the late Middle Ages the greater part of the law of Holland and 
the other provinces was unwritten custanary law.4 During the 15001s pri­
vate collections of provincial statutes and local custanary law were made 
in canpliance with the instructions of Charles V,' who issued a placaat in 
1531, and again in 1540, ordering that ·these laws be reduced to wri ting. 5 
The resulting a:i:rpilations were ho,.,ever, not recognised as official docu­
ments, and indeed cannot really be described as codes, although they paved 
the way for further attenpts to cx:xUfy the law at provincial and national 
level 6 - particula rly once the United Provinces declared independence in 
71579. 
Interest in codification continued during the n� two centuries,8 and 
the resulting written law encompassed a wide ;r-ange of legal subjects.9 
Some of these works incorporated only statute law, others st atute and 
custcmary law. Similarly while sane set out to state the law in a canpre­
hensi ve manner,10 others were limited to specific subjects. None can be 
regarded as true attempts to codify the law hc:1w'ever, .1s not only were they
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generally incarplete and unsystematic, but a great deal of legal diversity, 
uncertainty and lack of uniformity· persiste:J.11
This unsatisfac tory st ate of affairs led Dutch jurists to consider 
alternative sources on which to base ·1egal reform, particularly those of 
the Ronan law, interest in which had revived during the twelfth century and 
been fostered in the Universities during the succeeding centuries. 
The decentralised legal organisation of the Netherlands prevented a 
formal or wholesale reception of Roman law, although Roman law had been 
influential in the area long before the sixteenth century renaissance of 
learning.12 The Nether lands had been under Ranan rule prior to that of the
Saxons an� Frisians, and although the principle of personality of laws was 
applied, sane elements of Rcmm law probably insinuated themselves into the 
· local system. Ronan law was subsequently re-introduced indirectly into the
Netherlands via the· canon law of the Christian chui:-ch.13 Al though
knc,,,,rledge of Ranan law declined in the period between the tenth and four­
teenth centuries, due to the disintegration of the Carolingian dynasty;
the invasions of the Northmen; and the - demise of Latin as a language; it
began to revive during the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The
revival was first evident in the universities where interest in the origi­
Jl?ll Greek and Roman republics led to the study of classical Ranan law.14
The gradual appointment of academic lawyers to the bench resulted in in­
creased reference to Raran law in the courts, particularly in cases where
there was no satisfactory provision in the Dutch law.15 The law referred
to in this way was largely the Cede of Justinian, as. received and ccmnented
on b·y the Glossators and Commentators of t he past four centuries. The
reception of Roman law was further aided by the publication of academic
thes·�s on Ranan law concerning its application to, and assimilation into,
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the Dutch system. Modelling their works on the style and technique of 
Justinian, and improving and adapting t his to their needs·, the resulting 
cx:mnentaries of these Dutch jurists, although not called codes, had many of 
the characteristics of codes.16 First the law C'Ontained therein was can­
prehensively l::ased on the existing legal system, taking into account legis-
lation; customary law; Gennanic law; canon law; and Roman law. 
Secondly, the C'Ontents were set out in a systematic, logical and canprehen­
si ve manner, Thirdly, although these comment aries were not regarded as 
official sources of law in the Netherlands, they carried considerable 
weight there, and elsewhere were regarded as primary sources of thE; law, 
with a status similar to that of a code.17
Meanwhile true codification was not entirely neglected in the 
Netherlands. As early as 1732 a camrission had been appointed to consider 
revising the criminal law and law of criminal procedure by means of penal 
codes, and a further conunission, for the same purpose, was appointed in 
1773.18 Neither cx:mnission produced results, but interest in codification
was given renS.Jed impetus when the Republic of the United Provinces was set 
up in 1795.19 In 1796 _ the National Assembly of the new Republic resolved
to codify the law and appointed a conunission for the task. 20 A further
commission was appointed in 1798 - in· terms of Article 28 of the 
constitution of that year 21 - · but had only partially completed its task 
when J.Xllitical unrest, influenced by events elsewhere on the Continent -
particularly in France - disrupted the work. 
The accession of Louis Napoleon to the throne of Holland in 1806 
introduced a new era of cod if icat.ion into t he Ne ther lands. In 1807-
Johannes van der Linden was ccmnissioned by the new regime to draft a Civil 
Code based on Dutch law, 23 Lc.ter in the same year the Emperor Napoleon
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ordered that a ccmnission should l:::e appointed to draft a cede nroelled on 
the French Civil Code.· As a result the Code of Holland, which was 
virtually a direct translation of the French cede, was prcx:luoed in 1808 and 
pranulgated in 1809.24 By the introduction. of this cede all Ranan law and
other forms of Dutch law were repealed,25 and codified law was firmly
established . in the Netherlands. 26 
Such was not the case in South Africa, where, due initially to 
historical fate rrore than anything else, neither the Code of Holland, nor 
the Code Na[X)leon which replaced.it, nor the later Dutch Code of 1838, were 
ever introduced, despite the Ronan-Dutch origins of the South African legal 
systsn. 
Roman-Dutch law was brought to South Africa by the Dutch East India 
"eanpany when it est.ablished a refreshment station at the c.ape of Good Hope 
in 1652. 27 · .Arrong the sources of law applied in the cape were the statutes 
and ordinances of the Governor-General and Council at Batavia - the head­
quarters of the company in the East.28 Included amongs t these.were two
codes which,. although never applicable in the Netherlands, were used in the 
cape. Kna,.,n as the Statutes of India, the first of these, that of Governor 
Antonio van Dienen was passed in 1642, and an amended and revised version, 
that of Van der Parra, appeared in 1766.29
Van Diemen's code was drawn _up in compliance with a request from the 
Council of Seventeen - who managed the canpany - to the Indian Council in 
Batavia. In formulating the code Van Diemen exp.:ressly stated his intention 
'to have a l  1 the plakaten a nd ordinances issued by our prede­
cessors and ourselves examined and the.substance thereof ampli-
fied where necessary, fran the o:mnon laws of the fatherland, 8r
fran the written imperial laws, codified under proper titles 1 • 3 
The resulting a::rle, whi'ch was a canpilation of the laws in operation in the 
East Indies - sare of which were of Eatavian origin, sane of Dutch origin -
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included all the ordinances and placaaten issued a t  Batavia since 1619. 
These covered a wide range of· legal matters, including judicial organisa� 
tion, civil and criminal procedural matters, administration of estates, 
matrimony and criminal law.31 Also included was the provision that if 
there was no law in the code on a matter, then the case should be decided 
by reference to the laws, statutes and custans observed in the Netherlands. 
The code was promulgated by the Governor in Council in July 1642 and 
approved by the council of seventeen and the States General of Holland in 
1650.32 Follo, dng a request by the Raad to the Governor in the cape, for 
guidance as to what laws should be applied, use of Van Diemen's code was 
officially sanctioned by a resolution of the Govenor - De Chavonnes - and 
the council, in 1715.33 This resolution stated that the Statutes of India
should be taken as the basis of the law, together with Ranan law and IOOdern 
lc:iw, and without derogating fran local statutes issued at the Cape.34
Shor t'ly. af ter 1715 there were requests - which continued 
intennittently - that the ccxie be revised.35 'I'he first response to these
was made when Governor-General Mossel appointed Mr J. J. Craan to work on a 
revised code in 1761.36 This was completed in 1764 and promulgated in 
September 1766·. Known as Governor-General Van der Parra's 'New Statutes of 
Batavia', or Vari der Farra's COde, this version revised, amplified, and Up-"'. 
dated the previous code; to include al 1 laws, ordinances and placaaten in 
force as at August 31, 1764. Intended for the 1enlightenment and direction 
of a 11 the judges a:nd judicial off ice rs at a 11  t he settlements o f  the 
Ne therlands Indies outside Java,•37 the new code superceded the old one
except where the fonrEr was silent, in which case the existing law remained 
in force. 38 It is uncertain whether Van der Parra 1s COde was . ever fonnal l y
adopted in the cape, despite the fact that the Governor ordered the Cnuncil 
,I 
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of Justice at Batavia, as well as the various councils of justice in all 
the subordinate ccrnptoiren of Dutch India - which would have included the 
Cape - to observe these amplified and amended statutes.39 Nevertheless it 
appears that many of the revisions contained therein re.ached the Cape by 
way of separate legislative amendments.40
The impact and authority of the Statutes of India is difficult to 
ascertain, but it seems probable that judicial administrators in the cape 
were acquainted with much of the lawcontained in these in as far as it was 
applicable to local conditions, and were therefore not wholly unaccustaned 
to referring to ccxiified law for guidance. 
In 1795 the Dutch East I ndia Company ceased to exist, and in  the 
fol lowing year the British occupied the Cape, effectively isolating the 
co lony from the influence of  the Napoleonic Codes in  Europe, and the 
codification rroverrents in the Netherlands. Had Dutch reMX.:cupation oft.he 
Cape occurred a few years later than it did, the Napoleonic CCxle may well 
have been introcluoed into the colony. As it was, during the re-occupation 
period, 1803-1806, pol iticaland legal upheaval in Holland meant that 
little .attention was given to the small colony iri Africa. Alt.hough Jacob 
.Abraham de Mist was sent out· to reorganise the Cape; legal activity during 
the period was m.iniroal.41 
In 1806 the Cape reverted to British control. Under the Articles of 
Capitulation the inhabitants of the colony were guaranteed the rights and 
privileges - including the laws - which they had hitherto enjoyea.42 In
practice h_o wever certain aspects of English law - particularly those 
relating to procedure - were introcluced into the colony either to replace 
the existing law or to supplement it. 
The· promulgation of the Natal and Transkei Codes ha s already been 
i-
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rnentioned.43 Although these were formulated by people living in South
Africa, they cannot be regarded as South Afri can ccoes as · such, but· rather 
as Anglo-Afri can codes, undertaken to satisfy administrative needs more 
than ideological ones. Neither code was based on Ranan-Dutch law, and in 
fact Rrnan-Dutch law was generally abrogated in those areas governed by the 
codes.44 �vertheless the existence of the coc1es did establish a codifica­
tion-presence in South Africa. 
In Africa, as else-where, codification in countries under British rule 
was reserved for the indigenous people rather than the colonists. 45
Ho,,,ever this did not mean :that those living in the Cape had no interest in 
codification of their o,m legal system, nor did it mean that once indepen­
dence was achieved these Ang lo-African ccx:les would be jettisoned. Al though 
South Africa continued to have a largely uncodified system of law - which 
has persisted to this day - support for coc1ification and attempts to codify 
the law have not been absent fran the legal develoµrent of the country. 
3. Codi fication to Date
The above history has been included to shew that codification has been an 
integral part o f  South Afri ca's legal background. Although the 
wtrcx:luction of the Napoleonic code in the Netherlands marked a canplete 
break with the past and meant that the Roman-Dutch law of South Africa 
could no longer depend upon that of its parent system, the ci vi 1 · 1aw origin 
of the law remained. Nor could South Africa entirely escape the codifica­
tion rrovem?nts taking place in. other national systgns. 
The first south African - as opposed to Anglo-African - code was that 
of the Trekker Republic of the Transvaal. This COde of Criminal Procedure 
was incorporated into the Trartsvaal Criminal Procedure Ordinance of 1903.46
I 
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Based an earlier c.ape legislatian47 and strongly influenced by part of the 
code drawn up by Mr J ustice Ward in the Orange Free State,48 this Ordinance
has been described as 'both the most advanced and comprehensive code of 
criminal procedure in Southern Af rica•.49 Not only did it take into ac­
oount the laws in force in the c.ape but also the criminal codes of Canada, 
Queensland and India.50 The Code was substantially re-enacted in the first 
criminal procedure act of the Union Parliament, · the Criminal Procedure and 
Evidence Act, 31 of 1917; and ref erence to subsequent acts as codes has 
persisted to this day. 51
Interest in codification was not hcrwever limited to procedural law. 
Several years before the Transvaal Cooe was passed, the cape I.aw Journal 
published a lecture given by C.H. van Zyl to the cape Tc:M1 Forensic Society 
during the previous year.52 The title of the lecture was 'Codification', a
subject chosen by Van Zyl 
•not £ran any pretention to knc:Mledge of the subject, but rather
to broach it with a view to inducing others to take it up, and
thus bring the matter to the notice of the �\slature, so as to 
gradually pave the way for a ·coae of our cwn. 1 
Al though he indicated an awareness of the difficult ies confronting 
codification, Van Zyl nevertl:leless believed that a code written in.clear, 
unanibiguous language, in which each subject was methodically arranged under 
proper headings, would be of immense benefit to the public, It was, he 
maintained, ridiculous to expect every man to know the law,54 when the
sources of law were so canplex and numerous, that only very few, who felt 
duty-bound t_o master the subject, ever acquired more than a superficial 
kncrwledge. · The consequent result was legal uncertainty, not only because 
different corranentators expressed conflicting views on the content and 
meaning of the la"-: but also because it was virtually irrpossible to k:nc:M 
whether or not a law had becane obsolete, and as a result the public were 
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at the mercy of the courts. From the practitioner's point of view there 
was the problem of having to CXlllsult a number of Ranan-Dutch legal authori­
ties before it was possible to accurately ascertain the law on any 
matter.55
Van Zyl therefore proposed the wholesale cxxlification of all the laws 
in force in the Colony. Conceding, however, that this might prove to be 
too imrense a task for the resources available, he ackna,,ledged that the 
legislature might first prefer to consolidate all the statutes relating to 
specific subjects. once this was done, he suggested the appointment of a 
Code Camri.ttee to criticise and improve such consolidations and then bring 
them together in a Code. 56 In the interim, any new or proposed acts or 
amendments, should be considered by the Code Committee and drafted in a 
manner suited to a Code -before they were submitted to Parliament for 
discussion.57 He also reccmnended. that the Code Coomittee look to the Code
of Holland - De Nederlansche Wetl:oeken - for guidance, maintaining that the 
basic principles of the law reflected in this Cooe had changed vecy little 
from the late eighteenth century law which had been introduced into the 
Cape.SB van Zyl saw no reason to fear that ccxHfication would make the law 
rigid and inflexible, as part of the work of the Code Camti.ttee would be to 
continually criticise and improve the code; 59 nor. would there be 
restraints on writers producing carmentaries and theses OD the Code, or on 
the law generally.60 ·
Although the Legislature did no'.: take up the challenge as Van Zyl had 
hoped, the idea of codification received support fron other quarters. For 
example,· in 19 07 Mr Justice Graham spoke enthusiastically in favour of 
codification.61 <::anparing the Transvaal system of criminal procedure with 
that in the Cape he prais( J the former, attributing its superiority over 
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the latter to the fact that it was codified. He went on to say that he had 
never heard a 'single sound argument 1 against L:odification and urged the 
legal profession to exert their influence to encourage a move towards 
codification� and thereby perform a great service both to their country 
and the profession.62 Moreover, given the procedural guidelines laid da..in
by Van Zyl, and confident that there was sufficient legal talent aroongst 
the lawyers of South Africa, Mr Justice Graham saw no insurmountable 
problems to preparing a code.63
Nor was it only the legal profession that was urged to· support and 
advocate codification. The business sector also felt that there would be
advantages in codifying certain areas of the law, particularly as it 
r�lated to ccmnercial matters. 64
However, political reorganisation during :the first decade of the 
twentieth century, culminating in the Union of South Africa in 1910, meant 
that the legislature, and those with political clout, were pre-occupied 
with other matters. Thus although arguments in favour of codification 
persistea, 65 the time was not ripe to implement such changes. 
The South Africa Act of 1910 brought about legislative union, but 
unlike legal developments exp er ienced elsewhere under similar 
circumstances, unificaticn · of the law and greater political autonany did 
not lead to codification,66 although in many respects Union provided an
ideal opportunity to undertake such a task. After all, the body of ccmnon 
law, and particularly statutory law, was still relatively small - despite 
the grunibles of lawyers: · and it appears that there were sufficient judges, 
lawyers and astute business men to sit on an independent commission. 67
Moreover su9h a move would have been a natural expression of the new 
political status of the country, and provided a means whereby the civil law 
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tradition of the Ranan-Dutch law could be affirmed, and its future seaired. 
Perhaps - and this can only be speculation as Parliament seems to have 
given the matter little consideration68 - the main obstacles confronting 
codification at the time of Union were the immaturity of the 'South 
African' legal system, arid an insufficiently stable and established 
political structure to carry through such a progranme. 
The transition fran independent colonies to a Union had not been easy, 
and fear of losing the- limited .judicial and legislative autonany that was 
left to the new provinces; together with party and sectional politics; 
mitigated agalllst achieving the consensus nece ssary for a oodified system 
of law. 69 Also, the heated .debate over the question of which language was 
to be given official recognition, arid,the su b sequent adoption of both 
English and Dutch7 0 would have meant that any code would have had to be 
simultaneously drafted in both languages; a task that would have been 
extremely difficult to achieve wit hin any reasonable length of time given 
the differences ·of legal expression found in the Ranan-Dutch and English 
systems of law, and the antagonism between the two language groups existing 
at the time. 
As it was, the principle of legislative unity could only be achieved 
by granting concessions of a federal nature to the provincial governments. 
The ensuing debate between unification and federalism also influenced the 
structure . of the courts. The subsequent establishment of provincial and 
l ocal divi sional courts,· in place of the former colonial supreme and
superior oourts, ensured continued provincial jurisdiction. Thus even if a 
code had been introduced uniform application of its provisions throughout
the Union would have been unlikely.71
Once the roove ta,.,,ards Union had ccmnenced, practical politics made it
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desirable that it was achieved as speedily as possible. Indications of 
political instability were apparent by 1909, and it was feared that hosti­
lity fran sectors of the South African population ta,.,ards voluntary Union 
would aggravate relations between Britain and Genrany. Moreover, if war 
broke out there was a strong probability that Britain and her allies would 
need to use the Cape sea route as an alternative to the Suez Canal. In 
such a case a friendly and united South Africa was essential.72 
Britain's attitude towards the laws of South Africa at the time of 
Union appears to have been that once. the country was self-governing it 
would be free to detennine its o.m internal affairs - including the .choice 
of a legal system. . The outbreak of the First vbrld War delayed considera­
tion. of such matters, but during the 1920's efforts were once more made to 
revive interest in codification. 
The maln advocate of codification during this period was Sir John 
Wessels. Whereas Van Zyl had seen codification as a means of making the 
law more accessible and comprehensive to la wyer and layman, Wessels saw 
codifica tion as the only means of preventing the Roman-Dutch common law 
fran being sul:merged beneath the onslaught of English law.73 
The threat to the continued existence of Roman-Dutch law was caused 
not only by the introduc tion of English statutes and English forms of 
substantive and prcx:edural law; but also by the fact that original Ranan­
Dutch sources were becaning increasingly inaccessible to those without a 
sound kncwledge of sixteenth and seventeenth century Latin and Dutch. This 
meant that lawyers trained in English law and at the English Inns of Court, 
and also members of the Privy Council - when it acted as a court of final 
appeal - had tended to rely on English law for some time. Also insuffi­
cient kno,dedge of the basic principles of much Ranan-Dutch law, and the 
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lack of academic legal instituti ons to research these, meant that the 
traditional legal system was not beirig adapted sufficiently to provide for 
changed circurnstances.74 · The result was that valuable, as well as obsolete 
laws, were bein� rejected and discarded because they were not readily 
available to the lawyer. 
Therefore, Wessels suggested that if 
'we want to preserve our system of law, it seems to me that we 
ought to crystallise its essential princf?es in a code in such a 
way that its adabtability is not marred'. 
A ccx;le would have a number of advantages. First it would 'save the Ronan­
Dutch law from being· corrupted out of existenc e; 76 secondly r the 
established and underlying principles of the law could be stated 
method ically and scientifically in a convenient form; thirdly, a code 
would provide the opportunity to abandon ocmplicated legal jargon in favour 
of greater clarity and simplicity of expression.77
As with Van Zyl, wessels' plea for codification was never taken up by 
the legislature although it did find support arrongst lawyers and academics. 
For example, in 1930 the Law Society of the Cape passed a unanimous 
res olution proposing the codif icati on of the laws of the Union of South 
Africa. 78 Early in the folla-iing year a conference of judges, di_scussed 
the issue of codification and concluded that although the time was not yet 
ripe for codifying the civil law, the codification of criminal law; the 
consolidation of statute law; and the e limination of obsolete statutes; 
should be undertaken. 79 In 1938 the suggest ion was made that a Law
Institute - similar to that found in America� should be set up, and that 
one of the main tasks should be to lay the foundations for codification by 
the gradual and thorough systema.tization of the law.80
Although nothing came of these varivus suggestions artd proposals, many 
., 
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.of the English law elenents which Wessels had regarded as a threat to the 
true principles of Ranan-Dut ch law, did eventually cane befo re the South 
African courts for decisions as to whether or no t they should be part of 
South African law.81 The resulting movement during the 1940's and 1950's 
to purify the law, meant that a number of these English law concepts were 
rejected in favour of Roman-Dut c h  p r inciples.82 In this wa y the
establishment at Union of the Appellate Divisi on, contributed to the clari­
fication of the law a nd; as more cases conce rning question_s of la w were 
decided, created greater legal certainty on man y·· issues. Als o the 
establishment of Afrikaans schools of law me.ant that interest in the tradi­
tional prin ciples ofRc::rnan-Dutch law was revived and academic ccmnent fran 
these institutions contributed greatly to the strengthening of Ranan-Dutch 
law. 
Thus in many ways the judge s and aca demics of .this peri od fulfilled 
the role which might otherwise have been allocated to codification. Too.ay 
it is generally accepted that South Africa has a mixed legal system which 
might more accurately be described as South African law rather than Rcman­
Dutch or English; civ il or carcron law.83 consequently there is no longer 
any need to advocate codification as a means of preserving the Ranan-Dutch 
law fran contamination or extinction.84
It has also b een suggested that as the Appellate Division settles 
legal issues which were previousl y  uncertain, there is less need for  
lawyers to  refer to a large number of cases, thus ccclification is no longer 
required to reduce the bulk of legal sources to mo re I!lan ageable 
prqx::>rtions.85 While this may perhaps be true of case-law - althoug h the
value of such decisions may fall away where the rule of precedent is 
abandoned; lawyers are having to cane to t erms with an ever gror,..iing anount 
,, 
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of statute law. For this reason, there may still be grounds for codifying 
the law in order to make it rrore accessible. 
A further reason why codification may seem a more rerrote possibility 
tcxiay than ever before, is the increasing ccmplexity, · specialisation and 
diversification of the law. In 1960, one of the main arguments raised 
against codification in South Africa, was the magnitude of the work 
involved, and the shortage of available skilled manpo.,.ier to undertake the 
task. To substantiate this fact it was poi nted out that a few years 
earlier 
'one of the leading South African publishing houses attempted tp 
or ganize·the publication of a South African restatement of th_e 
law on the lines of Halsbury 1s Ia.ws of England a far easier job 
than codification, they found that there were simply not enough 
rren ccmpetent and willing to undertake the work 1 • 86 
Hc,,.,e·ver time was to she,,,., that this problan was not insurnountable. Fifteen 
years later a major publishing house - perhaps the same one - initiated the 
idea of an encyclopedia of South African law. The aim of the publiaition 
was the systematic exposition of the law in an as authorative and 
crniprehensive manner as possible, in order to make the law trore accessible 
to practitioners, academics, and students, in South Africa and elsewhere. 
Due largely to the diligent persistenc-e of the chief editor, and careful 
and consistent monitoring of the contributions of a large number of 
authors, the first volume of The Law of South Africa (LAWSA) appeared in 
1976. The work was received with enthusiasm, it s successful production 
being attributed to the increase in the number of legal academics in recent 
yea_rs; improvements of university library facilities; gre.ater interest in 
the scientific study of law; and gre.ater participation in legal. writing by 
members of the bench. 87 
The appear.ance of �WSA would indicate that the1.e are in fact a 
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sufficient number of competent people willing to contribute to a m ajor 
le<Jal work. Whether tllat work will prove to be the bas"is of further legal 
develoµnent remains to be seen. 
Two codes of law remain of force and effect in Southern Africa -
excluding the 'COde' of criminal procedure. These are the Natal Code - as 
amended; and the Transkei Code; ooth products of. British colonial rule. 
In Natal, the Natal Code, which was amended in 1932 and 1967,88 was 
reviewed by a Carrnission app:::>inted by the KwaZulu legislative Assembly in 
1978. As a result of this Carrnissiori, the KwaZulu Act on the Code of Zulu 
Law, Act 6 of 1981, was passed. The new Act does not repeal the Co�e but 
amends it.89 That the Code has been retained at all, is particularly
.·. interesting when one takes into accriunt not only its · historica 1 background, 
but also the fact that it has frequently been criticised for its inf lexibi­
lity, and c:onsequent inability to provide for the needs of Blacks living in 
a westernized and urbanized environment. Moreover, because the Code only 
applies to KwaZulu citizens living in KwaZulu itself, a great number of 
Blacks are subject to·the laws of two different legal systems as they rrove 
£ran one area to another. Also, although the 1981 Act has been drafted by 
those having a much greater kncwledge of the canplexities of custanary law 
than those who drafted the Natal Code, many of the faults and inadequacies 
of the original ccxle persist.90 · Whether independent states in South Africa
wil 1 choose to codify their customary law remains to be seen, none have 
done so to date, but KwaZulu's approach may be an indication of fu·ture 
legal developnents in such areas. 
In the Transkei, which has been an independent state since the mid­
nineteen seventies, the Transkei Penal Code remained in force Wltil last 
ye.ar when .;;.. t was replaced with a new Transkei Pena 1 Code in terms of Act 9 
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of 1983. The introduction of the Act proposed 
'to establish a revised Cede of criminal law fo� the Republic of 
Transkei. Whereas it is desirable· to amend and cx:msolidate the 
criminal law applicable in the Republic of Transkei and to 
provide a revised code of criminal law for the Republic of 
Transkei'. 
The ne,i code repeals the whole of the former code,9� and introduces a code
of law which is more closely based on South African rather than English 
criminal law.92 It is interesting to note �ever that while the old code
was being used, judges were seconded from the South African bench to the 
Transkei and apparently applied the codified law t:here without any great 
difficulty; and that until the late 1960's its provisions were referred to 
with approval in South Africa.93 Whet.her the close proximity of a code of 
criminal law based on South African law-will have repercussions within 
·.south Africa itself remains to be seen.
4. Future Prospects for COdification in Sout:h Africa
Although the publishers of LAWSA stated in their advance publicity notices 
that the work should not be regarded as a code, its appearanc-e and canpre­
hensive nature, raises the question of whether it might not be used as the 
. . 
basis of a code. As indicated, its succ-essful publication sha,;rs that there 
is sufficient manpa-.,er to undertake such a task, and t:he presence of such a 
.....ark will accustan lawyers to looking for the law in a single, authorative 
referenc-e before searching else,ihere. On the other hand, as has also been 
mentioned, the p.lblication of LAWS.A may have similar-repercussions as that 
of the .....arks of Halsbury in England, and Bell or Erskine in SCX>tland, · and, 
in fact, obviate the need for codification by pres enting the law in a 
systematic form through _ cxnprehensi ve legal texts. 
However mention has also been made of the fact that KwaZulu and the 
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Transkei have both recently re-:-pranulgated c:odes of law. If south Africa 
per�ists in granting political independence to territorie� within her 
borders, it may well be that she should consider drafting her laws in a 
more easily transplanted form, suitable for use and adaptation in newly 
independent territories.94 Such a rrove would not only facilitate inter­
national transactions but also minimalise conflicts of laws. 
A nore i.mnediate reason for c:odification has emerged fran the Report 
of the Hoexter Commission tabled recently in Parliament. 95 This Report
suggests potentia],ly far-reaching changes in legal administration, particu­
larly through the establishment of small-claims courts. As has been indi-' 
cated, · it would greatly assist the administration of the law in these 
courts if the law, particularly procedural law, wa s to be codified, and 
thus made rrore accessible and canprehensible to the layman who is to use, 
and appear in, these courts. 96 
· Although codification of the substantive law for use in these courts
would be a more extensive under taking, the fact that the courts may only 
deal with disputes of a certain limited monetary value,97 and may not
adjudicate on any factors affecting personal status,98 suggest limitations 
to the areas of law most likely to come before the courts. Besides the 
fact that ccrlification of  substantive law might assist the litigant who is 
to appear without legal representation,99 ,it could also help to curb 
arbitrariness and inconsistency in resolving legal disputes where the 
adjudica tor is envisaged as participating rrcre actively participant in the 
arena of legal canbat than is norrrelly the case.100 Al-though the Connis­
sion was largely concerned with an examination of procedural rather than 
substantive law, itis interesting to note that a number of the legal 
systems which it referred to, are themselves c:odifi, d, although no particu-
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lar attention seems to have been paid to this fact.101
A further area where codification might be considered is the law of 
persons. As the bulk of law in this field is already in statute form,102
most of it fairly recent,·_ codification would not be too great an underta­
king.103 Such a code may becane particularly desirable once Family· Courts 
- a further suggestion of the Hoexter Ccrrmission - are establishea.104
It is in many ways strange that while the civil law origins of the 
South African legal syste.m are frequently stressed; 105 and reference is 
made by the courts and academics, to codif ied syst_ems of law in other 
civil law countries, particularly Gemany; that resistance and antagonism 
to codification persists. As has been indicated, this may be partly due to 
,-1 widespread misconceptions about codification, which are not peculiar to 
South Africa� It is also, no doubt, partly due to the fact that no suffi -
ciently �rful body has taken up the cause of codificatin. -� Essentially, 
support for a code must a:ITle fran a strong lobby in Parliament and to date 
this has not been the case. Nevertheless in many respects the time is ripe 
for codification in South Africa. The legal system is mature and well 
established; there are sufficiently skilled people to undertake the re­
search and drafting o f  a code, and much of the foundation work_ has been 
done. In Parliament the Government holds a majority stron g enough to 
manoeuvre the necessary legal reform through the cumbersane procedure of 
legislation. The only essential ingredient that is lacking for a 
successful programne of codification is a sufficiently dynamic and �erful 
r,erson to initiate and prarote the idea of codifying South Africa's laws. 
Perhaps he, or she, will appear in the near future, before political insta­
bility and disunity make it too late to achieve this form of legal change 
in South Africa. 
5. COtOJJSION
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The history of ccx3ification shc:Ms that the use of codes has been an impor­
tant and widespread fact.or in the legal developnent of a great number of 
national legal systems. Nor is the use of ccd.ified law merely a thing of 
the past. Those countries which already have codes continue to use them, 
and many are revising their existing codes; others are engaged in an 
examination of the feasibility of codifying their law or parts thereof. 
Moreover few countries that have c:odified their law have reverted entirely 
to uncodified law, while overall more countries have codes than do not. 
The difficulties and problems that confront c:odification, or which may 
result from it, have been dis cussed in the course ot this study. From 
· these it is clear that codification is not alway s an easy solution, nor
always canpletely successful. On the other hand the apparent difficulties
need not be insurmountable provided careful consideration is given to them.
The general popularity of c:odified law should not make law-reformers 
blind to the cx:xnplexity of the issues involved and the prob.able extent and 
cost of the undertaking. Hc:Mever, codification as a methcd. of legal reform 
has reached a stage of sufficient maturity so that those contemplating its 
use have the opportunity to examine it from every angle, in an objective 
and ccmparative fashion, before COTimitting themselves. 
An awareness of the atove is not of itself sufficient reason for law 
reforrrers or legislators to choose c:odification, rather than other means, 
to intrcd.uce legal changes or rrooifications of the law. On the other hand, 
it is submitted that for a cou ntry to adopt the attitude that simply 
becat1se other countries favour ccx3ification there is no reason to follaw 
suit, and thereby reject codification out of hand, is an expression of 
short-sighted, nationalistic, superiority. 
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Many advantages can be gained from the pooling of experience, 
knc:Mledge and resources, without sacrificing national identity. This has 
been shown to be the case in science, technology, education, and, no less 
so, in law. The ostracism of South Africa - usually on p::,litical grounds -
fran IMnY of the activities and develop:nents taking place in the rest of 
the world, has not prevented the country from participating in, and 
benefitting £ran this exchange of ide.as and infonnation. Indeed E=Qlitical 
and geographical isolation might be said to have led to greater efforts to 
acquire knc:Mledge and develop skills than "WOuld otherwise have occurred. 
As a result, the country has undergone tremendous industrial and tecbnolo-, 
gical gra,,;th and developnent since Union." This in turn has led to socio­
econanic changes, particularly the urbanisation and westernization of the 
life-style of irost of the p::,pulation. This has cre.ated new and more can­
plex legal and administrative problems. Today the life of the man in the 
street is regulated by a multitude of laws, many of which he may never have 
heard of. In the course of daily tra nsactions more people are becoming 
involved in p::,tentially litigious matters. Consequently rrore people need 
to knCM the law, and have access to it. Yet in South Africa, despite these 
social and econani.c changes, knc:Mledge of the law remains the preserve of a 
smal l elite, while access to it is largely the prerogative of those who can 
afford to pay for it. Although legal aid is available to some, free of 
charge, many are ignorant of its existence and often do not have the time 
necessary to apply for it. Moreover, the official resources available are 
inadequate to keep up with the actual needs of society, a fact evidenced by 
the emergence ·of alternative organisations to provide legal assistance, 
such as university legal aid,clinics, the Legal Resources Centres, Lawyers
for Human Rights, Black Sash and the Housewives league, to mention a few. 
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ProJX)sals have already been made by the Hoerter Catmission to effect 
certain reforms in the administration of the law and the . structure of the 
courts. These have yet to be implemented, but it is t.o be hoped that they 
will go some way to alleviating the pressures on the courts and legal 
profession which exists at present. However, it is submitted that the 
creation of additional courts and encouraging members of the public to 
conduct their own litigation in certain matters, is unlikely to solve the 
problems outlined above. Moreover, increasing sophistication and 
complexity in the· law, reflected in fuller law school syllabi, and 
specialisation aroongst practitioners, suggests that it is time to make the 
law rrore easily accessible to the lawyer as well as the layman. While this 
study has indicated that some areas of the law are more difficult to 
codify, there are others that are easier, and in South Africa may be ripe 
for codification - the la� of prcx:::edure and the law of persons have been 
mentioned. For codification to succeed, the legis lator or redactor re­
quires unselfish objectivity and an ability to enquire hOW' the legal needs 
of tarorrow might best be served by the lessons learnt up to today. Per­
haps ultimately this means that a decision has to be made on whether to 
legislate to preserve the past and the present, or to lay the foundations 
for the future. 
At the tiroe of writing South Africa has just witnessed a new political 
dispensation. It is not ideal, it is not-without faults, and .IT)ay well 
encounter problems in the future. Many, hOW"ever, see it as a step forward. 
This study concludes with the hope that by the twenty-first century South 
'Africa wil 1 have had the courage and determination to bring about a new 
legal dispensation which rrore accurately reflects the p:)litical, scx::ial and 
economic reality of South Africa, and in w·hich codification will play a 
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major role. 
l. Hahlo an d  Kahn 586.
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2. Indeed it has been stated t.hat the legal system of the Netherlands was
characterised by 'Individualism , particularism, separatism, - also
even schismatism 1 : Continental Legal History vol 1 455.
3. This was because unti 1 the ninth century the ea r 1 y inhabitants of the
Netherlands were part of the large Germanic tribes of the F ranks,
- Saxons and Frisians: idem 456; see also Wessels Historv of the Ranan
Dutch Law (1908) 40.
4. Continental Legal History 457. This was largely due to the principle
of allowing a conquered people to li v e  under their o,.rn laws; which
was fol lowed by the Romans and subsequently the Franks, and remained
effecti ve until the Carolignian period when the publication of
Capitularia undermined the principle: Wessels History 45-49.
5. The 1531 placaat. stated:
'That the customs of our lands on this side of the Rhin� 
shal1 be reduced into writing within six months, and that 
these custans, so reduced .to writing shall be presented to 
us in order that we may examihe them, and af t er due 
delil::eration pranulgate them, in the interest of reason and · 
justice and for the well-being, profit and advantage of all 
our vassals and subjects': Groot Placaat Boek. van Utrecht 
vol 1 414 cited in Wessels History 214. 
Such compilations were made in a number of provinces, for examp le 
Friesland in 1542, and in Overijssel in 1559: Continental Legal His­
.� 462. 
6. For example a certain amount of uniformity in matrimonial law was
a chieved through the adoption of similar ordinances in the different
provinces e.g. the Political Ordinance in Holland in 1580.
7. In 1579 the Union of Utrecht was declared and led to the constitution
of the Dutch Republic. In 1581 Dutch Independence was declared
following the abjura tion of Philip II of Spain. Signatories to the
Act of· Abjuration were Holland, Zeeland, Utrecht, Friesland, Brabant,
Flanders, Gelder land, Zutphen, Over ijssel and Mechlin:
Wessels History 90.
8. For example, efforts were made to collect and ccmpile existing legal
documents into charter-books during the 1700's, al though thes e
rEroained inccmplete: Continental regal History 460 note 3.
9. For example in  1602 a compilation of written and customary law
covering the laws of persons, sale, real right s, prescription,
succession, mqster and servant and maritime law, was made. in
Friesland: Idem 463.
10. For example the Groot. Placaat-boek of Holland and Zeelahd contained
statutes ranging frcm 1658-1796.
11. F.conanic developnent of the country created an urgent need for greater
legal unifonnity. See Wessels History 127-128.
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12. The actual date of the reception of Ranan law into the Netherlands has
been the subject of sane debate. See Wessels History 95.
13. The Lex Romana which crept in via the Lex Ecclesiasti�a was that of
the Lex Burgundionum and Lex Ranana Visiaothorum rather than the law
of Justinian: Idem 97-98.
14. The first evidence of the change to.vards a scientific study of law was
reflected in the methodical arrangement of legal provision s and
administrative regulations in the Keurboeken. For a full discussion
of the reception ·of Ranan law in -the Netherlands see Bisschop (1908)
24 � 157, 160.
15. For example, according to Wessels, in 1531 the Court o f  Holland was
composed almost entirely of jurists who had been educated in Roman
law: Wessels History 127.
16. This is particularly true of Grotius's Introduction to the Jurispru­
dence of Holland (In leiding tot de Hollandsche Rechts-G eleertheyd)
incorporating, as it did, the custanary and statutory law of Holland,
as we ·11 as Rcman law _principles, arranged and expounded scientifically
and methodically.
17. In south Africa, ooth the south African Republic in the Transvaal, and
the Orange River Colony·gave official recognition to the works of
Dutch jurists� In the ·forrrer an addenda to the Grondwet of 1844, wade
,in Septerober 1859, listed the works of Van der Linden,.·van Leeuwen and
Grotius as sources of Rctnan-Dutch law, while in the latter Article 1
of the Grandwet, co1_1cerning miscellaneous subjects, made similar pro­
visions in February 1856: Eybers 310 and 416.
18. See Van der Keesel Praelectiohes ad Jus Criminale (ed} Van wannelo vol
1 xx note 13.
19. For a history of this period see Van Zyl (1895) 12 Cape Law Journal
16, 21.
20. No report £ran this ccnunission was forthcoming. Van Zyl suggests that
the ccmnission found the task too laoorious ibid.
21. Article 28 required the making, within two years, of codes of civil
procedure, civil law, criminal law and criminal procedure: Hahlo and
Kahn 70 note 75; 563 note 90.
22. Drafts on procequre were produced in 1799, and on criminal law,
evidence and a general introduction in 1804; hc�,ever the political
changes·oecasioned by Louis Napoleon's accession meant that these came
to nothing.
23. Hahlo and Kahn 563 note 90. ·
24. The extent to which Van der Linden's draft code was incorporated into
this later one; <-r the Dutch Code of 1838 is unclear: ibid. For a
discussion of the 1809 code see Bisschop (1901) 3 Journaf""clcapra- _
tive Legislation 109.
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25. In prarulgating the code the King of Holland declared:
'By the introd.uction of this Code is repealed the Ronan Law, 
together wit.h all the laws and ordinances, in force in this 
country, whet.her they are kn� by the titles of Placaaten, 
publications, Advertisements, Ordinances, Regulations, 
Custans, Statutes, Licences or under what name soever, un­
less expressly retained in this Cod.e': 
Van Zyl (1895) 12 Cape Law Journal 16, 22. 
26, This cede was subsequently replaced by the Co::le Napoleon itself, in 
March 1811, as a result oft.he cession and subsequent incorporation of 
Holland into France in 1810. In s�stance t.here was little difference 
between the two cc<les because the Co::le of Holland had been so closely 
m:x:lel led on the latter. 
The Co::le Napoleon remained in force in Holland until 1838 when De 
Nederlandsche, Wetboken came into effect follo.,;,ing the establishment of 
t.he Kingdan of the United Nether lands. · 
27. The Dutch Fast India Canpany (Vereenicde Geoctroveerde Oost-Indische
Catpagnie (VOC)) was founded on March 20, 1602, under a Charter of the
Estates General. In practice the law introduced by the Company was
that of Holland as there was no singl e system of Dutch law at the
time, and Holland - t.he wealthiest and :rrost p6,Jerful of the provinces
- exercised the greatest influence in the affairs of the Caupany.
28-. There wer e a number of different sources of law applicable besides 
these. See Hahlo and Kahn 5 7 4 note 4 6. 
29. Van Dierren1s cede was drawn up by an advocate Jan Maetsuycher on t.he
Governor-General's instructions: ibid. Van der Parra's code was
drafted by a certain Mr Craan on t.he instructions of Governor-General
Mossel. Whether the latter ever actually applied in the Cape seems to
be a matter of dispute. See Roos (1897) 14 Cape I.aw Journal 1, 6.
30. Roos op cit 5.
31. See idem for a full list oft.he code's provisions.
32. Bisschop (1908) 24 LQR 157, 165. The last aritcle of the code
provided:
'that all Vice-Governors, P residents, Justiciaries and 
Judges of the far-off countries, ta-ms and places situated 
under the sovereignty of the State of the Netherlands, in 
these countries, shall be bound to regulate themselves 
according to this book o f  ord inances as far as the 
constitution of such countries, t�s and places shall admit 
and allC1vw': Bisschop op cit 166. 
33. See Hahlo and Kahn 474. .Van ZyL ho.,;,ever suggests that Van Die.men's
cede did not reach the Cape until 1769: (1908) SALJ 4, 5.
34. For a copy of the resolution (in translation) see Van Zyl (1908} SALJ
246, 250; also Roos op cit .1., 6.
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35. See Van Zyl for details of the requests £ran the Council of Seventeen
and subsequent attenpts to revise the Ccrle (1907) 24 SAIJ 366, 373.
36. Craan1s draft was suhni.tted to a ccmnittee of t'Wo, IDuis Taillefeit,
and Willem Atting - both members of the Council of India - who
introduced certain arrendments: Rms op cit 6; also Van Zyl (1907) 24
SAL.I 373, 374-375. Note that Stock suggests that the work of revision
starte::1 earlier in 1752 (1915) 32 SALJ 328.
37. Bisschop op cit 166.
38. The scope of Van der Farra's code was rrore extensive than Van Diernen's
and some of the more severe punishments had been modified. The
motivation behind the t-wo cc<les was very similar. See Van Zy 1 ( 1907)
24 SALJ 376 et seq.
39. It seems that the new Code never received the official approval of the
Council of Seventeen. See Rms 1 consideration of the natter op cit 8;
and the ccmnents by Van Zyl (1908) 25 SALJ 241, 251 et seq.
40. Stock suggests that the original version of Van der Farra's c.ode was
never in force in the Cape, but that an alphabetical index based on
the_Code and drawn up in the Cape between 1784 and 1790 was in use
and,_ that subject to local laws, was a prim:l.ry source of law: oP cit
336.
41. ·some proclamations, of a temporary nature, were is sued by General
Janssens - who was aPIXJinted Governor-General of the C.ape by De Mist;
and an Ordinance was issued by De Mist in 1804: Van Zyl (1908) 25
SALJ 246, 249. Apart f rom these little seems to have been done to
alter the existing laws, despite Hahlo and Kahn's statement that 'From
1803 to 1806 the cape was governed by men imbued with the latest ideas
of revolutionary France': Hahlo & Kahn Union 5.
42. See Eybers 15. These conditions were similar to those that had been
contained in the 1795 Articles of capitulation signed at Rustenberg on
16 September and were subsequently  affirmed in the Fi rst and Second
Charters of Justice of 1827 and 1832.
43. See supra under ccmnon law-codes.
44. For exampl e, in Natal the Black population ceased to be go verned by
Ranan-Dutch law in 1849, except for those situations where their a,,.,n
law was repugnant. to the general principles of hurnani ty. See
Brmkes & Webb 55.
45. Although in the Transkei the provisions of the code applied in theory
to everyone livi ng in the territory.
46. Ordinance 1 (1903) T. A brief code of procedure had been included in
Biljage No 3· of 1859 and elaoorate::1 by Ordinance No 5 of 1864: Dugard
Introd uction to Crimina 1 Procedure (1977) 30. De Villiers suggests
that in fact the t'Jetboek of the Orang e Free State which consisted of
ordinances and Volksraadbesluiten collected and arranged according to
subject should be regarded as the first South African Law Code. See
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his carments in (1931) 63 SAL.J 318. It appears hOli'lever that this was 
really a canpilation of laws rather than a true c:x:rle. 
47. In the Cape, Ordinance No 40 of 1828, and Ordinances No s 72 and 73 of
1830 (as amended) had consolidated a large part of criminal procedure.
48. Part one of Mr Justice ward's draft code dealt with procedure, crirres,
and punishments, and it was this th at was mo st inf luential in the
Transvaal.
49. Burchell & Hunt 42 note 359: see also Dugard op cit 31.
50. Ibid.
51. See for example Dugard op cit 57-58.
52. C H van Zyl, all attorney, was an early pioneer of legal education in
the Cape. It is interesting to note that arguments in favour of
c:x:rlification during this pericx:l came largely from practitioners and
not academics.or jurists.
53. Vall Zyl (1895) 12 Cape Law Journal 16.
54. It used to be the ru_le in South African law that ignorance of the law
was no excuse to criminal liability, hence the need for every man to
know the law. Since the decision in S v De lHom 1977 (3) SA 513 {A)
however, this rule has been mcderated. -see Burchell & Hunt 160-172.
55. The relevant sources of law included local statutes and customs;
decisions of the Supreme Court; the placaaten of Holland; the
'te rrib le' commentaries -of the Roman-Dutch writers· (Van Zyl 's
description); Ranan law; general, and· equitable principles of law.
Vall Zyl op cit _81.
56. The rnethcd proposed by Vari Zyl was very similar to that later used in
Anerica to bring about the Uniform canmercial Ccx:le.
57. Van Zyl appears to have fully realised the problems caused by
parliamentary procedures and the opportunities these afford for
obstructive tactics. He also hoped that this method would avoid the
'tedious elaboration' of the law which tended to result from
Par.liamentary drafting - he cited the Bi 11s of Exchange Act as an
example of a p:,orly drafted code. See op cit 83-85.
58. Although the 1838 Code was largely based on Ranan-Dutch law,. Van Zyl
seensto have overlooked the fact that the intrcduction of French law
had made a considerable impression on the Dutch system. However,
Kitchin, writing in (1913) 30 SALJ 10, 17 supports Van Zyl's view'.
59. Van Zyl suggested that one means of mcdernising the Code would be by
means of parallei columns. See oo cit 27 for the exposition of this
idea.
60. Van Zy1 closed his lecture with the Napoleonic sentiment that
coc1ification would achieve a nonurrent nore lasting. than brass - in the
shape of a Codex capensis: idem 87. 
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61. Mr J ustice Graham expressed his views during a legal dinner, the
proceedings of which were reported in (1907) 24 SALJ 112.
62. (1907) 24 SALJ 112, 114.
63. Further support for codification was expressed by C F indlay in an
article in the (1904-07) 2-6 Natal I.aw QU.arterly 3, although he did
conceed that legislative activity in this respect seemed 'improbable
for many years to cane'. See also Kitchin (1913) 30 SAIJ 10.
64. In 1913 during a Congress in Kimberley, the Association of Chambers of 
Cottnerce passed a resolution that: 
'legislation should be introduced by the Government at the 
earliest  possible manent for the ccx:lification of divergent 
laws of the Union, more par ticularly those. relat ing to 
inso lvency, companies, �eig hts and measures, tacit 
hypothecs, registration of deeds, patents, trade marks7 
·. designs and copy right'.
See the Rep or t in (1913) 30 SALJ 454. In fact certain areas of 
:•.· ccrnnercial law were partially codified through the adoption, in whole 
or part, of English consolidation bills such as the Bil ls of Exchange 
and the Law of Master and Servants. See Kitchin (1913) 30 SAL.I 10, 
15; and (1927) 44 SALJ 51 9, 520. 
. -- . 
65. See for example the comments of Kitchin idem 13; and 532; who
suggested that Union brought about a greater need to codify the law
because-the creation of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
led to increased legal uncertainty, as provincial decisions were no-1
not oonsidered as generally binding until confinned by the AD.
66. Canpare for example the situation in Germany w�ere codification was
seen as a means of assisting and promoting the spirit of national
unity achieved through political union in 1871.
67. See Kitchin {1913) 30 SAIJ 10, 18; and Graham (1907) 24 SAIJ 114.
68. Kitchin states that Mr Justice Murray Bisset tabled a IrOtion for the
codification of South Africa.'s laws in Parliament, but history does
not relate when this was, or what became of it: (1927) 44 SAIJ 519.
69. The prevalent nocx:1 of the colonies is indicated by a resolution passed
on 2 November 1908, by the Convention on the- Constitution, which
provided that subject to the provisions of the Constitution, all laws
in force in a colony at the establishment of the Union should reJMin
in force in the respective province until repealed: (my emphasis):
ThaTipson The Unification of South Africa 1902-1910 {1960) 242.
70. Provision for both languages is found in s 137 of the 1910 South
Africa Act. See also the :remarks in Hahlo & Kahn Union 25-26;
Thanpson op cit 135-138, 192-198.
71. Further, the established rights of all existing judges were protected,
which would have no doubt led to further local discrepancies. See
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section 99 of the South Africa Act, and Thanpson op cit 186-192. 
72. Thanpson op cit 398-400.
7 3. See Wessels (192 0) SAI.J 265 and (19 28) 45  SAI.J 5. Canpare ho,;rever the 
view of JC de Wet (1942} 6 THRHR 306, 31r-wessels' fears were not 
without grounds. Ranan-Dutch law had already been largely replaced by 
English law elsewhere, for example in British Guiana by the 1916 Civil 
I.aw of British Guiana Ordinance. See Ledlie (1917} 17 Journal of Can­
parative Legislation 210. Similarly in Ceylon, see Nadaraja 
The Legal System of Ceylon in its Historical Settinq (1972) 232 
et seq. 
74. Wessel s' argument that codification would ranedy this situation was
criticised many years later by Hahlo, who ·sug gested that the argument
had been based on a confusion between Roman-Dutch proper and the
Ranan-Dutch law of South Africa.
Ha...ever, as has been indicated supra in mixed legal systems such
as South Africa, it is not unusual to find ccxiification being used as
a means of preserving the authorative status of a particular branch of
the law, even · if the threat thereto is nore feared than apparent. see
for example the situation in Canada and Louisianna. See also the
remarks of Smith in YiannopJulos 3.
75. Wessels (1920) 37 SAI.J 265, 282.
76. Idem 283.
77. Wessels described the characteristics of traditional legal drafting as
'interminable· sentences, with their embarrassing parenthetical clauses
and vigorous crop of sesquipedalian words' ibid. Wessels · considered
that the main difficul ty  confronti ng codification was finding a
sufficiently capable draftsman. However he felt that in South Africa
Chief-Justice Rose-Innes was the ideal person for the �sk, as he had
a profound knwledge of Ranan-Dutch law and of the ccmnentators on the
civil law. See. (1928) 45 SALJ 5, 18.
78. The resolution was recorded in the President's annual report for the
Society published in (1931) 48 SALJ 473, 483. The resolution was
ccmnunicated to the.Secretary for Justice in the same year but nothing
appears to have cane of it.
79. Ibid.
80. Roberts (1938) .THRHR 202. canpare ha...ever De Wet's view expressed in
a critique of Roberts' views in (1942) 6 THRHR 306.
81. For example the English law doctrine of consideration in contract,
discussed by Wessels (1920) 37 SALJ 272.
82. For a detailed discussion of this pericd and the role of the A.D. see
A van Blerk1s unpublished :;.L.M th esis 'The "Purists" in South African
legal literature and their influence on· the jud gements of the
1-ppellate Division in selected Areas' UN (1981).
83. Hahlo & Kahn 586. See also Hahlo & Kahn Union 41-50.
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84. JC de Wet echoing the view of Von Savigny consistently maintained
that ccdification would impose severe limitations on the developrent
of Roman-Dutch law, and divorce it from its historical background.
See his ranarks op cit 313.
85. See the remarks of Hahlo (1960) 77 SAIJ 432, 435. On the other hand
it could be argued that the work of the Appellate Division in this
regard greatly facilitates codification and lays the foundations for
such an undertaking.
86. Hahlo (1960) 77 SALJ 436.
87. Kahn (1976) 93 SAI.J 482. The law contained in IAWSA (The I.aw of South
Africa}, is divided according to a basically civil law system, and
arranged alphabetically. Although the work consists of a number of
volumes, uniforrni ty has been maintained by careful editing and the
establishment of guidelines for contributors. Changes and additions
to the law are provided for by means of. an annual cumulative
supplement.
88. Proclama.tion 168 of 1932 and Proclamation 195 of 1967 pranulgated new
codes although the law in fact remained virtually unchanged.
89. Certain areas still remain outside the Code. However, certain
improvements have been made, for example provision is now made for
reference to unwritten cu stomary law where the code is silent, and
legislative procedures have been incorporated to establish the content
of the law where the code is unclear or there is a dispute.· For a
discussion of the provisions of the new act see Bekker and Coertze
(1983) THRHR 285; Church (1983) 16 CIISA 100.
90. It may be that the Code has been retained for both ideo logical and
administrative rea.sons. The fact that it did not emanate f ram the
South African government may be in its favour - although this is
purely speculation. Administratively it is a form of law which
judicial officers - some of whom have very little lega 1 training -
have becane accustane<l to.
91. Sees 185 of Part 12 of the Schedule of Laws Repealed.
92. In fact the new code appears on the face of it to closely resemble the
work of certain South African authors on the subject, although no
acknc:Mledgements are made.
93. See Burchell & Hunt 39.
94. Wi th the ever present threat of Soviet: expansion in Africa perhaps
South Africa should appreciate that Soviet law is itself codified, and
that codes of law.have proved very popular in other African countries
gaining independence.
95. This was the Ccmnission of Inquiry into the Structure and Functioning
of the Courts. The Report concerning small-claims courts is the
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Fourth Interim Rep::>rt RP 52/1982. 
96. The canpa.rative survey.undertaken by the Ccmnission indicated that the
greatest barriers concerning access to justice, were poverty and
ignorance, on the part of either party to a dispute. This problem was 
compounded by 'difficulty in  understanding the language of the law,
especial l y  where it �s ekpressed •.. in terms of doubts and
hypothesis' : 4th Interim Report 13.
97. Idem Paragraph 13.47.
98. Idem Paragraph 13.48.
99. Idem Paragraph 14 .3(k).
100. The Report sees such participation as being necessary because the
adjudicator will have to assist the litigants to understand the legal
issues involved and to prepare their cases. This See!T\.5 to create the
potential danger of a law-making adjudicator, and may well giv� rise
to a confusing degree of procedural flexibility in such courts.
101. For example New York, Massachussettes, California and Quebec. The
legal systan.5 of New Zealand, New South Wales, Queensland and Western
Australia which were also referred to, all have law revision agencies
which �re competent to assist in, o r  undertake, the task of
codification; and which act as monitoring institutions for law re­
form:.
102. For example: The Age of Majority Act .of 1972; the Divorce Act of.
1979; the Children's Act of 1980 and recent l y  the Matrimonial
Property Act of 1984. See also Paragraph 9.61 Part VII of the Fifth
and Final Report of the Camti.ssion.
103. In England the Law Camri.ssion appears to be successfully undertalcing
the codification of Family Law by means of separat e acts which will
later be consolidated. See on.this Cretney (1981) 44 MLR 1.
104. See generally Part VII of the Report on the Des irability or Otherwise
of establishing a Family Court.
105. See for example Hahlo (1960) 77 SALJ 432, 433.
APPENDIX l\ 
omo:oor.cx:;rCAL DIDEX OF CODIFICATION 
c 2270-2000BC Ccxie of Hanmu-rabi 
c 1969-1870 (Old) Assyrian Code 
1450-1250 (New) Assyrian Code (Hittite Laws) 
900-850
900-800
700-600
451-449
450 
200 
300AD 
323 
438 
450 
c500 
501 
506 
529 
534 
600-700
643 
c750 
780 
900 
1241 
1259 
Pentateuch Code 
Codes of Draco & Solon (City States) 
Deuteronanic Code 
Twelve Tables (Ranan Law) 
Gortyn Ccxie 
Laws of Manu 
Codex Gregorianus 
Codex Hermogenianus 
Codex Theooosianus 
Lex Salica 
F.dictum Theooerici 
Visigothic Code (Code of Euric) 
LeJ< Ranana Burgundionum 
I.ex Ranar\a Visigothorum 
(Justinian) Codex 'Vetus' 
(Ne.HJ Codex Justinian 
Chinese Cede 
I.ex Langobardorum 
Saxon Code 
Frisian Cooe 
Laws of the Welsh (Hcwel Dda) 
Danish Civil Ccrle (Jydske Law) 
Schwabenspiegel 
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1532 
1634 
1642 
1682 
1683 
1687 
1734 
175F6 
1766· 
1769 
l786 
1787 
1793 
1794 
1803 
1804 
1806 
1807 
1808 
1810 
1811 
1813 
1819 
1825 
Carolina Code (ax:) 
.Massachusetts Code 
Batavian (VOC) Code {Van Die.men) 
Pennsylvannian Code 
Danish Code 
'Norwegian Code 
Swedish Code 
Finnish Code 
Bavarian Code 
Batavian (VOC) Code (van der Parra) 
Austrian (Theresiana) Code 
Lanbardian Code 
Austrian (Josephine) Code 
Indian (Cornwallis) Code of Criminal Law 
Prussian. Code 
Austrian Code 
French Civil Code (Code Napoleon) 
French Civil Procedure Code 
French Camiercial Code 
French Criminal Procedure Code 
Territory of Ne.,; Orleans Code (later wuisianna) 
French Penal Cooe · 
Austrian Civil Code 
Bavarian Code 
Code of Scicily 
wuisianna Civil Code (Livingstone) 
Haaiti Civil Code 
Dcminican Republic adopted French Civil Code 
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1827 
1830 
1832 
1838 
1843 
1848 
1852 
1855 
1855-65 
1857 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867 
1869 
1869-1876 
1870 
Indian (Elphinstone) Criminal law Code 
Bolivian Civil Code 
Russian (Svod Zakonov) Code 
Dutch (Netherlands) Code 
Dutch Cc:mnercial Code 
Bolivian Civil Code 
New York Code of Civil Procedure 
Peru Civil Ccx:ie 
Austrian Penal Code 
Russian Penal Code 
Chilean Civil.Cod� 
Columbian Civil Ccrle; 
Portuguese Civil Code 
Indian Ccx:ie of.civil Pr<Xedure 
Indian Penal Code 
German Genera 1 CcmTErcial Code 
F.cuador Civil Code 
Indian Code of Criminal Procedure 
Rumanian Civil Code 
Italian Civil Code 
Territory of Dakota Civil Ccx:ie 
Quetec Civil Ccx:ie . { Province of Lower. canada ) 
Portuguese Civil Code 
Argentinian Civil Code; 
Uruguay Civil Ccx:ie 
Ottanan (Turkish) Civil Code (The '.Mejelle') 
ottanan Code of .Civil Procedure 
Mexican Civil Code 
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1870 
1872 
1873 
1875 
1875-1881 
1877 
1878 
1880 
1881 
1883 
1884 
1886 
1887 
1889 
1890 
1892 
1893 
1895 
1897 
1898 
Spanish Penal Code 
californian civil Code & Penal Code 
Civil Code of Columbia 
Civil Code of Montenegro 
Civil Code of Venezuela 
Chilean Penal Code 
'Egyptian Civil Code 
Guatemala Civil Code 
Natal Code of Bantu Law 
Japanese Penal eoae·&.Code of Criminal Procedure 
Civil Code of Honduras 
Swiss Civil Code (Code of Obligations) 
New York Criminal Procedure Cooe­
Ceylon Penal Code 
Civil Code of Daninican Republic 
.Mexican (Federal) Civil Code 
Cost.a Rica Civil Code 
Transkei Penal Code 
Idaho Civil Code 
Equador Civil Code 
Spanish Civil cooe 
Salvador Civil Code 
It.alian Criminal Code 
canadian Criminal Code 
New Zealand Criminal Code 
.Montana Civil Code 
Austrian Ccmnercial Code 
Japanese Civil Code 
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/ 
1900 
1907 
1908 
1910 
1912 
1916 
1917 
1917-1919 
1.921-28 
1923 
1926 
1927-1935 
1928 
1929-1931 
1930 
1932 
1934 
1936 
1937 
1942 
1946 
GenrEn Civil Code (008)
SWiss _Civil Code 
Japanese Crimina 1 Code 
Siamese Criminal Code 
Thai Penal Code 
(New} Criminal Code of Republic of China 
SWiss Civil Code 
British Guiana Civil COde 
Codex Juris Canonici (catholic Code) 
Brazilian Civil Code 
(NEP) Russian (Soviet) Codes; 
(New) Mexican Civil Code 
Arrerican Restatement 
(New) Turkish Civil Code 
Iranian Civil Code 
(New) Mexican Civil Code 
Chinese Civil COde 
Chinese Land Code 
Chinese Code of Civil Procedure 
Ieba.nese Code (Contract & Obligation} 
Civil Code of Peru 
Colanbian Penal Code 
swiss Penal Code 
Lou,isianna Criminal Code 
Civil Code of Venezuela 
(New) Italian Civil & txmrercial Code 
French Africa & Malagasy adopt French Penal Code 
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� •·· 
1946 
1948 
1949 
1954 
1955-56 
1956 
1957 
1958-68 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1971-72 
1973-75 
1976 
1977 
Brazil Penal Code 
Civil Code of Greece 
(Ner,..,) Egyptian Civil Code 
Syrian Civil Code 
Burrra Code 
Hindu Civil Code 
Tunisian Code of Personal Status 
Bahrain Penal Code 
Ethiopian Crimina l Code 
Virgin Islands Code 
USSR Revised .Codes 
Civil Code of Republic of Korea 
Hungarian Civil Code 
Ethiopian Civil & Cooroercial Codes 
American Uniform Cam-ercial Code 
Czechoslovakian Codes 
Polish Civil Code.: ·code of Family Law & Civil 
Procedure 
Ivory coast Civil Code 
German De.rrocratic Republ ic Family Law Code 
(New) SWedish Penal Ccx1e 
{New) Portuguese Ci vi 1 Code 
Algerian Penal Code 
Sudan Codes 
(Ner,..,) Cuban Codes 
Seychelles Civil Code 
Sout.h African Criminal Procedure 'Code' 
Seychelles Cam-ercial Code 
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1980 Peoples Republic of China Penal Code 
This index is by no means exhauijtive, but has been included to give some 
indication of the chronological and geographical extent of codification. 
Main source material: David & Brierley; 'National Reports• International 
Encyclopedia of Carparati ve Law vol l; Kocourek & Wigrrore 
